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IKTRODBGTIO*

The great revival of Interest in the poetry of John
Donne is one of the accepted literary phenomena of omr

tlme,^

Written during the last deeade of the sixteenth

century and the first two deeades of the seventeenth, hi#
poetry clrenlated mostly in manuecApt during his lifetime
and was first published in 16)3, with several anocesslve
...
J*** Bennett, Fow Netanhvaieal Poet* (Cambridge,
1953), pp. 2-21*
Oleanth Brooke, Thg, Well Vrowcht Urn (New York,
1947), p, 21.

Ill

Mr- ^

^

i2iZ"i222 (*#W York,
1932), pp# 241*250.
?' Griereon,
II
(Oxford. 1912); v-lv,
Oriereon,
jKMlJE9Saqi:2l,alB&
Seventeenth Gentnry (Oxford. 1921). on. %ili-lviil*
clay Hunt. Donne*# Poetry (New Haven, 1954), pp.
197~201,
Louie L# Mart#. The Poetrr of Meditation (New Haven.
19!Wk), ipp. 1.JI.
^Oeorge Saintsburvi A Short History gf Bngli#h Literature (l*,w Tkwdk, 1<%>5>,
Theodors Spencer, ed#, A Garland for John Denne
((kuabridkps, jg&kssjjr, 1991).
(Chicago, 1950),
Helen 0. White. The MetaDhvsical Poets (Hew York.
1936), pp. 37*47.
George Williameon, TW Donne Tradition (Cambridge,
^RaesaT, 1930), pp, 21~57;^a%7:%G?.
Virginia Woolf, |he Second Gommon Reader (Hew York,
1932), pp. 196.197.
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editions up to 1669#^ As the dominant poet of the meta»
physical tradition he exerted great influence on his con
temporaries and on the poets of the next generation, until
about 1650,3

Then, with the growing trend toward the

simpler language and more formal style of the Age of Class
icism, with the increasing faith in scientific and
philosophical rationalism, and with the growing distrust
of emotion and the inclination toward intellectual caution

prompted by the excesses of the Glvil War, Dome's highly
Individual and speculative poetry fell Into an almost
total eclipse,^ Late in the el#teenth century critics
feeling their way toward the Romantic Revival began again
to notice Donne with an Interest echoed later by Coleridge,
Lamb and De Qulncey# ^

During the more formal iaid»?ietorlan

era Donne fell again into relative oblivion until about the
last quarter of the century, when perhaps the insight of
a kindred spirit, Robert Browning, helped to turn the
^ Orlerson, Works. II, Ivi,
3 Wllllamaen, p, 75,

nssslm.

^ Hunt, pp. 196^199#
)Arthur
Methercct, "Yh# Reputation of the '##eta~
physical Poets* During the Age of Johnson and the Romantic
Revival," SP, IIII (1925), *1-1)2*
Hwnfy PP» 200*201,
Herbert J# G# Qrierson and J. G. Smith, A Gritical
MaagwpZSf Bagjjjh fssan, 2ad rev. ed. (laKwlon,

3
attention of critics to the powerful and passionate poetic

spirit underlying the irregular and often pumsling form of
£

Donnefe poetry.

Inspired in part by the extenmive atudle#

of Sir Herbert J* C. Qrierson and later by the domim&nt
influence of T* 3. Eliot, there roee to a peak during the
1920*9 and 1930*# a flood of critical studies Which has only
recently begun to abate*? One might #afely say that for
the past generation the poetry of Donne has been the model

par excellence for both poets and critic#.
There can be no doubt that much an absorbing interest
could happen only in an age which feel# a aenae of kinship
with the age in which Donne lived*

Some of the *&me

qualitiea of thought and expression by which Donne in hi#
poetry recreated the spirit of the late Renaissance appaar
in the works of T* 3# Eliot and Brnest Homingway, who, with
their followers, have articulated the mood of the paat jgeneration*

A few of these parallels include a widespread

probing of the mind and soul resulting from the disruptive
effect of new scientific theories on long-established
patterns of thought; a tendency to preserve poetic and
traditional values from philosophies no longer acceqptabl#
^ Charles Wells Moulton, ed., The Library of Literary

? Frank Eermode, "The Dissociation of Sensibility,*
Kenyon Review, XIX (Spring, 1957), 169#

4
as factî^ a feeling of let-down, uncertainty, and lose
following upon a period of expansive exnberanoe; a eynieal
approaoh to love as a reaction against an over*conventionalimed rwmantioiam; a libertinism in thought and eonduet,

which with those of our day is a reaction against Victorian*
isffl, as with Donne it waa a reaction against the Petrarchan
tradition of courtly love; a sense of the presence of death
and a shuddering horror,^ which leads to the exploitation
of the imaginative values of the ugly, and at the same time

to an effort to escape from these depths into the finer
realms of human compassion and htworous reflection; an

effort to present precise Images which create a unified
intellectual and emotional impression upon the reader
and a search for new literary form, which in both period#
came to be characterised by a rugged masculinity, a pre

cision of detail and a search for the exact word, a wide use
of metaphor of far-reaching implication, and a closer imi
tation of the rhythms of speech, to mention but a few of
the commonly observed qualities of style#

Thus the writers

of a whole generation have found in John Donne a kindred
spirit and have conceded him great influence over their
work.
^ Courthope, III, W; 154; 16#,

^ Williamson, p# 1#,
10

p.
Eliot, Essay#, pp. 241*250,
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T«t the seventeemtb eenttiry admired another poet,
who, though he wa« during much of his eareer a eonaeiou#
follower of Donne and though he produced a fairly large
body of verae exhibiting certain metaphyaioal qualitie#,

has nevertheless failed to arouse much interest in our
time*

Abraham Cowley*s book of juvenile poems was pub#

liahed in 1633» the aame year as Donne*a first posthumou#
edition; thus his active career follows Donne's by ««actly
a generation.

Me Is regarded as the most representative

man of the period of transition, between the time in which
metaphysical poetry was a dominant atrain and the Age of

Glasslelsm,!! Sharing as he did some of the qualities of
the latter age, Cowley suffered a somewhat slower loss of
reputation than did Donne, although his imitation of the
"conceits" of Donne had come to be regarded as a major
fault by 1692, when Dryden wrote his «Original and Progress
of Satire#" In his own day Cowley was immensely popular,
being rated by Kilton as next to Shakespeare and Spenser*^

By the time of Samuel Johnson, a century after his death
(1667), though he had meamAlle suffered a considerable de

cline, he was still regarded as the first of the "modems,
^ Williamsm, pp. 1##»1#9#
Ernest Rhys, Lvric Poetry (London, 1913), pp# 23W36.
Samuel Johnson, "Oowley," in The Works of Samuel
Johnson, literary Club Edition (Troy, iew ioÂT^9%F, VII,

Emile Legouis and Louis Gamamian, A History of
York, 1939), p. 5%.
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and as the *lm#t of the metaphymloal rate and undoubtedly
the beat;the intellectual quality of his poetry ap*
pealed to Johnson mere strongly than did the intense peeu*
liarity of Donne. Early Romantic# tended to forgive the

«rou^ness» of fonm and to respond to the «soothing m#lan*
choly* of Gowley'a verse* and Wmb found him *deliciou#*
late Victorian critics, particularly Oeaae* found him intereeting aa a character in literary history* "but a# a
poet a dead name*, though Groaart defended his right to
*an inner circle of reader#" and published his works in
1881,1* During the 1920*# Arthur K# Rethercot made an
extensive study of his life and published a series of
articles on the literary reputations of Cowley and other
metaphysical#;!? but any slight revival of interest in
Cowley has been merely incidental to the general interest
in metaphysical poetry#

As a poet he remain# almost un-

known and unread in our time, the few prose essays of his
later career being his chief present claim to attention*
The question arises*

Why has Donne been so thoroughly

resurrected and Cowley so generally ignored in our time?
14 Johnson, VU, 311#
Nethercot, pp# 125->132,
1885)^
1897), pp. 226-227»

^

Pmwr

(Cambridge,

^erk,
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The purpose of this paper will be to diseuss baalo dif*
fereneea between the poetry of Donne and that of Cowley,
both by a ocmipllatlon of erltloal comment and by an
Individual evaluation of representative worka of the two
men#

An effort will be made to acoo%mt for today*a great

appreciation of the one and the equally great indlfferenû#
toward the other, when their worka are judged in the light
of current atandarda aa to what eonatitutea good poetry#
In diacuaaing the fluctuationa in their literary reputa*
tiona, it will be neceaaary to recreate aomething of the
aucceaaive "ollmatea" of critical opinion which have
exiated between their day and oura, aa indicated by the
commenta of repreaentatlve critica of each period.

A

further key to the aenalbllitiea of each age will be found
in changing definitions of, and ahiftlng emphaaia placed
upon, such aspects of the creative mind aa wit, fancy,
imagination, and judgmwt#

The attempt will also be mad#

to eatabliah a few currently recognised atandarda for judg*
ing poetry, and to define the term metaphysical aa it ha#
been analysed and understood by modem critic#.
Thua the problem acquires two aspects

the placing

of the poets against a background of changing faahiona, and
the judging of their poetry by atandarda which we ahould
like to regard as permanent criteria of poetic valus#
These two aspects represent the attitudes of two schools of
critical thought, the historical relativists and the critical

a
âbsolatistâg whose antith®tieal positions eall for sonewhat
forthar definitloa.
The historical relativist* recognise the poet as the
voice of tho seneibility of his own age and evaluate hi#
poetry in the light of an attempted recreation of that
eenmibility#

Time, from their point of view, the fluctua*

tions in the reputation# of Donne and Gowloy ffom their day
to our# eeem due to changing literary faehiona and point#
of emphaaie, to which their poetry has or ha# not been
acceptable#

James Sutherland states the relativist point

of view succinctly:
It is never easy to ^realise that the poetry
of one's own o«temporaries is only the
latest fashion,!*
One of the most outspoken defenders of the relativist
position is Mr Frederick A. Pottle:
There are two attitudes in criticism which
may be called respectively the dogmatic and
the historical. Underlying the dogmatic
position are always two assumptions expressed
or implied: The first, that thœre exist
canons, rules, or methods for judging ab
solutely the worth of literature; the second,
that the critic, ideally at least, can apply
these measures without error#».There is
another attitude in criticism which I shall
call the relatlvietlc or historical* It
questions the possibility of absolute critical
judgments because it can find no evidence In
history that a permanent standard measure can
be devised for literature, or that it could
be applied without error if it were devised#

James ^^rland,1 Pr4f#9f &&
Poetry (Oxford, 194#), p. 9*

9
It believes that the poetry of every age is
the expresaion of, or exprtaaea Itself through,
the aenalbility of that age*.,It euffera
extroardinary shifts at given historical
point#, and it is these shifts that mark off
the i*p@rioda* in literature. If one considers
the rules or standards lAieh each age ham
advanced for the evaluation of literatmre,
one will find that instead of being objective
and permanent, they are merely the definition
of the sensibility of that age,,,The historical
critic believes that all original criticima
is snbjective* the description of the impact
of the work on his own historically limited
sensibility,»,In dealing with the mind of the
artist, we are all relativists,There is no
more basis for supposing that a critic can
make absolute judgments than there is for
thinking that poets can write poetry that will
never need historical justification,!?
On the other hand, the critical absolutists, while not
denying the fact that historical influence and changing
sensibility do in part account for what a poet writes and
for his reputation at any given time, still hold that ther#
are certain absolute values in poetry, especially with
respect to form, which can be used as a basis for judging
the quality of all poetry, whether old or new.

Certain

values are said to underlie all changing fashions and to
provide a guide for distinguishing good poetry from bad,
Much of the effort of the New Criticism haa been to es
tablish such a set of criteria and to arrive at a fixed
evaluation of the poets of the past,

Mr Cleanth Brooks

Frederick A, Pottle, The Idiom of Poetry (Ithaca,
New York, 1946), pp. 140-153,
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states the case for the absolutists*

,,,! Insist that to treat the poems dlseuaaed
primarily as poems Is a proper emphasis, and
very ouch worth doing*..We are not ]lkely to
Ignore those elements which make great poems

differ from each other, Tt Is entirely
possible, on the other hand, that the elos#
kinship that they bear to one another may
be obscured — those qualities that make them
ooems and which determine whether they are
pood ooems or bad poems. Good and bad, we
have b^en tau.^t, are meanlnglesn terms iiAem
used absolutely. They must refer to so*#
standard of values, and values, we know, are
hopelessly subjective#.,But In giving up our
criteria of
bad, we have, as a
consequence I believe, begun to give up our
concept of poetry ltself.*,?he studies of
particular poems which fill up the earlier
chapters of this book take as their assump*
tlon that there is such a thing as poetry,
difficult as It may be to define, and that
there are general criteria aglnst which
poems may be measured...The judgments are
frankly treated as If they were universal
judgments,*,?he attempt to locate the
Mpoetry* In a special doctrine or a special
subject matter or a special kind of Imagery...
speedily breaks down...Yet If we are to
emphasize, not the gneclal subject matter,
but the way In which a poem Is bullt.m.the
form which it has taken as It grew In the
poet's mind, we shall necessarily raise
questions of formal structure and rhetori
cal organisation...and the formal pattern
suggested by these terms seems to carry over
from poem to poem,.*I do not mean to Ignore
the Important differences between poets. Yet
what must be sought Is an Instrument which
will allow for some critical precision, and
yet one which may be used In the service.
not of Romantic poetry or of metaphysical
poetry, but of DoetrY.20

Mr Brooks makes amply clear the difficulty of the absolutist
position by continuing with a long discussion of principles,
^ Brooks, pp. 197*200#
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wherein he repeatedly refutes the positions and judgment a of
other eritlee, including Mr Pottle as well as a number of
gentlemen from his own eld# of the fence; the very extent to
which personal argument bulk# in modem crlticlem tends to
make euepect the hope of eetabliehlng any wide agreement on
abeolnte etandard#*

In 1#5& "A Poetical Scale" was publlAed, possibly by
Goldemith, In whi# Cowley was rated eqnal to Shakespeare
and jmst below Dryden and Milton; Donne was passed off with
the remark:
Dr Donne was a man of wit, but he seems to
have been at pains not to pass for a poet#21
We smile at the solemn effort of the past and proceed with

our own#

Can any set of criteria be anything other than

the codification of the sensibility of the age in which it

is establiahed?22 Dryden thoug)»t he knew what was *eor*
rect,* bttt we do not entirely agree with him; we recognize
the vast good sense of Dr Johneon but question many of his

specific judgments; especially as regards the metaphysical
poets; we see the greatness of Coleridge*s analysis of the
poetic imagination but reject much of the poetry of his
age; and our concept of literary excellence demands som#»

^ Methercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson," p. #6#
pcttle, pp. 150.#1$1.

12
thiag; mrm than Arnold's «high seriousness*^ or "sweetneai
and light.#

let the modem erltleml temper is predoidnant»

ly ahsolmtist#
Dr Johnson recognized the necessity of both the
relativist and the absolutist points of view#

In support

of the relativist position he said:
In order to make a true estimate of the
abilities and merit of a writer, It Is always
neoessary to examine the genius of his age#
and the opinions of his sontesporarles...
Every man's performances, to be rightly
estimated# must be compared with the state
of the age in which he lived, and with his
own.#.opportunities#

But he also asserted the need for the operation of absolutist
principles*
It is* however, the task of criticism to
establish principles; to Improve opinion
into knowledge;#..criticism reduces those
regions of literature under the dominion
of science, which have hitherto known
only the anarchy of Ignorance, the caprices^
of fancy, and the tyranny of prescription#^
Between the warring camps of the relativists and the
absolutists Mr Eliot has posited a working principle of
compromise. In lAlch he allows for personal judgment in
the applying of critical standards and also recognises
that emphasis on certain elements defined within those
standards may vary from time to timet
I by no means wish to affirm that the Im
portance of a particular poet, or of a
particular type of poetry, is merely a

23 Joseph Epes Brown, fhfi Critical Oulnlonm o( Samuel
Johnson (Princeton, 1926), pp. WlTT
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mmtt#r of capriolo*# faahlon, I wish
aimply to dlatlnguiah b#tw#en the abaoltxba
and the relative In popularity, and to
reeognlme in the relative (both when a
poet la unduly preferred and lAen he i#
unduly ignored) an element of the reaaon#
able, the juet and the 8ijgnlfieant,$#We
muat aaaume. if we are to talk aboiA
poetry at all, that there is aome absolute
poetic hierarchy*$.aome final Judgment Day,
on which poet# will be assembled in their
ranks and order##**But at amy particular
time, and we exist only in particular
moments of time, good taste conaists, not
in attaining to the vision of JudgmeA Day,
and still leas in aeaumimg that what happen#
to be important to us now is certainly
what will be Important in the same way en
that occasion, but in approximating to
aome analysis of the absolute and the rela»
tive in our own appreciation#^
It Is in such a spirit of compromis® that I approach
the problem of tracing the critical reputationa of Donne
and Cowley against the background of the shifting sensi*
bilities in the paat three and a half centuries, and the
corollary problem of accounting for their present positions
in the light of current literary standard#*

However, these

problems dealing historically and critically with the
authors themselvea require a previous consideration of
SOTO minor problems of definition*

My second chapter will

attempt to define the modem concept of the mrâ ooetrv. to
set up some of the generally accepted criteria for judging
poetry, and to explain the meaning of the term setaphysical poetry as interpreted by modem critics*

24 T* 3* Eliot, "Donne in our Time," in A Garland for
John Donne, pp. 11*12*

THg mOERR OOÎfGBPT OP POBTRT, STANDARDS FOR JUDOIW
POETRY AND DISTINCTIVE QUAIITIBS OP META^
PHYSICAL POBTRY

la the eritioisii of today, as in that of the past,
it has seemed difficult to find a single definition to
cover all possible types and styles of poetry*

Modem

erltlos have had to defend themselves against the aeottsa*
tion that they define all poetry in terms of the meta*
physical lyric; it is true that modem poetry has drawn
great inspiration trm this particular type, which
flourished during the early seventeenth century, partly
because moderns have felt a strong sense of kinship be
tween the spirit of this age and that of post-Renalssance
England,

Metaphysical poetry, as good poetry, shares many

of the qualities which are new recognised as virtues of
poetry In general, but it has also certain limiting and
distinguishing properties of its own. It is my immediate

problem to define poetry in its broadest sense as conceived
by the modem mind, and then to discuss the distinctive
qualities of metaphysical poetry; in so doing I perhaps can
arrive at certain broadly recognised standards for judging
poetry and also partially describe the modem mood, which
has produced both our poetry and our criticism.

14

Sari Sandburg, In his "Thlrty-aeven Définitloss of
Poetry*" said, "Poetry is the aymtheela of hyaeinths and
biaoults,* This definition allows for free interpretation
and yet contains one word eruoial to the modem view ••

synthesis. This word, or this idea, appears In the ewment#
of many modern orltle#; for example, W# K# Wiasatt e«#ha#i$e#
the synthetic nature of poetry by saying.
Poetry is a feat of style by whiohu a complex
of meaning le bandied all at 0M#*1

This seems to me the most concise and yet IncluslTe defini
tion that I have found#

Mr Gleanth Brooks recognises the difficulty in die*
covering a general definition of poetry, but he also
arrives at the idea of synthesis:
The posltlvists have tended to explain the
miracle away in a general process of ré
daction which hardly stops short of reducing
the •poem* to the ink itself* Bet the
*miracle of cwmmnlcatlon* remains#**We
had better begin with it, by making the
closest possible examination of what the
poem says as a poem.*

Here, briefly, is the creed of the New Criticism: analysis
which aims to arrive at a concept of the poem as a whole —
an eventual synthesis#

(Even «•ink* is synthetic)#

Mr

Brooks further emphasises the idea of the ultimate unifi
cation of all elements in a poem*

W. K# Wlmsatt, Jr, TM Verbal Icon (Lexington, Ky#,
i Ft 4#
^ Gleanth Brooks, 2&Ë, Well Vroukht Um (New York, 1947),
Preface*
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The lyrle quality, if It be geawlae,#.#!#
the result of an imaglRatlve graep so e%re
that It may show itself to the reader as
imatudled and unpredictable without for a
moment relaxing hold on the Intricate and
complex stuff which it carrlea#.*The esaen*
tlal structure of a poem#.#Is a pattern of
resolved stresses##.the closest possible
relationship between the Intellectual
elements and other elements in the structure
.,#The dimension in which the
moves Is
not one which excludes ideas, but one which
includes attitudes#.*Ia the unified poem,
the poet has *come to terms* with experience#^
Mr Herbert Read, like Mr Brooks, has trouble defining
poetry but points out the importance of synthesis; he
further helps to broaden the general concept of poetry by
emphasising the Idea of Intuition as essential to the
creative process*
Poetry is properly speaking a transcenden
tal quality
a sudden transformation
which words assume under a particular
influence
and we can no more define
this quality than we can define a state
of grace###All art originates in an act
of Intuition or vision##.the process of
poetry consists firstly in maintaining
this vision in its Integrity, and secondly
in expressing this vision in words#*
The quality of synthesis also becomes apparent in Mr Head*#
definition of organic form, wkich he describes as
3 Ibid#, pp# 163; I66.1g9.
^ Herbert Read, Form in Modem Poetry (London, 194&),
pp, 40*44#

17
the most original and vital principle of
poetic creation; and the distinction of
modern poetry is to have recovered this
principle* When a work of art ha# its
own Inherent law#, originating with its
very invention and fueing In one vital
unity both structure and content, then
the re eultlngfore le organic*) ^^uot#
ing Coleridgy: Mo work of true geniœi
dares want its appropriate form, neither
Indeed 1* there any danger of thla. A#
it must not, so genius cannot, be lawlessî
for It le even thle that eonatltutee
genius
the power of acting creatively
under laws of its own origination#^
While Mr Read has discussed intuition and organic form a#
phases of modem poetry, he brings out that he regard# them

as essentials of a broad definition In this striking state*
ment*

modem poetry I mean all genuine poetry...of all

time,"
Intuition, or perhaps the broader implications of
Freudian psychology, receive further emphasis from Mr
Ra*leton Spencer:
One of the master^ldeas of our time, an
idea that has determined not only the con
tent, the meaning, but also the very for#
of many Important wortcs in twentieth*
century literature#.discovery that
more is contained in the human mind than
can be accounted for by exploring it at the
level of consciously formulated thought#?
Mr Pottle also brings out the essential nature of

5 JEbJd.. p. 9.
6 Ibid., p. to.

intuition in his discussion of an inclusive definition of
poetry and of some of the qualitlea of poetry:
Poetry la not a higher kind of reaeon; It
is the firet grade of generalised experience#
prior to logic, prior to morality, the
world,,«makes its Impreeelon on ue# Our
minds imposa human form on thla matter*
graep it intuitively.,.The mind expresse#
its intuition in verbal symbole, and that
expreeelon le poetry.*#There are degree#
of expressive power: degree# of vivldne##,
of ooherenee, of complexity.#.Poets are
men of terrific voltage...poetic langaagg/
gives w the Imnedlate qualities of an
experience...expression of the Qualities
of an experience Is felt to predominate
greatly over statement concerning Its use#
...Alliteration, assonance, rhyme, parallel*
ism, even meter must certainly be excluded
as essentials of a general definition, for
it is possible to cite highly developed
poetry that lacks one or more of them. Plot
and metaphor go much deeper, and Indeed, if
you stretch the terms far enough, go to the
very bottom.
Plot, according to Ar Pottle, can be stretched to Includ#
all aspects of meaning; and metaphor, to embrace *every
use of ^eech that gives us the qualities of experience."^
Mr Pottle, again, is syntheslmlng the q[ualltlee of poetry
under two terms, plot and metaphor. He thus glvss on#
Interpretation of Sandburg's poetic definition;
Is the hyacinth and plot Is the biscuit

metaphor

something to

sink one's teeth in#

Modern poetry, then, attempts to associate itself with
what the modem mind recognises as the great tradition in
^ Frederick A. Pottle,
New York, 1946), pp. 6^75#

Poetry (Ithaca,
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poetry — the poetry of unified and vivid expreaalon of
intuitive experlenee*

Perhaps this statement should be

let stand as a general definition#

But there are other

qualities in modem poetry, some of which point to useful
criteria for judging poetry* both present and past#

8om#

consideration of these additional qualities may help to
throw light on the basic question of this thesis;

Why

have the yorks of Donne and not of Cowley been resur
rected in our time?

Many of these qualities seem to apply

to poetry in general rather more than to metaphysical
poetry,

Mr William Van O^Oonnor has made one summary which

supplements and supports those essentials already cited:
Poets have been concerned with a language
of indirection -» with concretion# wit,
irony, tension — In Which feeling and tone
may be understood and experienced as s&m»
thing more than aupplememtary to abstract
meanings The emphases upon appropriate
rhytWs# metaphor* ambiguity* and dramatic
stateowent are all means of making the emotion
integral in the poetic statement# It is as
though the modem poets were proving that
ideas# ##may be deeply meaningful only when
they are expressed in a language that
simultaneously involves the sensibilities
and the lntellect#9
Here the qualities of synthesis* Intuition* and or{p&nle form
are again implied* with more precisely defined qualities
considered as a mean# of arriving at the more general value##

A revealing* but somewhat less complimentary, description
9 Wm# Van O'Connor, Sense and Senolbllitv in Modem
Poetry (Chicago, 19401* p# 4.
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of the poetry and criticls® of the 1920*8 seems etill to
apply rather widely:
Poetry became obscure, experimental, Ir*
regular, antagonistic to didacticism, is-»
different to any social value, the private
language of small coteriee, with much
dependence on verbal subtleties and pattern#
of association so complex, unstable and
fleeting as sometimes to beeomo presently
incomprehensible to the writers themselves
.#.The need was to fashion a new technique
in diction and prosody to meet the require*
ments of the new subject-matter of a chang»
ing world*..An arrogant assumption of
authority In matters of taste was a char*
acteristic of the period,..The great names
and achievements in literature were subjected to fresh valuation. Milton was
dethroned in favor of Donne, in lAose poetry
was found a satisfying and loitable fusion
of sensibility and intellectuality.$.there
was a great display of abstruse learning***
literary references mhich widen the vist*
and eabrace tradition*10
One must concede that difficulty has been a concommitant
of the effort to find a poetic language suited to the
chaotic complexity of the modem era*
Mr Brooks defends himself from the charge that he
defines all poetry in terms of the metaphysical style by
saying,
I should certainly dislike to be thought
to maintain that English poetry ceased
with the death of Donne, to be resumed
only in our time.H
Re further defends certain qualities apparent in metaphy*
Albert G. Baugh, ed., A Literary History of England
(New York, 19W), pp. 1563-^5*
11 B&ooks, p. 204*
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steal poetry as being actually apparent In ranch of the
good poetry of all typee#

%ie of theee qualities 1#

paradox:
Paradoxe# eprlng from the very nature of
the poet*# language: It 1# # language
In wnlch the connotation# play a# great
a part a# the denotation#.,»Poet#
oonaoloualy employ paradox to gain a #om^
preaelon and preelelon otherwise unobtaln*
able,
Mr Brook# olte# Coleridge*# famou# atatement on the
creative imagination a# a ^eerle# of paradoxe#," and #ay#
that poetry require# a "fualon* that
#,,1» not logical; It apparently violate#
aclence and common sense; It welds to*
gether the discordant and the contradict*
ofy,12
Other qualities which Mr Brook# defend# a# e##entlal to
good poetry Include **orlglnal, spare, and étrange";
"functional Imagery* Irony* awi ccmplexlty of attitude";
"a coherent and powerful structure of attitude#"; "a
tight and systematic structure of Image#"; and finally,
A poem Is to be judged by It# coherence,
senaltlvlty^ depth, rlchnes# and tough*
mindednes#,!)
Though no brief summary can do justice to the qualltle#
of modem poetry, It may be eald that It 1# unified by
Intellectual control over Intensely felt emotion; Its con*
cepts are often Intuitive and may be presented through
Ibid., pp. 0*17.
Ibid*, p# 229.
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sharply eenmuoua and subtly suggestiT© imagery or through
symbols; idea, ©motion, image, sound, meter, stansa-forœ —
all eontribute to its final synthesisj it shuns overt
didacticism but takes a serious view of the complexity of
life, and reveals a complex attitude toward its material
through irony, paradox, ambiguity and allusion; it is
psycholgical in its suggested association of ideas am*

Images, and in its effort to express the whole sensibility
of the poet (as well as to demand a complex and comple&e
response on the part of the reader); it is formal in
pattern but acquires tension through variations on its
basic structure; rhyme is frequent but not essential and
may show variations, while assonance and alliteration add
subtle effects to both the music and the tone; and modern
poetry is difficult.
Having represented the absolutist point of view in
attempting to define a few of the sine oua sons of poetry,

I shall now turn relativist and inquire;

What are some

of the characteristics of the times that have produced this
poetry and these standards?

One approach to this question

will bo to consider similarities between the twentieth and
the early seventeenth centuries — similarities which help
to account for the popularity of Donne's poetry#

It will

also be suggestive to note certain parallels in the
attitudes of Donne and Eliot as the most significant
expositors of the spirits of their respective ages#
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Met to overempbaai*#, however, the purely metmphysieml

aspects of either period, ome should mention that there
were other literary traditions active in Donne*# time, jumt

as there are today,

Ben Jonaon represented the neoclassi

cal tradition, while the romantic Spenser was not forgotten.
A blending of these varions influences was evident fairly

early in the century*

A similar blending has been noted

in our time by Miss Josephine Miles» whose extensive study

of poetic language as used in the fourth decade of each of
the last five centuries has led her to the conclusion t*mt
the 1940#* present a synthesis of the metaphysical, neo
classical and romantic modes;

Granting, then, that the 1940## may have
drawn one order of poetry from the domlnantly metaphysical l$40*s and l640*s.
another from the domlnantly neoclassical
eighteenth century, and a third and strong
est from the domlnantly romantic nineteenth.
In a sense we are no one of these, but
mmst take some new label for the combina
tion we have arrived at*••Further, no one
of these major proportions brings with It
the whole of Its poetic language»*«Of no
single poet can it be said that he is
closer to another period than to his own.
In his choice of language# His time de
fines him better than his type# We learn
of this time, the 1940*s, that Its in
terest in objective truth and subjective
interpretation dominates its language and
distinguishes Its poetry from that of
other centuries* We learn that the sound,
the structure, and the vocabulary are
Interallied, and allied to the concept of
truth in art which makes for specific
objects and qualities in interacting
juxtaposition, for tonal pattern, for
phrasal presentation, for a moderation of
both verbs and adjectives in favor of
nouns, for a laden and ordered cadence in
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whieli «lad ob#*rv#8 things and eonalder#
them#.«They bring som of the roeabulary
end soffle of the ton® of other poet rie#
into the 1940*#: roaantie eymbollemu
olaeeieal eimlle, Mtaphysieal metaphor,
Into tweatleth-eentnry eontext# # «reorder
ing and thua modifylmg all of theae into
a newly varied mode,**
Nlaa Miles» analysis applied to the 1940*a, where she noted
a alight bent toward the romantic use of language. Herbert
Read and George Wllllamaon, In apeaklng for the 1920#a,

also notloed a blending of attitudes, which in Itself may
be eharaeteriatloally wetaphysical»
If we maat apply the historical distinctions
1;o thdli; isjge ()jr (wiri*, if«i stkaJLlL Ibe :F(»ro#*d l;o
admit that whilst it is possibly an age of
satiety, it la not one of solidity; and
if it is certainly an age of stress, we
are more doubtful about its energy» That is
to say, it la not clearly either a romantic
or a claaalcal age.l?

It is suggestive to think of metaphysical
poetry as lying between the romantic and
the claaalcal poetry, as the product of
an angle of vision in which the aiAjectlve
and the objective m*et#**Thia Imaginative
form may be regarded as a form between the
emotionally organised form of the Romantic
and the rationally organised form of the
Glaaalc! the metaphysical seise# emotion*
ally the idea or symbol which Imposes its
own logic upon the emotion,**
Hence, to Donne's age as to ours, we find the appeal of

Read, p$ #4#
George Williamson, M)onne and the Poetry of Today,*
% A Garland for John Donne, ed. Theodore Spencer (Gambridge
^ssj/, 193177^pp. l75*17o.
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metaphygieal poetry to consist In its being a balance be*

tween, or ayntheaia ©f| the romantic and the neoclassical
poetries.
Another reason for our sense of sympathy with Donne**
era la cited by Mr teavis and Mr Baugh, who emphaalse the
pervading sense of disruption of values in the 1920*s;
their comment# might apply almost eqnally to the poatCopernican world of John Donne;
Brban conditions, a sophisticated elvillmation, rapid change and the mingling of
cultures have destroyed the old rhythm and
habit#, and nothing adequate has taken
their place. The result Is a sense, apparent
in the serious literature of the day^ that
meaning and direction have vanished*!?
Conscious of the poj^tlcal &fi4 social chaos
caused by the war ^orld War I/and its
aftermath, and of tlbie moral chaos consequent
upon the widespread acceptance of Freudian
psychology, repudiating thl# chaotic world
yet reflecting in his work the chaos which
disgusted him, the post-war poet claimed
to be the voice of "a génération for lAom
the dissolution ofvalue had in Itself a
positive value*" ^uote from Ili©|/**°

Mr O'Connor finds in our age the need for highly
personal perspective; this emphasis on the personal again
recalls that individualism was on# of the key-notes of the
Renaissance and Jacobean eras*

Also to be noted here is

17 P. R* Leavls, Bg* Bfff&pRS && Sagl&a&
(London, 1932), p. 61.
Baugh, p, lg#3.
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the effect whieh the aelenoe of eaeh period had la dlaraptlag older patterns of thought*
Certain oharaeterletlca of modern poetry
may be explained In term# of#*,the eon*
fusion of values and the multiple forme
of belief whleh have developed In the
post-Renaleeanee world,**we are hard put
to It now to find aanctlone for forme of
ldeall*mk#*indlvldual poets must rely
upon whatever perspective they ean work
out for themselve#*!?
In the poetry of both j^onne and Slioj^
one finds reeorded the •disintegrating
eolllelon In eensltlve minds of the old
tradition and the new learning.'
Whatever unity to be found must be per
sonally found# This involves an examina*
tlon of the aetual proeesses of thought,
"their rapid alterations and aharp anti
theses,#
age,,,1s mmns keenly
aware of the proeeas of aeeoelatlon and
the utter diversity of things* But the
'Jagged brokennees of Donne's thought has
struek a responsive chord In our age.*
In his poetry Donne caught the sense of
the Intrleaey, the Interrelatedneas and
dissonances of erperlenoe whieh flow
through the mind.,.Donne appeals to the
modem mind,20
The crltielsm of Mr Eliot was undoubtedly important In
maintaining Interest in the poetry of Donne during the

1920*8 and afterward#, and It is intriguing to cite
parallels between the two poets and their two periods,
though admittedly there was considerable interest in Donne
during the whole last quarter of the nineteenth century,
3.9 O'Connor, p, 7,
20 %bia,, p, #9,
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Qroeart, who published an edition of Donne** poems In
1672, Grierson, whose great edition came out in 1912,
and Qosee, who is called the third of the "three G*#,*
were all Influential la creating Interest in Donne and
other motaphyalcal poete,

Rupert Brooke, who wa* com

pared to Donne ae a poet, had cited in his own critielmm

of Donne nearly every quality later famlllarlmed by
Ellot*21

The power and significance of John Donne are

the more amaging when one considers that he has occupied
an important place In scholarly research for the past
seTenty-flTe years.

Though Mr Eliot** criticism has per*

haps received too much credit for arousing interest In
Donne, it Is still suggestive for Interpreting the temper
of our times to note some of the criticism of Eliot** work;
comparisons between the following comments and contemporary
criticism of Donne inevitably suggest theneelves*
His unique distinction among English poets
la the balance he has maintained betwe*a
the claims of hi* vision and the claims of
hi* art**.The effort of every true poet is
to unify experience. Mr Eliot** poetry
become# the attempt to find meaning In the
whole of his experience, to include all
that he ha* known. To do thl*. he enters
into himselfI finding within himself hi*
own music and his own languag#***
Joseph E, Duncan, "Revival of Metaphysical
Poetry 1*72-1912," PMLÀ. LIVIII (19;)), 658.671.
Helen Gardner, The Art of T. S* Eliot (London,
1949), pp. lat-ias.

2*
To lavent techniques that shall be adequate
to the ways of feeling, or modes of ex
pression, of adult aenaltlve moderns 1#
difficult In the extreme...That is the peoullar Importance of Mr T* 3. Ellot*z3
Chief among T. S. Sllot's contributions
to English poetic theory and practice,
perhaps, has been his euncern that Intellect be restored to poetry*%
Re was more aware of the general plight
than his contemporaries, and more arti*
culate: he made himself the consclou#»
nees of his age, and he did this more
effectively in that he was a critic a#
well as a poet,**the debt 1* undisguised*
It is assumed*,.that the general awareBess of the important Issues derives frwa
Mr Eliot, and that the Inevitable formula
tions are his*#.Mr Bliot has suffered a
great deal of discipleshlp of varying
degrees of naivete and 8ubtlety.##it has
become a nuisance and even something of
a menace,**Mf Eliot is to be commlaerGted
upon it; it is impossible Wiere his
Influence is real,,./Bmpson/has clearly
learned a great deal from Donne, And
his debt to Donne 1* at the same time a
debt to Hr Eliot. One might say that
the effect of Eliot*m criticism and his
poetry together has been to establish
the seventeenth century in its due place
in the English tradition,25
A similar recognition of Do%me*8 learning, originality, and

influence appears In these comments of modem critics#
All no doubt owe much to the mighty
influence of Donne#...His thoughts, even
his conceits, are never far-fetched because his Immense and brooding imagina-

^ Leavis, p, 25#
24 O'Connor, p# 3,
25 Leavls, pp. 196-199,
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tlon reaches to th#* all without th#
trouble of fetching, Th* others have
to fetch them.26
...the lyrloa...really reveal Donne**
greatness# #,,the aetoniehing novelty of
the Song3 and Sonnet*. Without wasting
time on any proclamation that thia i*
*the new poetry* or amy denigration of
hi* predeceeaor*, Donne created a kind
of poem that had never been heard be
fore.27
A widely used term which modern crltioiam owe* to
Mr Eliot is "dissociation of aensibility," or the sepa
rating of amotion from Intellect,

Just how this term

applies to Donne's poetry has been a subject of some
disagreement; Mr Eliot, in fact, contradicted himself
with regard to Donne,

After elaborating, in his essay

**The Metaphysical Poets" written in 1921, on Dona#*#
unified emotion and intellect, Mr Eliot came ten years
later to the conclusion, expressed in his essay "Donne in
Our Time":
In Donne, there is a manifest fissure between thought and sensibility, a chasm
which in his poetry he bridged in his own
way.
In spite of Mr Ellot*8 self-contradiction, one may say that
the unification still exists in the poetry, if not in th*
poet; the effect of combined passion and thought was noted
by many critics before Eliot, even as far back as De Quincey,
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Mr Robert Adams has recently commented:
Eliot seems to have meant at different
times that Donne dia not mffer from die*
soeiatioB of aeneibility, and wa# therefore a model for our times* or that he
did and was therefore akin to ue*$#the
rather complex fact #e«m# to be that
Donne did suffer from disaociation of
seasifeility, exploited the fact ©nergetically, and felt rather etrongly
that he shouldn't| being in all respects
like Eliot#
Mr Adama continued the compariaon by diecusaing the
"pationt etherized* conceit of Eliot and the "compaea"
conceit of Donne and concluding that both poeta were
dramatizing their own complexity of attitude, or their
recognition of dissociation within theuaelvos*

Thia

observation led to a new definition of metaphysical
poetry:
A metaphyoical poem is one which Bakes
dramatic uae of contrasted point* of
view,
A* Mr Adams summarized the influence of Donne and Eliot on
the poetry of their time*
Eliot, like Donne, heroically turned th#
stream of English verse into dramatic
ehannela, and thereby liberated the
energy which arises from contrasts and
disorder***
Even indirectly, the relationship of Donne and Eliot
plays an important part in the criticism of today, as is
2* Robert Adams. "Donne and Eliot." Kenvon Review. ITI
(1954), 273-266,
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ahown ira a recent article by Mr Prank Kermede, who give#
the whole theory of dissociation of sensibility #ome rather
rough treatment#

He holds that the theory is historically

unsotmd, as many similar shifts in sensibility can be
cited, and says that Eliot was probably translating hi#
admiration for the unified appeal of the symbol into an

idéalisation of his mmch*admlr#d seventeenth eentnry, when
the conceit served a similar purpose, and that the theory
snowballed far beyond his original intentions.29 At any
rate, it has been an influential theory In our time, and
has had its effect on onr poetry#

Perhaps my emphasis on

the word «synthesis* in my definition of poetry is a result
of this theory. (There Is something Inconsistent in my de*
fining poetry as a synthesis and wit as complexity of attl*

tude, but I shall simply let both definitions stand as
another of the paradoxes of poetry — the same old problem
of the Many and the One). Something did happen to the
critical and poetic complexes of writers in the seventeenth
century; and If any persons can be held responsible, I am
inclined to place the cap and bells, or the hangman*s hood,
on the heads of Hobbes and Cowley — the former for sepa

rating judgment from fancy and so divorcing the content of
poetry from Its form, and the latter for attempting to
combine a very agile intellect with a very sluggish set of
^ Frank Kermod#, "Dissociation of Sensibility,*
Kenyon Review. IH (Spring, 1957), 169-194.
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passions.
The Importanee of the Idea of unified sensibility

will fee apparent in many of the commenta of modern critioa
on Mtaphysioal poetry, a term which they find it rather
diffieult to define to everyone's satisfaction#

However,

they generally agree as to the exeellenoe of the poetry so
designated and as to the immense impmt of this seventeenth
eentury style upon the poets of our mm time#
Mr Austen Warren has summarised the generally felt
confusion regarding the scope of the term metaphysicalî
To critics of poetry, *m*taphysical* has
become a term almost as troublesome as
'romantic,* Once pejorative, it has turned
into an adjective of eulogy; but, as before,
Its scope remains uncertain. Sometimes it
appears as a historical term, restricted to
a literary movement which became obsoles
cent about I65O; sometimes it serves as a
critical concept in the differentiation of
one poetic *kind* frwm another. With some
critic#, metaphysical poetry seems to be
synonymous with Donne's, and specifically
with Donne's Songs and Sonnets...with
other critic#, it means all seventeenth
century poetry — presumably, that is, be
fore 1660. With some, it means poetry
with a discursive or public structure;
with others, it includes as well sym
boliste poetry in which the narrative or
logical continuum is chiefly absent and
the movement from image to image effected
by private association,

I shall attempt to simplify this somewhat complicated
statement. The most widely recognised quality of meta-

30 Austen Warren, Rage for Order (Chicago, 194#),
p. 1,
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physical poetry is its use of the conceit# or far-fetched
metaphor or simile, which depends for its point on the
intellectual shook, or challenge to the imagination, re

quired for the reader to grasp the connection implied in
the metaphor.

The conceit may be brief, or it may be in*

geniouely developed to the limita of its poaaibilitiea*

Sources of the far-fetched element of the comparison may
lie in scientific or philosophical interpretation* of the
universe, in scholastic philosophy with its references to
the Chain of Being, the Doctrine of Correspondences, and
the Book of the Creatures, in old or new concepts of

astronomy and geography, in the fields of medicine, alchemy,
physiology and law, and (with the moderns especially) in
the newer sciences of psychology and anthropology#31 Direct
observation of nature and classical mythology play little
part in this imagery.

Wit, redefined in the seventeenth

century manner as complexity of attitude and keen intellect
ual grasp and including the fanciful power to see likeness
es, is characteristic of metaphysical poetry, appearing in
such devices as the pun and the paradox, as well as in the
conceit#

The conceit is essential to the logical structure

of the po#m,

Many critics have stressed the intellectual

quality of metaphysical poetry, but more important is the
Grlerson, Donne#* Poetical Work# (Oxford, 1912),
II, 1-7,
Joan Bennett, Four Metaphysical Poets (Cambridge,
1953), pp, 32-40»
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elos# unity of Intellect and emotion, or the quality of
"felt thought#* The aeventeenth century posts, am well as
the modems, have found tlw metaphysical manner peculiarly

well adapted to the poetry of religion, though this is hy
no means the only topic; love and other problems of the
relationship of the individual to society loam large in
this poetry*
Though the word metaphysical as a term in crlticimm is
popularly credited to Dr Johnson, the first actual case of
the term so used is found in the woits of the Italian poet
Testi (1593-1646Î, who referred to the "concetti meta*
physici^ of medieval poets*

Dryden*s famous quotation

about Données "affecting the metaphysics and pumsllng the
brains of the fair

appeared in his "Original and

Progress of Satire" in 1693#

Spence's Anecdotes also em*

ployed the term, and Samuel Johnson is known to have had
access to this work in manuscript#

John Oldmlxon (1726)

mentioned the "metaphysical love-verses by which Donne and
Cowley acquired so much fame#" Pope, about 1734"36, re*
marked, "Cowley.##as well as Davenant, borrowed his meta*
physical style from Donne#" Joseph *arton (17)6) said In
referring to Petrarch*

"His sentiments of love are mmta-

physical and far-fetched," Seorge Oampbell, in his Philo

sophy of Rhetoric (1776), derided the "sohool*metaphysics"
of Cowley and commented: "What an unaatlable appetite has
this bastard philosophy for absurdity and contradiction!•
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Thus Johnson, writing the famous disouasion of the mmta*
physical poet a as part of his life of Oowley In 1779, had
eonelderable precedent for the nee of the term, aa well a#
aome definition of the qualities of the poetry, from the

works of previous orltioa#

Johnaon, however, stems to

have popularized the term in criticism, though not wlthwA
hia usage having been called "unfortunate,* "strange,*
"whappy," and "improper" by later critics. There has alse
been much disagreement as to his and others* lists of poets
whom they would include in the "school#" %>dema are In»*
ellned to speak of a long "metaphysical tradition" rather
than to recognise any true "metaphysical school" of
poetry#
Johnson organised a remarkable analysis of the quailties of metaphysical poetry, though he disapproved of many
of the very things wtiloh constitute Its appeal to the nwdem
mlndt
The metaphysical poets were men of leamlag and to show their learning was their
whole endeavor##*they wwte onlv veroes#,,
they copied neither nature nor life*••nor
represented the operations of the la*
tellect#.,Those, however, who deny them
to be poets allow them to be wits##.If#**
that can be considered as wit which Is at
once natural and new, that which, though
not obvious Is acknowledged to be just*##
to wit of this kind the metaphyelcals have
seldom risen».»But wit.».may be more
rigorously and philosophically considered

Arthur I. Nethercot, "The Term 'Metaphysical Poets*
Before Johnson," gj?, XIIVII (1922), 11*17.
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as a kind of diacordla concor#. a eoabiaa*
tion of diasimilar Image#, or di#@o?@ry of
ooeult resemblances in things apparently
unlike. Of wit, tjhaa defined, they have
more than enough# The moat heterogeneoua
ideas are yoked hy violente together;
nature and art are ranaacked for illuatrationa, eompariaoaa, and allmaiona; their
learning instructs, and their auhtlty mût"
priaea##.they were not smoeeasful in repreaenting or moving the affeetiona*##Thelr
attempta were always analytic; they broke
every image into fragmenta*.«their a#»
pllflaation had no limita*#*lf they frequently threw away their wit upon falae
eoneelta, they llkewiae »oa«ti»es atruek
out unaocpected truth: if their conceits
were far*feteh#d, they were often worth
the earrlage. To write on their plan, It
was at least neeeaaary to read and think
...in the maaa of materiala which in
genious absurdity haa thrown together.
genuine wit and uaeful knowledge may be
sofflstiaes found, buried perhapa in groaa*»
neaa of expreaaion,..Cowley exeelled hla
predeeeaaora. having aa muoh sentimenty
and more muale##*they aometimea drew
their coneeita from recesses of learning
not very much fre<|uwted by common reader a
of poetry.#.They were in very little care
to clothe their notions with elegance of
drea#,..They were acmetimea Indelicate
and dlaguatlng.,.They were not alwaya
atrietly curioua, whether the opinion from
which they drew their illustrâtiona were
true: it waa enough that they were pepa*
lar# In forming descriptions, they looked
not out for imagea, but for aoncelta#*.
upon commwn aubjecta often unneceaaarlly
and unpoetically subtle| yet where acholaa*
tic apeculatlon can be properly admitted,
their coplouaneaa and acuteneaa may be
justly admired,,.Cowley*..waa almost the
laat of that race, and undoubtedly the
beat#))
In order to arrive at a fair concept of the qualltlea
33 Samuel Johnson, "Cowley," in The Works of Samuel
^hnaon. Literary Club Edition (Troy, Hew wrk, ^0)6^7, 711,
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which the modéra mind associates with metaphysical poetry,
I have found it helpful to note representative comments of

a number of critic*, some of whom agree as to certain aspecta of the poetry, while others have rather more Individ*
u&l interpretatlona#

Grierson gives a broad definition;

A metaphyeical poet in
the word is a poet who
tlon In learning;,$#ln
science and philosophy

the fûll eenee of
finds his iasplra*
the world aa
report It,34

The peak in the writing of metaphyeical poetry came at a
time when the Gopemlcan theory was displacing the Ptole
maic, when a new approach to scientific investigation and
wide explorations had caused "oornqxleK and far-reaching
changes In mm*® conception of Nature,*35

Mr Wonard

Unger, who has compiled the opinions of several critics,

farther quotes Oriersons
•••the survival of the metaphysical strain,
the g;»%,ett^
pf^yg^fiL &t
medieval Italian poetry; the more Intel*
lectual, less verbal character of their
wlt;.**thelr learned imagery; the argu#
mentatlve, subtle evolution of their lyrics;
above all the peculiar blend of passion
and thought, feeling and ratiocination*
which is their greatest achievement*36
Mr Dnger also quotes T. 9, Eliot*s commentm on the meta*
physical conceit:
34 Orlerson, Données Poetical Works. II, 1,
II, V.
36 Leonard Uneer. Donne*3 Poetrv and Modem Grlticli
(Chicago, 1950), pp. t.?:™
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Dona#, and often Cowley, employ » device
which is eometimee considered characteristically "metaphyeical"; the elaboration
,*,of a figure of speech to the farthest
stage to which Ingenuity can carry it...
There Is a direct sensnons apprehension
of thought, or a recreation of thought
into feeling**.The conceit in itself is
primarily an eccentricity of Iwigery^ the
far-fetched association of the dissimilar,
or the gverelaboratlon of one metaphor or
simile.37
Mr Eliot agrees therefore with Johnson*# definition of the
conceit as a discordia concors: but both Eliot and Orierson
recognise the quality of fused thought and feeling, a
quality to which Dr Johnson was Impervioue»
Mr Eliot makes a further statement which corroborates
but at the same time wcplalna the remark of Dr Johnson about
the metaphysical poets* not caring for the truth of the
ideas which were the sources of their conceits*
/Gonng^s Interested In and amused by
ideas in themselvee, and Interested in
the way in which he feels an idea; almost
as if it were something that he could
touch and stroke#*.attitude toward phllo*
sophlc notions in his poetry may be put
by saying that he was interested in
ideas themselves as objects rather than
in the truth of ideas*36
Clay Runt also makes the same point about concern with ideas
in themselves as a source of Imagery;
PP* ^7"
3^ T. S» Eliot, "Bonne In Our Time," in A Garland for
gsM Donm*. PP.
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But It le not factual, aoientlflo truth
which man contemplates as he stands on
the shores of Time and Space and looks
o%t in the opening mymterlea of the va*t
ocean which ia God, These analogies are
at least aymbolicallT tr$&e..*they are
traditional imaginetlTe patterns which
men have contemplated throughout the age#
as they have let their imaginations play,
with wonder and delight, over###the great
fact of Design in the Nature of Things,
And their paradoxical character served
merely to dramatize, to a medievalleed
Imagination, the Incomprehensible mystery
of the Wisdom at the heart of things»)?
Mr Oourthope sees the metaphysicals* concern with ideas as
an effort to salvage poetic values froa the wrecks of
skepticism; they
..eseised upon the rich materials of
old and ruined philosophy to decorate
the structures which th^ built out
of their lawless fancy,40

This same skepticism is associated by Mr Williamson
%flth the wit which is a basic quality of metaphysical

poetry;
^^nne'j^orrosiv# wit was his means of
disintegrating doctrine and convention
to which he could not assent. %RLt is
the intellectual equivalent by which one
kind of emotional tension, or one part
of an emotional tension is resolved#*!
Wit is also recognized by Mr O^Oonnor as essential to met#*»
physical poetry; he defines this elusive quality somewhat
39 Clay Runt, Dome's Poetry (Kew Haven, 1954), p# 108,
(London

SWSEZ Sl WiW f9#W

41 Oeoree Williamson. M)onne and Todav.* in A Garland
fqr John Donne, p, 160,
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more fully and relates it to the problema of ow owm time;

/ïïuch atatememt mFempha#ize the need a poet
&#. particularly in a complex and confused
society, for a mature and analytical mind,
one that is capable of evaluating experience
in the light of *other kinds of experience
which are possible,* Wit is at once the
intellectual agility that makes mch évalua*
tion possibleI and the succeesl^l fusion of
elements ordinarily considered foreign to
each other, by which new attitudes are
suggested##2
Gleanth Brooks agrees with O'Connor in emphasising the
quality of wit and also in its definition as complexity of

attitude:
...metaphysical poetry is witty poetry#
Wit is not merely an acute perception of
analogies; it is a lively aimreness of
the fact that the obvious attitude toward
a given situation is not the only pos*
sible attitude.43
Similarly, the idea of complexity is suggested by Mr Saints*
bury, who gives a revealing and helpful interpretation of
the conceit as a

habit of always seeking to express some*
thing after, something behind, the simple,
obvious first sense and suggestion of a
subject»..the metaphysical# emphasised
the search for the after*sense* The con
ceit is something like it.44
Mr Onger draws together several of the critics* ideas about
^ 0*0o%mor, p# #4#

43 Uhger, pp. 17*1#.
44 George Saintsbury, A Short Ristory of English Lit*
erature (IW York, 1935)» pT WT
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metaphysical poetry and its basic qualities!
Our critic* agree in the generalization
that the poetry is characterised by th#
conceit and by wit# The conceit is regarded a* a compariaon of th* diaaimilar#
frequently an extended comparison# A# a
characterisation, wit, of course, remain#
more general than the conceit«««fhe con*
ceit is a device of wit. One can also
mean that there are in metaphysical
poetry the conceit and other wit device###,
metaphysical poetry i# witty by its ®epressign of irony and complexity of atti
tude#45
The importance of the logical basis for wit is further
emphasized by

Williamson, who add# a nuch^quoted de

finition?
The rational basis for wit is felt in all
metaphy#ioal poetry# T# 3# Bliot has d#*
fined wit a# *A tough reasonableness be
neath a slight lyric grace#*40
Allen Tate also points out the necessity for logical co

herence in this poetry, and suggests the further quality
of ambiguity;
## in metaphysical poetry the logical
order is explicit; it mmst be coherent
|
the imagery by which it is sensuously
embodied must have at least the look of
logical determinisms I say the look of
logic because the varieties of ambiguity
and contradiction beneath the logical
surface are endless# •••The development

Dnger, pp. 20-21#
^ 46 George Williamson, The Donne Tradition (Cambridge,
^#s^, 1930)# p. 30#
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©f imagery by logical extension**.1# the
hallmark of the poetry called metaphyaical»47
Besides the extended imagery, there Is also the shorter or
condensed conceit, as noted by Mr Brooke, who also em#
phasises logical stmotnre:
Even in Donne's poetry, the elaborated
and logically developed comparisoms are
onbmmbered by the abrupt and succinct
comparisons — by what T,
Eliot has
called 'telescoped conceits# * Moreover,
the extended comparisons themselves are
frequently knit together in the sudden
and apparently uncalenlated fashion of
the telescoped images*4o
The metaphysical poets reveal the es*
sentially functional character of all
metaphor* We cannot remove the com
parisons from these poems* # «without de#
molishing the poem*49
Rosamond Tuve has made perhaps the most extensive study of
the relationship of logic to metaphysical imagery*

She

points out that students of the Renaissance and after were
rigorously trained in logic and that poets naturally con
tinued in the habits of thought which had been instilled
in them while at school*

Illustrations for rules of logic

were frequently drawn from poetry*

Ramus* reorganisation

of the rules of logic had been enthusiastically studied
during the sixteenth century, especially at Gambridgs;
47 Onger, p. 15*
4^ Brooks, Well Wrought Ugg, p* 23*
49 Unger, p. 17*
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certain of hie adaptations which aeemed espeeially emitable for poetry help to throw light on some of its quali»
tiea*
I do not think it is poaeible to read
thrôttgh the major oontentione of any
Bamlat handbook# and follow thie t#ith a
re-reading of Donne'e powma, without
arriving at the notion that these Intel*
leetual developmwmta of Donnera day ex*
plain his prooeaaea of thought, and hla
own attitude toward aneh prooeaaea far
more aatiafaetorlly than any of the our*
rant phrases ahoat *feeling* his 'thought#*
Imagery aeen in the li#%t of theae eon#
oeptiona would be indiapmtably fnnetional
.##The nature of their terme might range
from the moat aubtle of abatraotiona to
the moat ordinary of daily object## » $Imagea
Aramed and used according to theae freshly
efflphasized conceptiona of their function*
ittg would not disdain hyperbole or potent
auggeationa, but their chief character
istics would be aptness, subtlety, accuracy
of aim#••logical power, ingenious or
startlingly precise relationships or
parallels, a certain * obscurity* due to
logical compleadlty or tenuous attachment
•.•These are normally the characteristic#
of metaphysical imagery#"0
Exactly the same point of logical basis for metaphysical
Imagery is eoqihasimed by Joan Bennett, who also discusses
several other qualities of this poetry and make# suggeation#
for reading it successfully;
The word *metaphysical* refer# to style
rather than subje*t»matter; but style re*
fleets an attitude to experience*••Mw
peculiarity of the metaphysical poets is
not that they relate, but that the rela*

(Chicago, 1947), pp» 351*353. at passim.
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tiona they peroelve ere mere often logical
than sensuous or emotional, and that they
eonetantly connect the abstract with the
concrete, the remote with the near, and
the sublime with the commonplace# #.The poet#
who ifrote meet eucceeafnlly in the meta*
phyeical etyle were all aelf'^conecione and
analytic#*.Becauee of thle analytic habit,
the metaphysical poeta preferred to nae
word# which call the mind into play; word#
consecrated to the nae of poetry are
avoided becauae Mch wwda have accumtM
lated emot ion* # # y?oetg/cut themselves
off frwm one of In® common means of
poetry and thna becom entirely depend*
ent on a ancceeaful fusion between
thought and feeling# Oftem the rhythm
is aa intricate ae the thought and only
reveals Itself when the emphasis has been
carefully distributed according to the
senseI its function is that of a stimu"
lant, rather than a narcotic, to the
intellect# Successful reading of meta*
physical poetry necessitates at least a
temporary conquest of the tendency to
divorce feeling from intelligence# # #to
be moved only at the cost of being un-»
able to judge, and to judge well only when
the symqwithles are not engaged#
The real difficulty Is not to discern what
might be described ae the *prose meaning,'
but to allow an image, which must first be
seised intellectually, subsequently to
affect one*s whole sensibility#**to arrive
at the meaning is not the same as to experience the poem###Donne*s analogy needs
to be thought tbrou# to its consequences
before we feel with him# 52
Nrs

Bennett has made two seemingly contradictory statements

in the quotations given above, saying in the first that the
reader must learn to think and feel simultaneously and in

53- Bennett, pp. 1-13
PP*
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the seeoad that thinking aast precede the emotional satis»
faction*

The important point, I suppose^ is the eventual

fusion of thought and feeling.

Mr Read, quoted by Helen

White, aleo believe# that the intellectual effort preoede#
the delight in the poetry*

Metaphysical poetry is determined logically:
it# emotion i# a joy that come# with the
triumph of reaeon, and i# not a eimpl# ing*
atinctive ecstasy# ^^iss White continueg^
.*.There are very few reader# of poetry wno
would not at eome time or other recogniae
the delight of seeing a complicated matter
brought to unity#••One of the main features
of the development of seventeenth century
thought is the imposition of mathematical
pattern upon the multiplicity of reality#))
Mis# White suggests that at times the pattern may be too
mathematical for real poetic delight, as in some of
Domne's map images*

She supports the other critics who

emphasize complexity of attitude, finding a paradoxical
ambivalence especially in some of the religious poetry:
So much of the personal and intellectual
fascination of â John Donne or a George
Herbert is due to this inner division,
this never quite successfully delimited
awareness, this never securely resolved
ambivalence#»*The struggle of the distract
ed will, the puzzlement of the too per*
ceptive s^d. these are the centers of
Donne*# /Feligiouj/^^cperience*^^

This recognition of tension, of puzzlement in the face
of the great metaphysical paradox of t*m Many and the One,
Helen C. White. The Metaohvsical Poets (New York.
1936), pp, #5.66,
54 Ibid., pp. 401-402*
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is the cor® of James Smith's hl#%ly metaphysio&l definition
of metaphyaioal poetry.
Metaphysioa is 'pogzling*#»#sueh elues a#
there are, while equally trustworthy, are
contradictory# The contradiction#,,.spring
from essence#.,ifhether the problems dis»
cussed by metaphysics#..are or are not
derived from that of the Many and the One#
they resemble it in the nature of their
difficulty# Should anyone make a list, I
am sure that in it would be found every
one of the subjects of Donne*# greater
poems,,,That verse properly called meta-*
physical is that to which the iiqmlse is
given by an overwhelming concern with
metaphysical problems; with problem#
either deriving from, or closely resembl#^
lag in the nature of their difficulty,
the problem of the Many and the One#55

Mr Smith distinguishes two kinds of conceits, those in
which the far»fetched elements ''come together for a masent
#.#and then immediately fly apart,* and those in which the

elements remain fused*

The true metaphysical conceit ha#

the quality of a metaphysical problem;
...the elemwits Of the conceit...must be
such that they can enter into a solid
union and, at the same time, preserve
their separate and warring identity#

Thus the metaphysical conceit itself preserves the paradox!*
cal quality of the problem of the Many and the One,

Mr

Smith considers that the poems of Herbert, Marrell, and
Donne best satisfy his definition#56
55 James Smith. "On Metaphveical Poetrv.** Scrutiny.
II (1933), 226-228.

56 Ibid., pp. 231-239.
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Metaphysical poetry, then, la characterized by wit
and by the use of the logically developed and etruetimrmlly
Integrated conceit, or far-fetched comparison, which InTolvee elements anggeated by wide learning and by concern
with metaphyalcal problems; It la the product of an age of
Intellectual disruption and dlalllualonment, reeultlng In
a witty ambiguity of attitude, and & paaelonately Intel*
lectual approach to problems of deep personal concern; and
It produces in Its reader a fusion of emotional and Intel*
lectual satisfaction*
The fact that modems have defined metaphysical poetry
In terms of the excellences of John Donne may In part
account for our failure to appreciate the poetry of Abraham
Cowley, who represented the transitional mid^seventeenth
century just as truly as Donne represented his era. The
ezplanation of modern indifference to Cowley may lie partly
In the fact that we find less in common %flth his period
than we do with Donne*», partly in the differences between
the personalltioa of the two men, and eventually in th#
differences in the quality of their poetry. Though Cowley
hae been called a metaphysical and though he imitated Donm#,
or tried to, he does not satisfy modem Ideas of the meta*
physical poet*

A fery quotations may suggest the present

statué of the two poets* reputations, and partly define
their relationship to metaphysical poetry as viewed by the
modem mind,

leoffrey Walton cites an interesting comparl-

w
son*
/Cowle^Twrote poetry that was thought to
he *the thing,* in the manner of Dr Doxm#;
but It wag not disturbing or difficult to
read* Re did what the leading poets of
the nlneteen-thlrties did. They provided
aimpllAed vereiona of the technique and
some of the thamea of Hopkins and Eliot,
i#hich thoee who were more interested in
^modern poetry* than in poetry preferred
to the originals. Cowley ia a far great*
er figure
he lived, for one thing, in
a greater century
but the comnariaon
is not perhaps entirely unfair#"
Emeat Rhya, writing in 1913, made an eatimate of Cowley
which aeema still to represent the attitude of our time:
Aptness of phrase and colloquial gr&ee
.,*were beginning to take the place of the
sheer lyric note. If it would be too much
to aay that Cowley was the type of poet of
talents and Intelligence, as against the
poet of genius, it is yet true that with
all his fervor he was a more finely direct*
ed than a finely inspired verseman. And
this la why time has so far foz^tten him,
who ae#aed once the one authentic contem*
porary voice.)*
Cowley has come to be regarded, according to 9augh, as le#a
truly a mietaphyslcal poet than he was formerly considered;
he coBKs nearer to being the first of the Augustans than
the last of the metaphysicals:
Though Cowley followed Donne In the style
of The Mistress, he followed him at a
Geoffrey Walton, Metaohvslcal to August an (London,
Ernest Rhys, Lvric Poetry (London, 1913), pp* 235*
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greater distance than was formerly sup*
posed, and his claim to the term meta»
physical is rather shallow,#*«M)metlmes he
will develop an Intricate metaphor#,
these things are not the fabric of
Cowley's thinking, as they are of Doime's;
they are occasional ornaments* consciously
selected and ^ulte clearly woiiced out###
Gowley*3 best poetry has %@re kinship with
Pope's than with Donne's.59
Miss Vhlte (or one of her associates) makes a simdlar
estimate of Cowley as a metaphysical poet and analyse#
some of the reasons why his poetry falls to satisfy us:
His range of subject matter, of types of
poetry, and of manmer is wide and constant*
iy changing# And this constant responsive
ness to the broad interests of his time*
without ever quite striking into a profound
and compelling vein of his own, suggests
that despite his amasing precosity and
brilliant objective success, his was pro
bably not a deep poetic genius..#By the
definition we should today give to meta
physical poetry, and for the values we
today meek there, Cowley is hardly a meta
physical at all. The poetry of The Ml^ress
is all on one plane. There la no complex
Interplay in these poems between the actual,
objective fact and the inner life of the
poet's passion, between the momentary ex
perience and the cosmic order and eternal
values*.*His most Important poetry is hi#
Pindarics and other odee*..Though the
Images of these poems are bold, condensed,
and abrupt In presentation, they are
essentially simple analogies, quite distinct
from the far-reaching and often paradoxi
cal Images of meta]pAyslcal poetry. And
though he uses medieval concepts in them,
they are no longer essential parts of the
fabric, but, as he himself tells us, or
naments, parts of the ceremonial tradition
99 Bau^;h, p. 667#
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of poetry.^0

In contraat to the modem attitude toward Cowley, at
Ita beat reserved and at itn worst oontemptrous, may be
noted the long-standing enthusiasm and clome sympathy which
we feel toward Donne and his age.

Although Miss Whit# em*

phaeimee Donne's great individuality as well as his re*
presentative qu5û.ltles, moderns tend to regard him as on#
of th# embodlmmits of the spirit of him time as well a# of
our own, and as one of the writers of "modem poetry,** d#*
fined, in the words of Mr Read, as ^all genuine poetry»*#
of all tioe.^
All students of the English metaphysical
poets would agree that Donne la the central
figure in the group. Certainly not because
Donne Is typical, for it would be a very
rash raan indeed who would claim that Donne
was typical of anybody but himself, but
all students agree that he is the most meta
physical of the English metaphyslcals In
the aenne of having perhaps more of the
distinctively metaphysical cualltles than
any other poet of his tlme,%
No matter what the theme of Donne's writing,
th# basic matter Is the same, the inflnlt#ly
subtle and endlessly ramified self^awarenes#
of the man, John Doime*#,It is not only that
Donne himself is such an engaging human
being, compounded of so many oddly assorted
Interests and conceims# It is not only that
any moderately candid reader will often r#»
cognise his own image in the varied portrait
of the preacher's and the poet's irresolu
tions and groplngs and distractions. It 1#
that Donne's intellectual appetite was #o
^ Helen C, White, et al, edd#, Seventeenth Century
Vers# and Pros# (New Torf7 l951), pp. 422-453.
^ White, The Metaphysical Poets, pp. 72*73#
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oranivorotîs, his capacity for assimilation
of experience so catholic that this most
indivldiml of men la atUl perhape the
moat representative of hie time. That mw#
cess so Immediately dazmllng as his should
prove brittle Is not surprising. What 1#
astonishing is that when Donne had been
almost forgotten In the changing intellect
ual and literary fashions of two centuries,
he should have been rediscovered by a later
age, and his wrk resurrected as Its most
intimately satisfying self-expression.**
Theodore Spencer also sees Doxwe as representative of his
age, and describes that age In terms that might well apply
to our own*

Donne had expressed his age mere accurately
than anyone else, he had felt its cynicism,
its disillmslomment, all the unhappines#
of its precocious subjectivity, and like it
had withdrawn for reliance and authority
Into an attitude which considered humanity
only in relation to somethlng Imcoi^re»
hensibly larger than itself.
These, then, are some of the accepted attitudes of
our day as to what poetry is and what makes it good or bad,
as to our peculiar response to the qualities that we recog

nise in metaphysical poetry, and as to the relationships of
Donne and Cowley to the poetry and criticism of our time#

A further tracing of the two poet*s reputations, both past
and present, and a study of their poetry, may serve to
substantiate or to question in part the justice of these
critical estimates#
White, et

Seventeenth Century Verse and Prose.

p. 72.
Theodore Spencer, "Donne and His Age," in £ Garland
P' 201.

THE SBVENTEENTR.G2NTURY BACK<moyND AND
CRITICISM OF DWNB AND COWUST
The early seventeenth century was a period of confusion
and croaepurpoaea; of reaction from the high anthualaam of
the Elizabethan era» though there remained the memory if
not the reality of its spirit and its hopes; of growing

philosophical akepticiam resulting from new Interpretation#
of the nature of the universe, paralleled paradoxically by

a fanatical devotion to Christianity as a revealed religion;
of highly Intellectual and individual Interpretation of
religion under the influence of Puritanism, which warn pro
ductive of a growing religious and political tension lead
ing eventually to the Civil War; of rapidly expanding

fortunes and increasing economic opportunity; of intensive
education of the few, leading to an intellectual aristocracy;
of broad rather than specialized learning; of continued in
terest In the classics, accompanied by the effort to inter

pret their spirit into the English scene and by something
of a reaction against the overuse of classical allusions

in poetry; of reaction against the clieheé

and oversweet-

ness of the Petrarchan tradition in love poetry, which re
action frequently led to cynicism; of growing faith in
scientific experiment and observation and in scientific
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$3
and philosophieal rationaliwm*
The middle period of the century was dominated by the
straggle of the Civil War and the ascendancy of the Pnritans nnder the Commonwealth; the Conrt and many of its
followers were exiled in France and there absorbed much of
the spirit of French claeeiciam and rationalisas, while the
people of England grew weary of the reatrictione of Pnri"
taniam at home; the tendenciea toward rationaliam in
philoeophy and claaaieiem in literature increased; intereat
turned from metapbyaioa to phyaica; thew waa a demand for
aimplification of proae writing in order to make it a
better vehicle for scientific explanation; the heroic comp

let took over as the major poetic form; in short it was a
period of transition between the speculative, devout,
individualistic, aristocratic post-Renaissance period and
the period of the Restoration after 1660#

The return of the Stuarts to the British throne was a
signal for great rejoicing and for a general relaxation
from the strictness Imposed by Puritan domination, though
the Puritans kept many devout followers especially among
the lower and middle classes; in contrast a spirit of
licentiousness was obvious in Court circles and was reflect

ed in the literature, particularly the drama of the
Restoration era,

Scientific and philowphlc rationalism in

creased its hold on the thinking of many people; the emphasis
was on judgment, common sense, tolerance and control of
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eBwtlen; religious freedom was eetabliahed by law; ^elne##
opportunities, material well#»being, and education Increased
among the middle claeeee; toward the end of the century cam#
a dwand for reform* especially In the literature of the
atage; satire and joumalietlc eaaaya attempted to set up
atandarde of manners and of taste; the dominant patterns of
thought, with their appeal to ^reason* truth and nature,"
began a reign which was to continue during much of the nwct

century; social consciousness began to replace the Individ*»
ualis#*^

A quotation from an anonymous "Dialogue on Taste"

(1762) reveals the change In literary taste as well as the
complacent rationalism and smug materialism of this era»
and shows that the attitude persisted:
# »,Metaphysics, now no longer
necessary in support of opinions now no
longer useful in the acquisition of
power and riches, sunk by degrees into
contemot; and Nature having at last
shewn her true and beautiful face,
poetry, from acting the part of a magic
lamtWm teeming with monsters and
chimeras, resumed her genuine province,
like the camera obscura, of reflecting
the things that are#*

C l a s s L l Z ' ^ f j ^ w ^ o ^SmZB&b
Kerbert J. C.'orierson. Gross Ourrents (New YoHc.
1929), pp. 32WtOe
Richard Foster Jones, &% al, The Seventeenth Century
(Stanford. 1951),
Helen C. White. The Metaohvsical Poets (Mew York.
19J6), pp. 28-69.
Helen 6# White, et al, edd#, Seventeenth»Oenturv
Verse and Prose (Hew ToA,1951), pp. 1*29#
2 Arthur 1. Hethercot. "The Term •Metaphysical Poets*
Before Johnson,"
IXIVII (1922), 16.
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The terms wit, imagination, fancy, and judgment are
closely aeaociated with the atudy of the creative mind and
%fith literary criticiem. The variatione in their définie*
tiona and in the relative emphaeee placed upon them provide
a helpful key to understanding the aeneibilitiea of the
different literary periods with which we are concerned.
Bacon recognised the Imagination as the creative force In
poetry and eaid that the purpose of poetry w&e
*#.to give mome ahadow of eatiefaction to
the mind of Man in those points wherein
the Nature of things doth deny it#
Imagination, powerful as it was in producing the literature
of the Bllsabethan 01%, had also been associated with "the
lunatic, the lover, and the poet* and tended to be under
suspicion,) Bobbes, later in the centuary, still allowed It
to be necessary to poets, but assumed that the type of
Imagination which could believe in witchcraft or falrlee
was the province of children, lunatics or the uneducated,
Without steadiness, and direction to
some end. a great fancy is one kind of
madnesa#4
Wit is now recognised as an outstanding quality of
metaphysical verse, and yet the term is hard to define,
Ben Jonson used it as synonymous %flth '^Ingenuity"; It

Century (Oxford, 190#), I, xxvlil.xxx,
^ James Sutherland, A Preface to Eighteenth Century
Poetry (Oxford, 1946), p. ),
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imeluded the power of seeing reeexËblanoea which later he#
ceme defined a# fancy.

Garew, writing In the I63O*#, need

'Qlant Phanale* In referring to Donne *8 wit#

Modem crlt*

I08 have attempted to analyze the quality as It appear# In
metaphyelcal poetry; Eliot, for Instance, deeerlbes the
quality as he reoognlxed It in Marvell*e poetry:
It is confused with erudition because It
belongs to an educated mind, rich in
generations of experience; and it la eon*
fused with oynelsm because it implies a
constant Inspection and criticism of e%*
perience. It Involves, probably, a recognltlon, implicit in every experience,
of other finds of experience which are
possible#/
Grlerson emphasizes the power of seeing likenesses in hi#
description of Données witt
Donne's wit followed no fashion; It was
the natural working of a mind abnormally
quick to apprehend likenesses in things
divergent 1 from his multifarious learn#
Ing analogies came into his head thick
and fast, and were flung upon paper###
wit and passion fuse in some electrify
ing phrase.o
Devenant, in his "Preface to Gondlbert.* associated

wit with nearly every power of the creative mind, almost
including divine inspiration.

Mobbes In his reply to the

same Preface produced a famous set of definitions, %Aich
5 Geoffrey Walton, Meta%>hvslcal to humatun (London,
195S), p. 13.
^ Herbert J. G. Grlerson and J# C. Smith, 4 Critical
History of English Poetry. 2nd rev. @d. (London, 1950),
pp# 88—ê9#
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were to exert eonsiderabl© inflneme#:
Time and education beget experience; ex
perience begets memory; memory begeta
judgment and fancy; judgment begets the
atrength and atructure, and fancy betet#
the oroamenta of a poem,Wit,*«denote#
quickneaa of mind in aeeing reawablamcè#
between disparate objecta; judgment, or
reasonI find# difference# in object#
apparently similar.7
Hobbe# here makes wit synonymous with fancy; in The Levlath*
an he farther described wit as a ^celerity of Imagining.##
an agility of i^lrlts,''^
Cowley*8 poem ^Of %fit" was probably written about the
same time as Robbes* and Davenant^s essays, since Cowley
was associated with them in Paris*

His statement,

In a true piece of %lt all things must be*
let all things there agree,
comes close to Coleridge*# definition of the creative ima»
glnation.

In much of the poem, however, Cowley was defin-

ing wit by negative# in #uch a way as to make wit appear
more like taste and judgment than like creation, and he
warned against the overuse of wit; thus In fluctuating be*
tween regarding %flt as a cireatlve and aa a comtrolllmg
po%#er, CoiAey was showing hi# typical ambivalenc# between
the more imaginative post-Renaiasance era and the more
^ Splngam, I, xxvili-xxlx,
Jones, p. 239.
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rational period of the Reatoration#9

A modem critic hag

made the further Intereetlng observâtIon that Cowley
paralleled in almost every rempect Longinue* treatise
the Sublime," which wag available In Latin et the time of
Cowley^# residence in Oxford.

He apparently #aw aome re*

lationehip between wit in poetry and eloquence in apeech^
which was Longlnue^ subject; paaeion waa the one Item in
Longlnua which Cowley ignored#

If this aaaumption 1# true,

then the poem which ha* been called a iMrllliant piece of
analysis was just another imltatlon#10
In his Preface to "Annus Mirabilis* written in 1667,
Dryden said:
The composition of all poems is, or ought
to be of wité»#Wit in the poet, or Mit
Writing,..is no other than the faculty of
im»aglnatlon.#»%fhleh like a nimble spaniel
beats over and ranges the field of memory
till it springs the quarry it desires to
represent. Wit Written is that which is
well defined, the happy result of thought
or product of his imagination*!!

Here Dryden conceived of wit nrnch as Hobbes had aome%#hat

earlier; but by 1677, In his "Apology for Heroic Poetry,"
Dryden had settled on a definition which he considered
most satisfactory:

"A propriety of thoughts and worda*"!^

9 Walton, pp. 19»20#
Scott Blledge, "Cowley's Ode •Of Wit» and Longinus
*0n the Sublime,*" MLQ. DC (19W), 165-196.
11 Jonea, p. 226.
Walton, p. 16#

!^ Splngam, I, %x%i.
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Even aa early as 1666, In his "Essay on Dramatic Poesy,*
Dryden had shoim hlo Inclination to Introduce control over
wit; he objected to Cleveland's overuse of strained meta
phors and remarked, wittily:
##.wlt la best conveyed to us In the most
easy language#as the best meat Is the
most easily digested.
Elsewhere In the eame essay he equated wAwlth taste;

"A

thing well said will be wit In all languages#^ Thus, In the
course of Dryden's thinking, the elwent of Imagination gave
way to judgment and taste#

A similar definition was give*

by Dennis:
A just mixture of reason and extravagance
•••such a mixture as reason may be always
sure to predondLnate#!)
Nethercot miumarlees the trends In the definition of
wit and associates the changes with the declining popularity
of metaphysical poetry:
3o long as the terms *wlt* and 'conceit'
connoted primarily 'Intellect' and 'Im*
agination' respectively the metaphyslcals
were admired, for they possessed both
these qualities# When the terms began
to mean the power of perceiving similar1*
ties in differences (as Hobbes and Locke
defined wit), and 'fancy* or 'ingenuity'
(as conceit came to denote) the same
poets *f#re still almost universally praised,
because they possessed these qualities in
a superlative degree# But when, toward
the end of the century, the emphasis be-»
gan to shift from 'wit' to 'judgment*
and 'reason' and the device of the
^3 Ibid.. p. XXX»
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teehmical 'conceit* had become outworn in
poetry, to be superseded by the «turn,'the
Bietaphysicals began to suffer likewise.*#
A further interesting distinction, and one which involved
Cowley*9 influence, has been made by Geoffrey Walton;

Metaphyaical and early seventeenth-century
wit in a wider sense might be defined as a
spiritual and intellectual poise, Restera*
tion wit aa a aocial poise*•«In Cowley one
finds wit of both kinds clearly visible#••
The social denotation of wit««*is very
apparent when Dryden equatea dramatic wit
with the conversation of gentlemen; «the
coolness and discretion which is necessary
to a poet* amounts to a kind of tact.*5
Such, then, were some of the distinctions and shifts
In definitions which reveal the changing sensibility of the
writers of the seventeenth century.

Further discussions,

argument# and additions were to be indulged in by the
writers of the eighteenth century, and will be discussed

later.
The fate of Donne in a century of such changing ideas
is already becoming apparent,

Until about 16)0 his poetry

exerted marked influence over other poets, but as the neoolasslcal tenets calling for smoothness of verse, simpli#
eity of language, and restraint of fancy gathered strength,
readers and critics tended to become blind to the power of
his poetry and to concentrate abuse on his idiosyncrasies

Arthur R. Nethercot, "The Reputation of the *Meta*
physical Poets* During the Seventeenth Century,* JBQP. XXIII
U924), 17W7».
Walton, pp. 14-1Ô.
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of style, though he was still cited as a "great wit#"
Strangely, the lyrics, which appeal most strongly in our
day, were among the first of his works to be forgotten; the
Restoration retained memories of the preacher of @t» Paul*#
and the Augustans imitated and criticised his satires; but
it was not until after the middle of the eigjhteenth century,
when the romantic spirit began to flicker into being, that
readers would begin, and then rather hesitantly, to recognise the breadth of his genius,

Mis name has been inevitab-

ly involved in my previous discussions of wit and of meta*
physical poetry, as to the modem mind he represents the
culmination of that style, but it may be of interest to take
a closer look at the comments of his contemporaries and of
other critics between his day and ours.
During the late Victorian era and especially since
about 1920, a very considerable Donne research has fairly
well established and mad# familiar the major details of
Donne's life;

his Roman Catholic family background and the

Jesuit influence in his early education; his years at
Oxford and Cambridge and latmr as a scholar of great breadth
in the Inns of Court; his travel in Europe and familiarity
with the literatures of Prance, Italy, and Spain; his ser
vice in Essex's expeditions to the Azores; his gay life in
London as revealed by his early love lyrics; his acceptance
of the Church of England; his marriage to Anne More and the
resultant loss of his career in Court circles; his years of
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poverty, illness, and anxiety as a virtual pensioner with
a rapidly growing family; his friendships with the nobility
and his willingness to write for patronage# especially that
of the Goimtess of Bedford, Lady Herbert# and the Dmry
family; his eventual decision to take orders in the Church
of England, as his only possibility of preferment; hi#
later years as Dean of 3t, Paul's and his great reputation
as a preacher; his long inward struggle for religious peace;
and his posing in his o%m shroud for the statue which stands
over his grave in 3t. Paulas.

Critics today agree as to

the breadth of his learning, ^e power of his wit, and the
fascination of his personality; many have noted the power
of his poetry to unify passion and thought

one of the

hallmarks of metaphysical poetry; and most of the critics
of today, with all their praise, are still aware of his
limitations*
The exact chronology of Donne*@ poetry is a matter for
speculation, as the poems were generally not dated; ob»
vlously, certain types belong to different eras in his life*
Rl* Satires and Enlxrama and the more cynical of his love
lyrics were probably among his earlier wo%t, written mostly
in the 1590's; certainly some of the more profoundly realis
ed love poems were expressions of his devotion to his wife
during the years of his marriage, 1601-1617; his Elsies.
Enicedes and SbjMm&Êâ#

his

aees would seem largely to belong to the period between
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his marriage and his taking of orders; som® of the latter
poema resulted from his necessity to write for patronage;
the more formal and more Petrarchan of his love lyrics
addressed In courtesy to his patronesses belong largely to
his period of dependence; his Anniversaries, written in
commemoration of the death of Elisabeth Drury, appeared in
1611 and 1612 and were among the few poems published during
his life; a few of his Enlthalamions can be dated by the
marriages which they celebrated; his poem* *The Progress of
the 3o%l," was dated by Donne himself in 1601, according to
Grierson*s notes* the years of donbt and hesitation as to
whether he should take orders probably produced the bulk
of his religious verse* though he wrdte some poema of this
type throughout his years as a preacher#

For most reader#

today his Songs and Sonnets and his Divine Poems arouse
highest interest and show most clearly his qualities as a
metaphysical poet,
(Me of Donne*# greatest contributions to the poetry of
his own day, and of ours, was his deliberate reform of
poetic language •• his rejection of the overworked classical
allusion and the out*wom Petrarchan cliche, his adoption
of precise vocabulary in his scientific allusions, and hi#
use of the tones and rhythms of speech.

As Eliot remarks;

Donne ought always to be recognized as
one of the few great reformers and pre*
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aerrers of the English tongue#16
The "roughness" of the Satires was a deliberate effort to
make the effect of the sound contribute to the criticism
In the satire and so to enhance the ve%Y ugliness to which
Donna was calling attention. In the lyrics, Donne was
experimenting in the creation of a more subtle music, by
employing variations, especially spondaic substitutions,
to lend weight to hie Intense feelings»

Dramatic use of

speech itythms also contributed to the difficulty in scan
ning his lines mechanically.

He probably also was trying

to c<xnblne the accentual rhythm of the English verse with
the quantitative rhythm of classical prosody, as Is Aown
in the creation of heavy syllables by the piling up of
consonants as well as by the use of long vowel sounds and
word accents,^?

Données prosody has been the subject of a

great deal of study and analysis by modern critics, who
recognize his masterly skill and originality#

P. R, Leavl#

has remarked;
To those who see /the nlmeteenth*century
poetic tradltlon/to be dead,.«Donne Is a
major poet. To those,,$Donne is one of
the gpreatest masters of technique who ever
T. S. Eliot, "Donne In Our Time," in A Pariwd for
John Sonne, ed, Theodore Spencer (Cambridge# ^%@s*/, 1931),
pTTs.

Wera^we
Century (Oxford, 19541, pp. 369*370; 549^51«

6$
lived*
That Donne*8 Immediate contemporaries appreciated some
of the same qualities admired by students of today is mad#
clear in Tbom&P Care** s **Elegy upon the Death of the Deanne
of Pauls*, Dr John Donne";
Have we no voice, no tune? Did*st thou dispense
Through all our language, both the words and sense?
•••• .....*But the flame
Of thy brave soul» that shot such heat and light
As burnt our earth, and made our darkness bright,
Committed holy rapes against our Will##.
As sense might judge %Amt fancy could not reach#
««•The Muses» garden with pedantic weed#
Overspread was purged by thee; the lazy seeds
Of servile imitation thrown away;
And fresh invention planted*,#and opened us a mine
Of rich and pregnant fancy, drawn a line
Of masculine expression##*
Since the awe of thy imperious wit
Our stubborn language bends, made only fit
With her tough-thick-ribbed hoops to gird about
Thy giant fancy, which had proved too stout
For their soft melting phrases.#.Yet from those bare
lands
Of what is purely thine, thy only hand#
#,*have gleaned more
Than all those times and tongues could reap before#
Here lies a King, that ruled as he thought fit
The universal monarchy of Wit #19
Though many of the elegies mourned the less to poetry
occasioned by Donne's death, d^rew*# showed the greatest

critical insight; several elegies emphasized the sermons,
while a few suggested that the license of his early life
and poetry had been more than redeemed by his sacred poem#
(Lo d^^ ^1932)^^^^^*99^ Bearings in English Poetry
19 Herbert J# C# Grlerson, The Poems of John Donne
(Oxford, 1912), I, 37$.3^0.
^
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and his sermons.20
Th# printer*# introduction to the first edition of
Donnera poem9 expressed also the high respect in which
Donne*# poetry was held, even after one allows that what
a printer says may be stweidiat in the natnre of a blurb*
You shall qonsider that this is not
ordinary#«*! should say it were the best
in this kind, that ever this Kingdom hath
yet seen##$th# best judgments take it for
granted#pieoe which whoso takes not
as he finds it, in what manner soever,
he is unworthy of it* sith a scattered
limb of this author, hath more amiable*
ne## in it, in the eye of a discerner,
then a whole body of some other# If any
man be of another opinion, I shall as
willingly spare his money as his judgment,
I oannot log» so m«eh by him as he will
by himself#^
Another contemporary poet who appreciated the genius
of Donne with real poetic insight was Ben Jonson, even
though he disagreed with some of Données theories of writ*
ing.

Several of his epigrams and his mmch»quoted comments

made to William Drumsond of Hawthomen reveal Jonson^s
deep aAniration for Donne, temipered though it was with
Jonson's neoclassical judgment:
To John Donne
Donne, the delight of Phoebus, and each Muse,
Who, to thy one, all other brains refuse;
Whose every work, of thy moat early wit.
Game forth example, and remains so, yet:
Longer a knowi:%, then most wits to live#
^ Ibid., pp. 371-395.
^ Ibid... pp. 1-2.
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Amd which no #ff#etion praise enough can give#
To it, thy language, letters, arts, bast life.
Which might with half mankind maintain a strife#
All which I meant to praise, and, yet, I would;
But leave, because I cannot as I shouldf
In a poem addressed "To Lucy, Countess of Bsdford, With
Mr Donne*# Satire#* Jon#on paid the gracious compliment,
"Rare poems ask rare friend#*; and in another poem, *To
John Donne," he showed how much he respected Donne*# im*
partial and wcpert criticism, and how much he desired
Donne*s approval for his own

epigrams#22

However, the

remark# i-ecorded by Drummomd Indlcat# something of the
trend which criticism of Donne was to take In the future:
That Doners Anniversary was profane and
full of blasphemies,# # if it had been
written to the Virgin Marie it had been
something; to which he answered that he
described the idea of a woman aiM% not
as she was##.That Done, for not keeping
of accent, deserved hanging##*He esteemeth
John Dome the first poet in the world in
some things#,»Affirmeth Done to have
written all his best piece# are he was
twenty-five years old##«That Done himself,
for not being understood, would perish,
Drummond, besides quoting Jonson, expressed his personal
opinion of some of Donne * s lesser forms of verse*
Donne among the Anacreontic lyrics, is
second to none and far from all second.
Comparing 3ydnej^hey can hardly be com
pared together# # #the one flying swift but
low, the other like the eagle##*! think,

White, et al, Seventeenth Century Verse and Pros#
pp# 126-128*

6$
if he would, he might easily be the beet
epigrammatist we have found in Englieh,^^
Michael Drayton, in hie *Epletle to Reynùlde" <1627),
aleo in hie "Polyalbion* and in other poeme expreeeed adverse opinion that is thought to have been directed against
Donne; it hae been auggested that there wae eome jealouay
on Drayton*a part beoaume of Données position ae a favorite
of Lady Bedford:
Epietle to Reynolda
For 3uoh 3*ose poeme, be they ne*er eo rare,
In private chamber* that inoloietered are,
And by tinscription daintily nuet go,
Ae though the xorld unworthy were to kww
Their rich compoeuree, let those men that ke^
Their wonderoue reliques in their judgement deep.
And cry them up eo...
I paee not for them#
Polyai))bion
Whose verses hobbling run, as with diajointed bone#
And make a Viler noiee than carta upon the etonee;
,*.Inforcing things in veree for poesie unfit,
Mere filthy stuff that breaks out of the eoree of
isit•
What poet reeks the praise upon such antics heap'd
Or envies that their lines in cabinets are kept?
Mr Jenkins also remarks that Donne apparently had little
friendship for any of the poets of the older school except
9sn Jonson; he never mentioned any other poet, and admitted
that he had few friendB$24
Edmund Bolton in his ^ypercritlca'' (1618?) reminds us
Splngam, I, 211*216#
^ Raymond Jenkins, "Drayton's Relation to the School
of Donne," PKLA. XHVIII (1923), $$7-567$
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that there was also a strong neoclassical school of thought

even early In the seventeenth century; he expressed his
strong preference for the writings of Ben Jonson and com*
mented;
,..the g%%llsh verses of 31r Walter
Raleigh^ of John Donne...are not easily
to be mended#^)
It will be noted that much of the criticism of Donne throughout the next two centuries was directed against his "verses,*
his form, rather than against his ideas; his wit, though
sometimes condemned as excessive, was always recognised as
powerful, and his learning was deeply respected. The re*
action against his *ruggedness" and his use of the conceit
was due in part to changing fashions In eacpresslon, but
perhaps more to the abuses of Donne's unique qualities in
the hands of lesser poets who tried to imitate him.
Grierson comments on Donne's powerful influence in "smash*
Ing the Petrarchan convention" and "bringing love-poetry
back to nature."
But for poets Wio had none of his passion
and imagination no model could have been
worse, witness much of the poetry from
Cleveland to Cowley»2o
Barrett Wendell also notes the great originality and In
tensity of thought and feeling in Donne's poetry and exSpingam I, 211,
Grierson and Smith, p. 99*
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plains that imitation of Donne
was bound to fall into affectations of a
mannerism which grew lifeless the moment
the master who vitalized it fell asleep**7
This is not to say that there were not other good poets »»
Herbert, Vaughan, Orashaw in the religious field, and
Oarew, Marvell, Lovelace and others in the secular poetry —
who were original in their adaptation# of the metaphysical
qualities; but the tradition was not to last, and it was
only to be strongly revived in our own time#

Sethercot's extensive study of the reputations of the
metapbysicals gives further comments on Donne as he appeared to writers of the later seventeenth century#

Isaac

Walton's '•Life of Donne" (1640) mentions his «sharp wit,*
"high fancy," and "choice metaphors," but Walton should be
regarded more as a biographer than as a critic; he did make
a detailed and symq^athetic study of Donne*s life, Walton
also quoted Donne's poem written as a take-off on Marlowe's
"Come Live with Me and Be My Love," which Walton enjoyed
because "it was about fishing."
Verses that were made by Dr Donne to show
the world that he could make soft and
«mooth verses, when he thought smoothness
worth the labor#
The comment shows that Walton already felt it necessary to
act as an apologist for Donne's meter; they also show how
Barrett Wendell, The Seventeenth Oenturv in English
Literature (London, 1904), p* 126#
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little Walton understood Donne's theory of poetry, and how
completely he missed Données Intended satire on the
Elizabethan style#^

Other mid-century references to Donne

include one made by Cotton, "the whole world's beloved
Donne,* and Pettil*#
Prince of wits, illustrious Donne,
Who rapt earth round with love
And was its sun#
Apparently Donne was still very popular in these mid"»oentury
years*

There was not mtch critical comment on Donne until

after the Restoration, and then the majority seemed to
remember him nwre as a preacher than as a poet#

Beginning

in 1633, Donne's poetry went through seven complete editions^
the last being in 1669; there were also two editions of his
Juvenilia and one of his Satires (1662)#

This shows that

Donne's poetry was read most ifidely during the generation
after his death and that it began to be neglected during
the Restoration#

Fuller's Worthies (1662) refers to Donne

as "one of Weellent wit," but not as a poet#

tioned him only as a preacher#

Pepys men

Aubrey's Brief Lives did

mention the fact that he was both a poet and Dean of St#
Paul's#

Edward Phillips, in his Theatrum Poetarum Anali*»

canorum (167$) said somewhat more, though nothing very
original:
Isaac Walton and Charles Cotton, The Complete
Angler# ed# John Major (New York,l#44)# p# 176#
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He eompoeed his more brisk and yo%thf%il
poem#, wbloh are rather oommemded for the
height of fancy and acMteneem of the con*
celt, than for the emoothneea of the
ver#e,,.and as of an eminent peet he be*
came a much more eminent preacher, so he
rather improved than relinqmiahed hi#
poetical fancy, only converting it from
human and worldly to divine and heaven*
ly subject**

William Wlnstanley published two compilation*, England**

(16*4) and Ta& ;,^yep

&&&*&*& F#*#*?

Poets (1667); in the first he barely mentioned Donne**
poetry, while in the *econd he referred to Donne a* "Thi*
pleasant poet, painful preacher, and pious person," a
reference In which Wlnstanley was obviously more concerned
with his own prose style than with the depth of hi*

criticism, Anthony a Wood and Langbaine referred several
times to Donne in their works, but said little of any
critical importance,

William Walsh wrote an attack on

several of the earlier love^poets, in which he expressed
the prejudice of the day with regard to the use of conceit*
in love poetry:
/9kl*^7allowed Donne to have the most
^copious fancy* possible and the great
est *reach of wit,*,.«but could not imag*
ine him...*to have been a very great
lover,•^
^ Kethercot, "The Reputation of the * Metaphysical
Poet** During the Seventeenth Century," pp# 174»17ë«
Leonard Nathaneon, "The Context of Dryden**
Criticism of Donne** and Cowley*s Love Poetry," Mote* and
aaSiSâ, IT {Feb., 19571, 57.
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Robert Wolseley'a remark In his ^Preface to Vblemtinian*
(l6ë$) ehow* how completely the idea of "amoothne#** a# *
virtue in poetry had become eatabllehed:
let him remember hereafter that verae#
have feet given •#«, either to walk
graceful and smooth, and eometimea with
majesty and state, like Virgil'#, or
to run light and eaay, like Ovid's, not
to stand stock-still, like Dr Donne's*
or to hobble like indigested pro#e*30
The eriticism of Dryden is, of course, most representa
tive of the Restoration period, and it too shows the
characteristic appreciation of Donne's wit and the
critics» of his metrics*

He undoubtedly had studied Donne,

and he himself made considerable use of the conceit in his
own poetry, especially in his earlier work,

Qrlerson has

given us an interesting statement on the relationship be

tween Donne's and Dryden's poetryî
It was as a 'metaphysical' that Drydea
began. He had evidently read Donne with
care and appreciation; from no poet doe#
he borrow with leas acknowledgment, He
appreciated the condensation and pregnancy
of metaphysical poetry, and one might say
that his achievement as a poet w*s#.,t*
retain the pregnancy while making the
thought more natural, were commonplace$ if
the deeper, more imaginative, passionate
strokes which give power and sincerity to
Donne's conceits have disappeared. Cowley's
more superficial, clever wit is Dryden's
model in his first extant verses*)*
The new edition of Dryden which Is being published by the
30 Splngarn, III, 27,

31 Grierson and 9mith, p, 179.
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University of California notes eight direct all*#lone to,
or Imitations of, Donne In the first volume, which cw&taln*
only a part of Dryden+e poetry; thl# amggpsta that Dryden
owed more to Donne than he admitted*)^ In the "Eeeay of
Dramatic Poeey" (166*) Dryden remarked, after erltlclalng
01eveland*s overuse of the conceit:

So that there Is this difference betwixt
his satires and Dr Donne*e; that the one
gives us deep thoughts in common language*
though rough cadence; the other gives us
common thoughts in abstruse words*
The *Preface to Eleanor#* is also partially complimentary
to Donne:
Dr Donne, the greatest wit, though not
the best poet of our nation, acknowledged
he had never seen Mr# Drury, whom he ha#
made Immortal In his admirable "Anni
versaries*" I have had the same fortune,
though I have not succeeded to the same
genius* However I have followed his foot
steps In this panygyric, which was to
raise emulation In the living, to copy
out the example of the dead*
Dryden*# "Original and Progress of Satire" (1693) contain#
several reference# to Donne and show# the growing spirit
of criticism a# the neoclassical ways of thought became
more firmly entrenched*

Included here Is the often-quoted

passage which is credited with having given the name meta
physical to the type of poetry*

In what seems to us a

rather absurd panygyric Dryden addressed the Earl of Dorset:
32 Edward Riles Hooker, et alj edd.. The Works of
John Drvden (Berkeley, 19$6),
notes, et nasaïi»
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Donne alone, of all our countrymen, had
your talent} but was not happy enough to
arrive at your versifieation; and were
he translated into numbers, and English,
he would yet be wanting in the dignity
of expres#ion.*,Tou equal Donne in the
variety, multiplicity, and ehoiee of
thoughts; you excel him in the manner
and the word*, I read yoti both with the
*ame admiration, but not with the same
delight* Would not Donme** 3atire*A
which abound with so much wit, appear
more charming, if he had taken care of
his words and of his nimbers? But he
followed Horace so very close, that of
necessity he mwst fall with him; and I
may safely say it of this present age,
that if we are not so great wits as
Donne, yet certainly we are better poets*
Pop# probably got the idea of translating Donne*s Satire*
into ^numbers" from this remark of Dryden's*
A remark in the Preface to Waller's Posthumous Poems

(1690), credited by Oosse to Francis Atterbury, shows how
completely neoclassical ideas of few* had been accepted,
and yet the author, rather ironically, made use of a
metaphysical image. "Ten lines of Donne* was to echo in
critical arguments during the eighteenth century*
Their poetry was then mad# up almost
entirely of monosyllables, which, when
they come together in any cluster are
certainly the most harsh uatuneable
things in the world* If any man doubt*
this, let him read ten lines of Donne,
and he'll quickly be convinced. Be*
sides their verses ran all into one
another and hung together*.*like the
hooked atops that compose a body in
Descartes*)*
33 Edmund Qosse, Prom Shakespeare to Pone (Cambridge,
1**5), p. 250.
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Thtts the seventeenth mntury ends on a note of criticism
of Donne's versification, which began when Joneoa eald
deserved hanging#

he

Increasing reference to Donne's Satire#

shows that they were coming to the fore as being more in
accord with the mood of the age than were his other writ*
Inge. The same preference was to continue well into the
eighteenth century, in so far as Donne was read at all#

As

Nethercot remarks.
New ideas of 'naturej^ wit and smoothnes#
were making their way; Donne's style was
out of fashion.)»
Modem criticism has injected a strong element of
doubt into Dr Johnson's dictw that Abraham Cowley was ^he
last of the metaphysical race and undoubtedly the best#'»
To our day he represents the decline of the metaphysical
tradition, *the last extravagance of metaphysical wit."35
fantasticality had run to seed in Cowley.^3^
The ingenious excesses of Cowley need
detain us no longer when we have discerned
in them examples of how conventions, yàim
they are followed with servility, must
prove lifeless**)?
3^ Nethercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets' During the Seventeenth Century,* p# 194#
3^ Grlerson and Smith, p# 175#

3^ Galloway, p. 54#
37 Wendell, p# 146*
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Whll#* to our modom perapeetlve, Gowley ropreeonts th#
d#olln# of th# metaphyaloal tradition, he repreaemta, al#o#
th# growing etrength of the neoolaaalcal movement whloh
wa# to culminât# In the Anguetan##
of hie tlm#,")^

*Cowl#y wa# the Janu#

HI# adaptability to ^# change# taking

place in the attitude# and taate# of hi# age make him a
algnificant tranaitional figure to th# atudant of th# hlat"
ory of thought, even though hi# work dlaappolnt# th# crlti*
cal reader who la a##klng real poatic power* (koffrcy
Walton haa adequately ammmarlaed hia poaitlon*
Cowley*# verwitllity
or perhap# adapt
ability would be a more aultable word in
hi# caae — wa# lml##d remarkabl#,*,R#
###*# to have 3#arch#d all hi# life for
hi# appropriate mode of expr#a#lon* with
frèqu#nt ^rtlal but n#v#r complot# #ucc###* Hi# vereatllity wa# of a kind that
apringa from weakn### of creatlv# tal#nt.
It l#d him to produc# work which #o compl#tely #uit#d th# taate of hia contam»
porariea that they could not help taking
it for better than it really wa###$In
Oowloy*# poetry of #very period of hi#
life on# can find mueh metaphyaical verse
ahowing repreaentative aym^tom# of decay,
and vera# in newer mode# #tlll exhibitl^
algn# of immaturity**#the general tendency
1# decidedly toward poetic modes characteriatic of the Reatoration#**
Josephine Mllea notes the transition quality in Cowley*#
use of language*
3^ George Saintsb^. A g^grt H^a^^onr Sl gSSlW
Literature (lew York, 1935), p. 508#
3^9 Walton, pp, 45'»44#
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Donnera deeper emotional roughneee and
Herrick»s lighter lyrical point on the
one hand and Dryden and Pope** more
tensely controlled meaawe on the other,
have a sort of middle level 4n Gowley*8
poised, woven, and balanced f@nr wnd fivestress speeches to his love,40
Perhaps the comment most indicative of the modern attlted#
toward Cowley, and one which I have frequently heard during
the course of this study, is simply, Mi#ho*s he?^
Cowley was bom in 161A of a ndddle-class family. Like
nN>st aspirins poets, the precocious Cowley began by imitat
ing; he produced a narrative poem, "Pyramus and Thisbe,*
In imitation of Spenser, when he was only ten years i&ld#
His first volume, Poetical Rlossomg. appealed in 1633, when
Cowley was a fifte«m-year-old student, a King's scholar, in
the Westminster School. Later, while In Trinity College,
Cambridge, he was attracted to the rx)etry of Donne and be
gan writing In the metaphysical manner, imitating the con
ceits but lacking the emotional fervor of his model,

Early

in his career Cowley gave further proof of his genius for
imitation, and of his analytic powers, as he wrote satis
factory exercises simply by a process of imitating classical
authors while he consistently refused to learn the rules of
grammar. His work in drama, where he showed the obvlou#
Influence of Jonson, was largely a product of hi# school
years#

When possibly as young as sixteen he wrote a comedy,

40 Josephine
The Continuity of Poetic
(Berkeley, 1951), p. 49.
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Lov#*a Slddle. followed during hia university years by a
Latin play, ^laufraelum Joculare. and by The Guardian, a
play quickly organlxed ag entertainment In honor of a vlalt
from King Charles I&

I,ater, during the Restoration, the

latter play was revised and produced a a Cotter of MiflÊTI
Street. While still In the university, he also planned a
religious epic, following the model of Virgil but ustqga
Biblical subject; he actually composed four books of thl#
epic, The Davldels. and a Latin version of one book; her*
he employed the heroic couplet then coming Into fashion
under the Influence of Waller and Denham, and he Is conceded
by modem critics to have contributed significantly to th#
development of the closed couplet, which would be the
dominant poetic form of the neoclassical period.

S, M#

Tlllyard calls The Davldels "the first decidedly neoclassi
cal poem,^ and considers It better than Is usually allowed#41
Cowley eventually decided against finishing the poem and
published the fragment In 1656, thus antedating Paradise Lost
by some ten years and gaining for himself the distinction
of being the author of the first religious epic (if we wc#
cept ElëÈe Plowman)in English literature*
With the advent of the Civil War, Cowley followed the
fortunes of thm Royalists, first spending about two year#
E. M, W, Tlllyard, *^he Bngllsh Eple Tradition,*
Proceedings of the British Academy. XXII (London, 193^ 1#,
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at Oxford, the Royallat headquartersj, and then going to
Paria in the retinue of Queen Henrietta Maria; hi* epeelal
taak was the decoding of aecret messages, a task which required many hours of his time, though he still found the
opportunity to write.

He told later of having destroyed,

with the turn of the tide in the Royalist fortunes, three
books of a poem about the Civil War, along idLth a nu#ù)er
of shorter poema on tlw» subject#

As an adjunct to the

Court; he naturally considered it the proper thing to write
love lyrics; The Mistress, a volume containing over a hundred
poems, was the product of this effort*

It is this phase of

his work that has probably drawn most of the critical c(»ment
that Cowley's poetry is metaphysical "in form If not alto*
gether in feeling,# and that it displays *wit without pas*
sion.

À# Cowley himself remarked in the "Preface" to

his 1656 edition of his works:
So it is that poets are scarce thought
freeMmen of their coNgwkny, without paying
some duties and obligating themselves to
be true to love*. It is not the picture
of the poet, but of things and persons
imagined by him, Neither would I here be
misunderstood,,**as to be ashamed to be
thought really in love. On the contrary,
I cannot have a good opinion of any man .
who is at least not capable of being so,4)
Cowley never married, but is said to have been in love once
42 GgQpgg Williamson, the Donne Tradition (Cambridge,
iPassjiJf 1930), pp, 162-190,
Spingam, II, $5,
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with a lady who finally married someone else because
Cowley was too Ay to declare himself; in his later years
he quite pointedly avoided women#
While in Jersey as an emissary for the ex-Queen,
Cowley found himself with little to depend on as a model
except a volume of Pindar's Odes: thereupon he developed
his own form of the Pindaric Ode, poems which oome closer
to our modem free verse than does any other earlier form,
being characterised by varying line length, scattered rhyme
and startling figures of speech#

(Spratt, who later wrote

Cowley's biography, mentioned the lack of any other model
than Pindar; one wonders if he thereby unconsciously admit*
ted that his idolised Cowley could not write without a
model,) Cowley*# adaptation of the Pindaric, which was to
be the form of many of his more Important occasional piece#
written during his later years, started a flood of bad, and
also good, imitations#

This form became almost the only

one to compete with the heroic couplet for nearly a hundred
years, until Dr Johnson finally stopped the flow with his
remark about "all the boys and girls* who could write like
Pindar if they could not do anything else*

Cowley explained

the form In his «Preface**!
The numbers are various and Irregular,
and sometimes.,.seem harsh and uncouth.
If the just measures and cadencies be
not observed in the pronunciation. So
that almost all their sweetness and
numerosity,..lies in a manner wholly at

the mercy of the reader,44
When Cowley wae allowed to retiim to England In 1654,
he took up the etwdy of medlolne at Oxford, apparently a#
a meane of diverting miaplolon from hie Royal!at undercover
WO!*,

He eventually waa arrested and impriaoned for aome

time aa a apy, being releaaed only t^n the payment of
heavy bail.

He then apent aome two yeara in retirement in

Kent, where he studied medicinal planta; he had received
an M, D, from Oxford but never entered actual practice.
In these activities he evinced hla gro%flng interest in
science, one of the trends characteristic of his time.
Hla ode on Brutus, a regicide, and hla discusalon of the
"state of Israel" in his revised Davldela. along with a
few other pieces, were taken by the Royalists as evidence
that he was trying to Ingratiate himself with the Common
wealth.

Re may have been only trying to divert suspicion,

but at any rate these writings cost him the favor of the
King after the Reatoratlon,

His aatlrlalng of the leaa

admirable type of courtier in his play, Gutter of Coleman
Street (1661), caused the Court to take further offense.
In 16§6 Cowley published his collected poems with the
"Preface,* which stands as a model of self-criticism.

Re

immediately acquired a very hi# reputation, one that we
find It difficult to understand in view of his present
^ IbgjL*, P* 66.

neglect.

Re was probably ewrprlmed himself, as be had de-

dared in his ''Preface" that, reeogniiing the fact that he
had not fulfilled the promise of his youth, he was not
going to write any more poetry#

Rle statement of reasons

for this decision contributed a rather important concept
to the psychology of art, ^ough admittedly it was svggest*
ed by Ovld*s Trlstltla:
A warlike, various, and tragical age is
best to write of, out worst to write in
Neither is t%te present constitution
of my mind more proper then that of the
times for this exercise, or rather
divertlsement. The soul must be filled
with bright and delightful ideas, lAen
it undertakes to communicate delight to
others, which Is the main end of poesie
*..The truth is, for a man to write well
it is necessary to be in good humor#45
Cowley did write a mmber of prose monographs and essays
following this decision; but the Restoration evidently
Improved his spirits to such an extent that he withdrew
the resolution and produced several of his major Odes
during his later years, celebrating, among other things,
the work of the newly»foT*ed Royal Society and the
philosophy of Bacon and Mobbes, the latter of whom had
been a personal friend during the years of exile in
Prance#

To demonstrate his belief that poetry could be

of service to science, he wrote six books of Latin poems
on plants, flowers, and trees, in imitation of the styles
of various Latin poets.
PP#

#4
Though dlBappolnted at not receiving more f&vore frwi
the King, he did get land grants from Qimen Henrietta Maria

which allowed him to live in partial retirement at Chertsey,
and mtmggle with the problwma of a gentleman farmer#

Rim

easays in prose and veree, eoM of the veree being tran#*^
latione frwa Horaoe, another gentleman farmer, belong to
thie period*

Hie praiee of country life ill*#tratee

another of hie tendeneiea in the direction of the Augustan
ideal; (Dryden remarks in hie eeeay "Translation of Virgil*
that Cowley was actually writing in imitation of Tirgil.)
In his essays Gowley adopted the simple, nnadomed style
which the Royal Society was then reeommmnding as suitable
for its discourses#

Re wae also Interested in a grotq*

which hoped to set up a branch of the Royal Society em*
powered, as is the French Academy, to exert control over
questions of language#
death in 1667*

The project was dropped at Cowley*s

He wae burled near the grave# of Chaueer

and gpeneer in Westminster Abbey,

and the Kl% remarked

that he had not left a better man behind him,*^
Cowley* s career, which covered exactly the middle third
of the century, exemplified many of the changes in attitude
and taste which were then occurring. Ris very capacity
for imitation had the virtue of making him responsive to
the cultural atmosphere, so that he made significant con*
Rthercot, Al^T#h;m ggwiei* ^
Hannibal (London, 1931), p# 10. et mssim.
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trlbutlona to current trend a. He le credited with the
flret rellglo*# epic and the flret truly pergonal eeeaye
in Bngliah, with the Pindaric Ode in hie epeclal form# and
with definite contribution* to critical theory* eepecially
in the matter of tranalatlon. In hie 16$6 "Preface" he
urged other poet# to conelder the poeslbllitiee aa gub*
jecte for verge of Bible atoriee In place of the overworked
claaaica, advice which the Auguatana largely Ignored. In
diacuaaing the writing of religloua poetry he clearly fore*
ahadowed a nomber of the artiatlc Ideala of the Neoclaaal*
cal period;
When I eonalder#».how many bright and
magnificent anbjecta*.*the Holy Scrlpturea
afforda and proffera,#*to peeaie, in the
wlae managing mad illuatratlng whereof
the glory of Ood Almighty might be joined
with the alngular utility and nobleat de
light of mankind* it la not without grief
and Indlggation that I behold that divine
aclence Zp»#tr]yemploylng all her Imem»
hauatlble riches of wit and eloquence*
either in the wieked and beggarly flattery
of foolish women# or the wretched affecta
tion of ecurrll laughter, or at beat on
the antiquated dream# of aenaeleaa fablea
and metamorpheaea* Amoqpt all the holy
and conaecrated thinga which the Devil
ever stole and alienated from the aer»
vice of the Deity, aa altera, templea,
sacrifices, prayera, and the like, there
la none that he ao unlveraally and long
uaurpt aa poetiy# ^ery Puritanical note
la obvious hery. It la time to recover
it out of the Tyrant*a power and to raatore
it to the Kingdom of God, who la the Father
of lt;,.*nelther will it want room by
being confined to Heaven**#For It la almoat
Imooaaible to aerve up any new diah of
that kind /T.e* claaalcal 'feaata of love
and fablea*/* They are all bat the cold-
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meats of the amtlenta, new-heated and new
met forth*.,All the books of the Bible
are either already the moat admirable and
exalted pieces of poesie, or are the beat
material* in the world for lt$#$In brief»
he who can write a profane poem well may
write a divine one better; but he who can
do that but ill will do thi# much worae.
The same fertility of invention, the eaw
wisdom of disposition, the aame judgment
in obeervance of decenciea. the aame
luatre and vigor of elocution, the aame
modeaty and majeaty of number, briefly
the aame kind of habit ia required to
both#47
One other faxwua dictum of the Auguatane which Cowley la
credited with having naturaliaed in England ia that "The
aound ahould be an echo of the aenae.*

Aa Cowley expreaaed

the idea in hia notee to the Davldeia.
The diapoaltion of worda and nmAera
ahould be such aa out of the order and
eound of them the things thmmeelvea may
be represented.4©
Cowley*a career illuatratea the growing emphaaia on
intellectual over emotional qualities, the trend away frw*
the metaphyaical toward the Reoclaaeical era, the aub*
atitution of good aenae for youthful enthuaiaam, the growing

interest in science, the feeling for the Importance of aim#
plicity in language, and a<mething of the apirlt of world#
wearineaa and melancholy which was to underlie much of
the culture of the coming century#

The secret of both his

contemporary success and hia eventual failure lay in the
47 Spingam, II# d&.90.
^ Ibid#, p# 357.

a?

faet that he was the true chameleon, never quite sure him*
aelf of the way he really wanted to write. Yet he fitted
eo exactly Into the changing gplrlt of hie age that he w#e
Immensely popular In hie own day and for the generation to
follow#
The fecial reaaon for his fall ifaa that
he MAver could mmke up hie mind whether
to stand with the old age or the new*
with the couplet or with the wilder verae,
with my atleal fantaey or clear com»n
aenae,*9
The people of the seventeenth century
were weary of liberty, weary of the unmitigated rage of the dramatiata, cloyed
with the roaea and the epicea and the
klaaea of the lyrists, tired of being
carried over the univerae and tqp and
down tlw avenues of hlatory at the freak
of every Irreaponalble rhymeater,50
Oowley gave the reading public a new ez*
perienoe*##the severity of Cowley's
writings, their intellectual quality,
their oold elevation and dry intelli*
gence, were aa charming aa they were
novel# %&t the charm %fma not to laat##.
A far greater man, Dryden, with
aaalmllative geniua of the moat marve»'
loua kind, was to tamiah the glory of
Cowley by sheer superiority of
imitation*'!
Dryden, aa the leading critic and author of the Resto*
ration period, amy well be regarded as an Index to the
changing ideas of the time; the eulogistic quality of hie

Saint«bury, p, 405,
^ Edmund Qoaae, From %mkesoeare to Po%>e. p* 1),
.,
%v«teenth
York, 1*97), pp. 226*227.

remaita about Cowley which were made In the 1660*# bad
changed by 1700 to a note of qualified eritiolam, yet the
very frequency with which Dryden refera to him may indl*
cate how fully Cowley occupied the public mind during moet
of the remainder of the century# 3^^

Edltiona of Cowley'a

work# are further proof of his popularity#

Beginning with

the first poathtmoua edition, brought out by Sprmtt in 1666,
a total of nine editlone had appeared by 1700* aa well a#
numeroua partial editlone of hi a worka; auch activity Indl*
cated a conalderable demand, though Dryden remarked a
falling^off of aalea by 1700,3^)
Perhape the relationahip between Dryden*a crlticlam
and Cowley'a reputation can be beat approached by citing a
number of Important parallela in their interests and attitudea#

Some of theae parallela were their shift away frc#

metapbyalcal Imagery; their recognition of the distinction
between magniloquence and wit; their growing emphaala on
the power of judgment over emotion; their development and

use of the Pindaric Ode; their cwarnon Interest in claealcal
translation; and their common eontributiona to the develop#
ment of modem pros® style#
Aa the yeara paaaed, Dryden became inereaaingly
critical of Cowley's use of the conceit, or developed meta*
Rethercot, "Reputation of the 'Metaphysical Poets*
During the Seventeenth Century,» p# 191#
Arthur H# iethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham
Cowley 1660mie00,* PMLA# imill (1923), 60),
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phyaloml Image, though he employed them me eome extent in
hie own writing#

In hie first publiehed peem, "On the

Death of lord Hasting*,* Dryden had been guilty of a more
fantastic conceit with reference to amallpoi than anything
Cowley had written in his poem on the death of the %mtch*
lees Orinda*" To quote Dryden)
Blisters with pride ewelled, which throve flesh did
sprout»
Like rosebuds, stuck i^ the lily akin about.
Each little pimple had a tear in it.
To wail the fault its rising did commit#
Cowley*# poem **0n the Death of Mrs* Katherine Phillips** th%is
apostrophizes the smallpox*
Cruel Diseased Ah, could it not suffice
Thy old and constant epite to exercise
Against the gentlest and the fairest sex,
Which still thy depredations most do vex?
Where still thy malice most of all
(Thy malice or thy lust) does on the fairest fall?
And in them most assault the fairest place,
The thr<me of empress beauty, even the face?
*.*WEis*t not enough, wh«i thou, profane disease,
Dida't on thie glorious temple eeiae.
Was^t not enough, like a wild mealot there.
All the rich outward ornaments to tear,
#..And thy unboumded sacrilege cwomit
On the inward holiest holy of her wit?
Cowley*s poem, written three years before he died, ehowe
that he never entirely gave up the use of metaphysical
imagery, but at least it ehowe more dignity and judgment
than Dryden*s youthful effort,

Dryden lived later and

longer than Cowley and carried further the change of style,
but remembering Dryden*s early poem, one may be inclined to
take with a grain of salt his crltlcimm of Cowley*# concelts*
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In "An Bewy on Dramatic Poeay" (1666) Dryden aaid
that the Aillent» and EllmabethanB could ahow
**»ln the epic or lyric way**.nothing eo
elevated, so copiotis, and full of spirit
as Mr Cowley.
However, he criticized Cleveland*a use of conceits in thl#
eaaay; and he alao recommended the uae of rhyme in drama to
^clrcumacrlbe a quick and luxuriant fancy#"

By 1692, when

he wrote **The Original and Progreaa of Satire," Dryden had
become more critical of Cowley#

Having been adviaed to

look for examples of the "turn*"
I looked over the darling of my youth,
the famous Cowley; there I found, Inetead of thw, the pointa of wit, and
qulrka of epigram, even In the Davldel#.
an heroic poem, which is of an opposite
nature to those puerilities*
In the aame eaaay be made the famous remark about Donne*#
"affecting the metaphysics" and addedi
In this*..Mr Cowley has copied him to a
fault; so great a on#**.that it throws
his Mistress infinitely below his Pindarics.
Krtilch are undoubtedly the beet of bis
poems, and the most correct*
In the "Preface to the Fables," written in 1700, the last
year of his life, Dryden stated his most emphatic objection
to conceits In general and especially to Cowley*#.
Though the following statement has sometime# been called
Cowley*s death-knell, it appears from eighteenth century
crltlcimm that he continued to be read*
The vulgar judges, which are nine part#
in ten of all nations, who call conceit#
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and Jingles wit, who see Ovid full of
them, and Chaueer altogether without
them, will think me little lew than
mad for preferring the Engllahman to the
Roman, Yet, with their leave, I mwt
preeume to say that the things they ad*
mire are only glittering trlflea, and
@0 far from being witty* that In a aer*
lo%a poem they are nauaeoua* beoauae
they are unAat%iral»#*A tbowiand anoh
boylama, which Ohaucer rejected aa
below the dignity of the subject*••
paaalona are aerlonaand %flj^ admit of
no playing.».As he /chaaoeg/lmew what
to eay, ao he know# when to leave off;
a eontinenee Wilch is practiced by few
wrltera.*.One of oqr late great poeta
la #@nk In hie reputation, becanae he
could never forgive any conceit which
came hla way; but swept like a dragnet,
great and email* There waa plenty
enough, but the dlahea were 111-aorted;
whole pyramids of aweetmeata for boys
and women but little of aolld meat for
men# All this proceeded not from any
want of knowledge, but of judgment*
Neither did he want In dlacernlng the
beautlea and faults of other poets, but
only Indulged himself In the luxury of
writing; and perhaps knew It waa a fult,
but hoped the reader would not find it.
For thla reason, thou#^ he must alway#
be thought a great poet, he la no longer
estimated a good writer; and for ten
impressions, which his works have had in
so mny successive years, yet at present
a hundred books are scarcely purcnaaed
once a twelvemonth; for, as my Lord
Rochester said, thou^ somewhat profanely,
•lot being of God, he could not stand#*
Such a statement is a far cry from Dryden^ "my better
master, Cowley,'* which he wrote in his "Dedication te
Aurengaebe" In 167), or "though his authority is almoat
aacred to me," from "Of Heroic Plays" (1672); but it has
importance in showing the trend of taste in the late aeventeenth century#

(In passing, one might remark that Rochester
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had »lao named Gowley a@ hia favorite among modem poeta#!^
*The Preface to the Fablea** recorda another Inatanc#
In which Dryden had diaagreed with Cowley*a opinion#

Drydan

had undertaken the medernlmlng of parts of Chaucer despite
the oppoaltlon of the Earl of Leicester, who had regarded
Chaucer aa a "dry, old-faahloned wlt^ not worth reviving,*
I have often heard the late Barl of
Lelceater aay, that Mr Cowley himself waa
of that opinion, who having i^ead him over
at My Wrd*# request, declared he had no
taste of him# I dare not advance my
opinion against the judgment of so great
an author; **#Mr Cowley waa too modest,
perhaps, to set up fbr a dictator; and
being shocked, perhaps with his old style,
never examined the deptha of his good
sense.
The remark reveals the combination of reject and op];x)sltion
Wilch flavored many of D%7den*a later comments on Cowley#
It also reveala a singular failure on the part of Cowley*a
wit in not recognising a superior#

Perhaps the absence of

conceits, as noted by Dryden, might partly explain Cowley's
lack of interest in Chaucer,

His attitude was strangely

prophetic of the twentleth*century attitude toward Cowley
himself*
When Dryden spoke of wit in a serious poem as being
^nauseous,,,because it is unnatural,** he revealed a definite
contrast between the taste of 1700 and that of the Jacob*
ean era, a ctmtrast which also exists between Dryden's
Samuel Johnson. Works. Literary Club Edition (Trov.
Mew Tork, 1903), VIII, 1?%—
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taete and ours#

The very combination of "levity with

aeriouemea#"^ la one of the qualities which modems appre*
eiate in Donne, and which haa come to be regarded aa a
definitive charaeteriatic of metaphysical wit*55

But to

Dryden auch a combination indicated lack of decorwa, a
failnre to observe "propriety between thoughts and worda*"
Geoffrey Walton haa noticed that in certain poema of The
Miatreaa Oowley showed a tendency to separate the light
from the serious, and so to make his wit leas @oiqple%.
With regard to Cowley's ^Elegy on the Death of Dr Harvey,"
Walton remarks*
The social note of his wit is of a quieter
kind# It is not metaphysical wit, for
there is no element of levity#
Walton observes a similar separation in the work of Flatman,
one of Cowley*8 imitators;
On the whole Matman keeps the serious and
light aidea of hia sensibility apart and
thus definitely belonga to the end of meta*
physical wit#)"

This separation of levity from seriousness might be eonsid*
ered one aapeet of the diaaociation of aenaibility, Wilah

is supposed to have occurred during the seventeenth century,
A aomewhat different phaae of thia diaaociation, in
which Dryden and Cowley were likewiae both involved# ia

discussed by George Williamaon*
55 Walton, p, 69*
Ibid*, pp. 60-61; 69*72.
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The Intensity of Donne is passing away in
Cowley, and the long struggle between
reason and imagination is coming to a close
in the victory of reason and good sense# # #
The cool dry intelligence of Cowley appeal"»
ed to the new sensibility ami prepared the
way for the greater genius of Dryden#,,The
loss of passion and imagination which
poetry suffered from this change in sensibility Cowley tries to repair by making
poetry eloquent, as well aa witty.**Out
of the high style of the Klimabethans* the
seventeenth century, in T, 8# Eliot*#
brilliant generalisation, separated two
qualities: %fit and magniloquence. This
separation first bec<Maes clear in Cowlw;
this was his great service to Dryden*)f
A similar oWervation was made by Loiseau:
The grandeur of Cowley*8 Pindarics is an
oratorical rather than a lyrical grandeur#'*
Ck)sse also remai-ked in speaking of the seventeenth century;
Oratorical effect took the place of observation
and Inspired interpretation of nature#™
Walton notes the effect of Cowley^s use of the Alexandrine,
or t%#elve"syllable line^ as contributing to the **magnilo»
quence"*
The Alexandrine draws to a close an effect
of Restoration grandiose formality rather
than Augustan politeness; it was OM of
Cowley's chief legacies to Bryden»®"
The latter poet, in his ''Dedication of the Aeneis," recogWilliamson, Donne Tradition, pp. 18&'.189#
5* Walton, p# 87,
Qosse, Seventeenth Century Studies, p. 226#
^ Walton, 2^,
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aimed Cowley*a wae of the Alexandrine and its effect of
magniloquence:
apeneer ha# also given me the boldne## to
make use sometime# of his Alexandrine
line, which we call, thon^ Improperly^
the Pindaric, because Mr Cowley has often
employed It In his Odes. It add# a cer*
tain majesty to the verse, when It 1#
u#ed with judgment*
Cowley*# own tendency to emphasise judgment appears In hi#
dlscu8#lon of religious poetry cited previously; and hi#
oratorical maimer, in the selection from his "Ode on the
Death of Mrs. Katherine Phillips." Thus Cowley contributed,
along with Dryden, to the separation of levity fr<m serious»
ne#s, the substitution of oratorical effect for wit, and
the dominance of judgmxent over feeling, all of which are,

I think, comprehended within the term dissociation of
sensibility,"
The Pindarics have been mentioned as one of Cowley's
principal contributions to poetic form#

Saintsbury reieark#

that of all Cowley's writings, they came the nearest to
producing the effect of genius*
Nothing can ever be uninteresting which
has, for a long time, supplied an obvious
literary demand on the part of reader#
and provided employment for great writer##
To Cowley we owe##,the really magnificent
ode# of Dryden, Gray and Collin# pretty
directly; Indirectly that still greater
one of Wordeworth,,,#Adoption of the form
••«shows u# what the time wanted, how it
was sick of the regular stan#a, how blank
verse was still a little too bold for
it, while it had not yet settled down or
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become satisfied with the regular tick of
the couplet-clock*61
Cowley*3 Pindarics were less regular in mtanaa pattern
than were Pindar*a; this atructural weakness was to be re
moved from the form by later poets who more fully analysed
Pindar*s own stansa pattern#It is clear that Dryden
appreciated Cowley's ability in the Pindarics, though he
also criticised him, with the usual apologies. In «The
Author's Apology for Heroic Poetry and Poetic License*
(1677), Dryden defended Cowley firmly;
What fustian, as they call it, have I
heard these gentleman find out in Mr
Cowley's Odesi I acknowledge myself
unworthy to defend so excellent an
author..$only in general I will say,
that nothing can appear more beautiful
to me, than the strength of those images
which they condemn.
In "Preface to Sylvae" (1605) Dryden made a further comment
on the Pindarics, in which he was inclined to be a little
more critical, having absorbed somewhat more of the neo
classical obsession with ^numbers#" It may be observed
that Imitators were already becoming a problem:
One Ode.,,1 have attempted to translate
in Pindaric verse...Everyone knows it
was introduced into our language, in this
age, by the happy genius of Mr Cowley.
The seeming easiness of it has made it
spread; but it has not been considered
enough, to be so well cultivated. It
61 Saintsbury, pp. 403-405.

62 Nethercot, *The Relation of Cowley's "Pindaric'
Odes to Pindar's Odes," W,%II (1921), 107-109.
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languishes in almost every hand but his*.»
He indeed, has brought it as near perfec
tion as was possible in so short a time*
But if I may be allowed to speak my mind
modestly, and without Injury to his sacred
ashes, somewhat of the purity of Eagllah*
somewhat of more equal thoughts, somewhat
of sweetness of numbers, in one word,
somewhat of a finer turn and more lyrical
verse. Is yet wanting. As for the soul
of it, which consists in the warmth and
vigor of fancy, the masterly figures, and
the copiousness of imagination, he has
excelled all others in this kind»
Dryden*8 criticism grew stronger with the years, though

he still defended Cowley In 1697, when he wrote his
"Dedication to the Aenel#*:
Without being injurious to the memory of
our Bngllsh Pindar, I will presume to say,
that his metaphors are sometimes too
violent, and his language Is not alway#
pure. But at the #ame time I m»st excuse
him; for through the Iniquity of the times
he was forced to travel, at an age, when,
instead of learning foreign languages.
he should have studied the beauties of his
mother tongue#
In the matter of translation from the classics, Cowley
and Dryden held rather different theories,

Cowley assumed

the right to add something of the translator's mm ideas
while following the spirit and general subject matter of
the original; he believed that the translator should compensate for beauties lost in the change from one language

to another, and that thereby he would be creating something
better than the original; however, be admitted that some
other name than translation might be more appropriate for
such renderings of the classics.

Denham and Cowley had

9ë
diseuaeed this theory, and Deaham was the first to publish
a statement of the Idea; hut Spratt defended Cowley's elaim

to have been the first to practice it. Besides the few
Pindaric# which were actually based on Pindar, Cowley's
chief work as a translator was baaed on the writings of
Anacreon and Horace.

His translations of Anacreon have

been considered as among his most lasting succeases.

Though

Dryden admitted that he sometimes followed Cowley* s method,
he felt that the translator ought to follow the content of
the author more exactly; he did allow certain freedom in
the wording so that the translator could better carry over
the poetic qualities of the original. His essay, "Translation of Ovid's Epistles" (1680), shows Dryden's typically
blended criticism and praise of Cowley:
To add and diminish what we please**,
ought only to be granted to Mr Cowley,
that too only In his translation of
Pindar#,#A genius so elevated and unconfined as Mr Cowley's was but needed to
make Pindar speak English, and that was
to be performed by no other way than
imitation#.,Yet he who is Inquisitive
to know an author's thoughts, will be
disappointed In his expectation#..To
state it fairly; Imitation of an
author is the most advantageo*# wa#
for a translator to show himself, but the
greatest wrong which can be done to the
memory and reputation of the dead#
The imitative quality of Cowley's mind is apparent in this
theory of translation, as elsewhere, though he is entitled,
too, to some credit for originality#

It remains to consider Cowley's and Dryden's influence
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in the development of the heroic couplet, Cowley's use of
which appears primarily in the Davidei#. Tillyard regard#
Cowley *9 way of ueing the couplet a# an important atep in
the development which culminated in Pop®*s Iliad.
Saintabury likewiae haa recognized Cowley*# contribution*
/Ri# wag/% pioneer in the use of the
authentic, balanced, self-contained
couplet. We only want weight to give
us Dryden and polish to give us Pope;
the form is there already#64
Cowley is likewise credited with having demonstrated in the
Davidels the suitability of the closed couplet to purposes
of didactic rhetoric*
To him and to him alone belongs the
doubtful honor of inaugurating the
reign of didactic and rhetorical poetry
in England.6"
Therein Ilea an important phase of Cowley's influence on
Dryden. Though the latter was inclined to credit Waller
and Denham with "sweetness and majesty* in the development
of the couplet, he did, in his "Dedication of the Aeneis*
mention Cowley*s use of variations in the couplet, the
triplet and the Alexandrine:
Spenser is my example for both these
privileges of English verses; and
Chapman has followed him...Mr Cowley
Tillyard, loc. clt.
^ Saintsbury, loc. cit.

^5 Gosse, Seventeenth Century Studies. p$ 227*
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has given Into them after both; and all
succeeding writers after him.
Tb# Davldoi#. thon, is important to later writers largely

because of Cowley's use of the couplet, âs a religious
epio, it ima doomed to drop out of eight in the face of a
far greater work, Milton's Paradise Lost.

Milton, by the

way^ waa probably referrix^g to Cowley when he ejqilained hie
preference for blank verae in place of "tinkling rhyme#* a#
the medium for handling hie great theme,

Cowley himeelf,

in the 1656 "Preface," practically admitted that he had
become bored with the Davldei#. It has likewise bored
everyone else who has tried to read it#

So it was that tendencies apparent in Cowley's work
were continued and developed by Dryden during the Restore*
tioa; he saw fit to cite Cowley frequently as an authority
or an example, while he criticized primarily Cowley's over

use of the conceits and his lack of "smoothness," Other
critics added their voices to the chorus of priase, but

tended, as with Dryden, to become more discriminating toward
the end of the century, especially with regard to Cowley's
conceits and versification.

The general reaction against

the metaphysical style applied in part of Cowley, though
with less force than it had to Donne#^
At the time of Cowley's death, he was universally
Nethercot, "The Reputation of the *Netaphysical
Poets' During the Seventeenth Century," pp. 17#*195.
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lamented In terma of rather extravagant praise, m*eh a#
the diarist Evelyn*a «that lneom#arable poet and virtuous
man, my very dear fMend," or Pepya' quoting of the Blahop
of Winoheater and Dr Bates* grief for Cowley aa "the beat
poet of our nation, and aa good a man#* For the poathumoua
edition of Cowley*a worka, Spratt wrote a long blographloal
and critical preface which praised greatly both hie charact*
er and hla writing,

Gowlay had Inatructed gpratt to omit

anything "that might aeem the least offense to religion or
good manners*^ Spratt found very little to delete, though
he regretted the inclualon of one or two pieces from the
earlier edition.

Much Insight might have been gained into

Cowley*a life, had Spratt not seen fit to destroy hla prl*
vate letters.

The high moral tone of Cowley's writings

tended to keep them acceptable during the eighteenth cent-

ury, when much of the Restoration licentiousness was
frowned upon,

Spratt * s praise of Cowley Included some de-

fense, as will be rwted in this passage*

For certainly, in all ancient or modem
times, there can scarce any author be found,
that has handled so many different mattera
in such various sorts of style, who less
wants the correction of his friends, or
baa less reason to fear the severity of
strangers. In hla life he joined the
Innocence and sincerity of the scholar
with the humanity and good behavior of
the courtier. In hla poems he united
the solidity and art of the one with
the gentility and graclousmess of the
other,••His fancy flowed with great
speed, and therefore it was very fort
unate to him that his judgment was equal
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to manage it»,#HIs invention is powerful
and large ae oan be deaired. But it
aeema all to arise out of the nature of
his subject, and to be just fitted for
the thing of which he speaks. If ever
he goes far for it, he dissembles his
pains remarkably ifell.
Rethercot remarks that evidently 3pratt already felt the
necessity for defending Cowley from the charge of being
far-fetched, as he had in another passage of the preface
seen fit to defend his versification from the charge of
"ruggedness,*^? Spratt likewise defended his use of wit
1x1 the Davideis as being due to
more youthfulness and redundance of
fancy than a riper judgment would have
allowed.
As if foreseeing the modern criticism that Cowley could not
write with genuine passion, Spratt explained that Cowley
in lighter kinds of poetry chiefly
represented the humors and affections
of others; but in these /&ral and
divine wrkfT^e sat to himself and
drew the picture of his own mind#
Two other observations show Spratt*s insight into Cowley*#
representative position in an age of transition;

in matter*

of language he noted that Cowley "neither went before nor
came after the use of his age,^ and he considered it
most remarkable, that a man who »#as #o
constant and fixed in the moral ideas of
his mind should yet be so changeable in
the intellectual#
Thus Spratt, while being extravagantly eulogistic, also
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley
1660.1600," pp. $92-;93,
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noted by implication some of the tendenciee whieh eritlciss
of Cowley would take in yeare to eome#6ë
Another contemporary and fellow man-of-lettera who
greatly appreciated Gowley irna John Denham#

Kim elegy,

*0n Mr Abraham Cowley** la typical of criticiam of the time*
But cursed be the fatal hour
That plucked the fairest, sweetest Flower
That in the Muses* garden grew
*##01d Mother %fit and Rature gave
Shakespeare and Fletcher all they have;
In Spenser; and in Jonsoa, Art
Of slower Rature got the start;
But both in him so equal are,
None knows which bears the happiest share;
To him no author was unkno%m,
Yet what he wrote was all his own;
«Horace his wit, and Virgil*s state,
Re did not steal, but emulate# * «
He not from Rome alone, but Greece
Like Jason brought the golden fleece;
...Old Pindar*s flights by him are reached,
When on that gale his wings are stretched;
His fancy and his judgment such,
%ach to the other seemed too much,
...His English stream so pure did flow,
As all that saw, and tested, know.
But for his Latin vein, so clear,
Strong, full, and high it doth appear,
That were Immortal Virgil here,
Him, for his judge, he would not fear.
The pow goes on to suggest that Cowley was the re*incama*
tion of Virgil, and gives a number of parallels between the
lives and writings of the two#^

More to the point, for

us, is Denham*s neoclassical emphasis on the joining of
^ Thomas Spratt, *Life and Writings of Cowley," in
Spingam II, 112-146»
69 White, et al, Seventeenth Century Verse and Prose.
p. 413,
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nature and art, the @a«latlon of the classics, and the
Interdependence of judgment and fancy#

Mulgrave, in 16#2

was Inclined to contradict Denham and to criticize Cowley's
poifere of expreeeion, though he ranked Cowley with Milton
and Spenaer a# a oomposer of epic verse;
Cowley might boaet
Had he with Nature
But ill expreeeion
To that rich fancy

to have performed hie part*
joined the rules of Art;
givea too great allay
which can ne*er decay*70

In general, the Pindaric# received the highest praise,
while The Mlstrea# received more adverse criticism, both
for it# conceits and (by a few) for ^lasciviousness#"

Addison, during the last decade of the century, criticised
his overuse of wit, but praised the Pindarics: Swift,
however, reversed the judgment in his Battle of the Books.
as he pictured Pindar rejecting the Pindarics and keeping

The Mistress.7^

An interesting debate took place between

Walsh and Gildon, the former agreeing with Dryden that conceits were inappropriate to love poetry, which should be
expressed by sighs intended to incite love rather than by

intellectual cleverness; the latter defended the use of
similes as helpful in expressing the lover's particular
feelings ••

poet in love is not absolutely out of his

Nethercot, '*The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets' During the Seventeenth Century," p. 195#
^ Nethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley
1660-1AOÙ,* pp. $97"604.
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Both orltlce agreed that "Reason and Satore* were
to be strictly observed, merely disagreeing ag to what wa#
In accord with their great criteria.?^

Rymer, the meet

etemly neoclasalcal of all Restoration critics* dlscweeed
Cowley In his Preface to Papln" (1674); he objected to the
mixing of epic and lyric genre In the Davldel# and aaid
that it lacked unity of action, but he praised Cowley very
highly for hie versification and language:
A more happy genius for heroic poesy
appear in Cowley# Re understood the
purity, the perspicuity, the majesty
of style and the virtue of numbers*
He could discern what was beautiful and
pleasant in nature, and could express
his thoughts without the least difficulty
or constraint. He understood to dis*
pose of matters, and to manage his digressions. In short, he understood Homer
and Virgil, and as prudently made his
advantage of them#
later still, Rymer maintained that the name of Cowley "would
always be sacred to him," The fact that Cowley could weath

er the criticism of this most dogmatic of meoelassicists
is evidence of the recognizably neoclassical quality of at
least some of his work.

Nethercot observes that, %%gmrdless

of the arguments of the critics, the reading public probably
paid considerable attention to all phases of Cowley's work,
up to the end of the century#73

Even as late as 1700, one

^ Leonard Nathanson, p# 57*
73 Hethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660*
1#00,* loc. c|t#
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flnda morne unmitigated pralae, as the poem of Alexander
Oldye, who imagined Dryden* a so«l being welcomed in Heaven
by*
.#*Our Bngliah Abraham
(In Heaven the eeoond of that name,
Cowley, as glorious there a* aaored here in fame*)/»
One can only remark, that if Dryden, after writing the
"Preface to the Fables," found his aoul «rocked in the

bosom of Abraham,** there was more Christian charity in that
boaora than Dryden deserved*
74 Rethereot, **The Reputation of the •Metaphysical
Poet** During the Seventeenth Gentury," p* 196.

glGHTBENTH-GBNTORT ATTITUDES TOWARD
DONRB AND COWLEY
The first half of the eighteenth century carried on
much of the spirit of rationalism which had characteriaed
the Restoration,

Under the influence of Locke's philosophy

and Newton's physics* men felt that they lived in a reasom»
able and explainable universe, ruled by a rationally
necessary Creator; religion, broadly interpreted, could be
substantially agreed upon as reasonable and in accordance
with Nature; conduct also could be based upon common sense
and upon the natural moral sense posited by Locke; Nature
was usually considered as that Which seemed good to culti
vated and reasonable human beings; expansion of power and
material progress were the order of the day; aristocratic
elegance in dress and surroundings, polish, good form, and
decency characterised social life; the manor and the coffee*
house tended to replace the Court as the centers of social
life and cultivated conversation; humanitarian institutions
could help to reduce the social evils, which necessarily
existed even in the best of all possible worlds#
The literature of such a society emphasised "decorum,"
or the suitability of language to the "kind** in question;
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loa

rales, or Mature Methodized,« «et up In aecordmnee with
the models of antiquity, were to be observed as guides;
the anoiente had interpreted Mature, having been closer to

it than modem man* and their rules had stood the test of
time; the purpose of literature was to please in order
that it might instruct; judgment should control imagination
and wit, which, however, were necessary to the creative
mind; smoothness, balance, polish, and proportion were the
essentials of beauty in literary form; the reason and truth
of Mature were best represented through generalisations and
types rather than through specific details and unusual
individuals; the license and libertinism of the Restora

tion was frowned upon; there was a demand for curbing and
correcting the use of wit, and for emphasis upon poetic
justice; the journalistic essay, the verse essay, the social
comedy, and later the novel were the means to correcting
errors, ridiculing opponents or forcing dissenters into
line, and instructing readers in the elements of taste#

But there was another side of the picture also;

Classi

cism could not satisfy all individuals; genius and ruling
passions could not be rationally explained; the idea of the
sublime in Mature and in art contended with "Nature method
ised"; taste seemed more a matter of imagination and feeling
than conformity to rule; the instinct of animala and the
apparent adequacy of primitive man seemed to indicate that
there were important aspects of life not to be accounted for
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by cultivated rationality; Intuition, instinct, and lma&*
Inatlon kept cropping up and auggestlng that reason wae
not a eufficiwit guide In many matters of life; Purltanlam*
with its emphasis on man*s depravity and need for Grace*
and other devout schismatic creed# contrasted with the
more broadly rational established Church* especially among
the laboring and middle classes; standards of taste re#
fused to become fixed in view of growing contacts with the
Orient and other parts of the world; Interest in Celtic#
Norse, and medieval cultures competed with the emphasis
on classical Rome and Greece; beneath the complacent op»
timism lurked the melancholy of the "Graveyard School*
of poets, and the moodiness of victims of the "spleen";
philosophy moved from the materialistic and rationalistic
Interpretations of Hobbes and Locke, through the idealima
of Spinosa and the Immaterialism of Bexteley, to the preromantic philosophy of Hums, with its «mphasis upon emotion
as the basis for morality, and faith rather than reason in
religion#
Though many of these imdercurrents reached far back
into the eighteenth century, they grew more apparent and
tended to replace the Augustan rationalism during the latter
half of the century#
mood of the times*

Literature reflected the changing

T)* Gothic novel conyeted with social

realism, lyric poetry reappeared, both in original writings
and in a revived Interest in earlier lyric poets; ballads
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contributed their share to the latereat in medieval oui*
ture; *the proper study of mankind" cam© to Include the

simple, uncultivated men of the eoll; the rugged and awe#
Ineplrlng aepecte of nature began to appeal more etrongly
than the trimmed and tranquil; literature came to dletruet
the Intellect and to reflect the heart*

Such were mome of

the far-reaching changea by which the eighteenth century
advanced from a period of rational re»o%i;anl*atlon to the
final out«^flowerlng of RMnantlclam*^
Joaephlne Mllea' study of poetic langtage In the 1740*#
glvea an Intereatlng Interpretation of the neoclaaalcal
spirit aa work In poetry, and auggeata alao a poaalble be
ginning of the aplrlt of Romantlclam#

Consider the poetry of the 1740*s,,*It#
reasonableness, its sublimity, its formal
couplet, its graveyard gloom, its sharp
ness of antithesis, its splendor of scene
and personification. Yet we may well be

(R,w

^
franela Oalioway,jMaaa, gulS; âSi BSSiS. l£ SSg^Lmh
ClaaalelM (Hew York, 1940), pp. 21-U!"m-3MI
Ian Jack, Augustan Satire (Oxford, 1952), pp. 1-14*

Wllley,
9ev?i«t efn^^
(London, 1942). pp. 264-295#
Basil Willey, TW Eighteenth Oenturv Backxround
(New York, 1941), oasalm.

Ill
reminded that seldom have we seem so maoy
long poems, wide views, high emotions.
vast conceptions* The primary vocabulary
of nature, and power, day. heaven, in all
their scope#..as wit in wisdom has come
to recognise more correspondence, less
discrepancy between the passions of man
and the qualities of nature# In the 1740* s
most poets used a closely metered and
rhymed control of substantial general
material in descriptive statement# The
emphasis on natural and human similitudes,
on temporal and special ranges###gave
them a bond# # # ^Classical* was a good word
for them###and in a double sense; Their
mode was to be seen also in the verse of
Virgil, Horace, Ovid# a«l it was a mode
which valued the generalities of class#
The neo*classlclst associated himself
with orderly and grand objects in an
orderly and grand universe# Ke used all
those methods of similitude^ in scansion,
rhyme, onomatopoeia# simile, scene, which
would strengthen the obviousness and
universality# «
Within their framework of form and reason, literary
men pondered, re-assessed, and redefined the forces of the
mind#

They knew that reason alone could not avoid dullness,

that there must be a spait of genius, imagination, wit—call
it what you will—by which they could make their writing
delight and thereby instruct their readers; yet this spark
needed the final control of judgment.

We have seen how the

all-inclusive term wit had been separated into fancy and
judgment, and had finally come to mean almost the same as
taste, *a propriety of thoughts and words#" Locke retained
Robbes* distinction between judgment and fancy and likewise

(Berkeley, 1951)# pp. l6Tr3W*369#
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defined wit as the power to see likeneeeee*

Addison supple*

mented this definition by saying that the reader must be
eurprleed or delighted by the likeness, either beea*ee of
It# far*fetched quality, or beoauee of poaelble development
of the original elmlle; It would aeem from thla analyel#
that Addiaon would have eeen the virtue of Donnera ooneelta^
which we now define very almllarly, but there at ill wa# the
limiting factor of "reaaon, truth and Nature** to keep in»
genulty under control»

In a aerlea of eaaaya, Soeotator

5^*62, Addlaon dlatlngulahed between falae, mixed, and true

wit! the first includes acrostic®, tricks of arrangement
in varioua forma, puns, playa on letters, etc*; mixed wit
he defined aa a combination of the pun and true wit, aimil*
arlty being partly In the words and partly in the Ideaa*
Reason puts In her claim for one half
of it and extravagance for the other#
True wit he felt to be baaed on truth and good aenae,
that beautiful almpllcity, which we so
much admire In the writings of the ancient a
#,,to make a thought shine In its own
natural beauties*
Me had the humor to remark that Dry den* a "propriety of
thoughts and worda" had probably been best exemplified by
Buclld*
Pope's "Eaaay on Crltlclam" haa been fully analyaed
by Kr Empaon, who ahowa that Pope waa probably playing
sevewl meanlnga of the word wit against each other#
Theae meanlnga included Intellect, geniua, Ingenuity,

U3
Imagination (i#ltb judgment aometlme# Inoludad with It and
aomatlmea opposed to it) fancy, polite learning and bright

social conversation, and finally repartee and jokes. This
latter nw»aning — the one we comnonly use today

was then

a fairly new meaning, probably popular as a sort of slang
term with the smart social set that Pope addressed*

Wit

in the sense of repartee had been abused and overworked,
both in Restoration drama and in t&e conversation of
courtiers; it had lost favor as being frequently a cover
for lewdness and profanity, or it had simply become a bore,
as Sir Richard Blackmore*s "Satire Against Wit* (1700) bad
indicated,)
Pope had a quarrel of some years* standing with
Wycherly, the oldest of the Restoration dramatists, the
latter contending for the right to use wit unrestrainedly,
while Pope felt the need of some artistic control. It
thus became necessary to distinguish between the various
uses of wit and to defend "true wit" as the necessary quality
of the creative mind which could preserve literature from
dullness.

Wit, as Pope sometimes used the word, Included

both Imagination and judgmwt, both inborn genius and art.
He said that wit should affect the whole rather than the
parts of a poem (an idea not very different from the modem
concept of oi^anlc as distinguished from decorative Imagery),
) J, E, Snineam. Critical Bssavs oj[ ^he Seventeenth
Century (Oxford, 1909), ITlI 33;,
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He agreed with Addison that wit should be based on Nature,
Thue hie full aonae of the word was broader than Dryden*#
"propriety"*
True wit is nature to advantage dressed,
What oft was thought, but ne'er so well expressed.^

Later in the century Johnson was to make a further definition
Re showed that the definition as sprightly social

of wit,

conversation was commonly accepted, when, in Rambler No# 120,
he ironically syaq»athi#ed with the person who had gaixwd a
reputation as a "wit" and so felt eternally obliged to
sparkle in society. In his essay on Cowley, he gave a more
literary definition of the term:
That which is at once natural and new,
that which, though not obvious, is upon
first production acknowledged to be just;
*#.that which he that never found it
wonders how he missed*
Here Johnson recognised the idea of novelty, one which had
been coming into the word since about 1690$^

He also de

fined metaphysical wit as the "discordia concors#" Wit, as
a critical term, tended to drop out after the eighteenth
century, most of its functions having been absorbed Into
the neoclassicist good sense and the romantic imagination
or fancy#

It has been re^employed and again re*defined

^ Jones, gt al, pp*
Williamaepson, "Wit in the * Essay on Oriticism, *"
Hudson Review. II (19$0), 5)9.577.
5 Jones, et

p. 243.

by modem crttles in their analysis of metaphyeioal poetry.
The study of Longinua* "On the Sublime" definitely
affected critical thinking during the eighteenth century#
Cowley's poaaible earlier uae of this easay ha$ been men»
tioned*

Longinua* purpose was to instruct a pupil in the

art of creating nx)ving eloquence in speech, and one of the
qualities be emphasised was passion#

Sir John Dennis,

early in the century, emphasised the necessity for passion,
and this in spite of his suppoz^ of the tenets of the Age
of Reason,^ The work was discussed by many other critics
during the course of the century, and it may well have
contributed to the break-down of the neoclasaical aesthe
tic concepts of restraint and moderation#^
Imagination, like wit, was subject to various inter
pretations, but was regarded as essential to the poet even
in the days of the greatest emphasis on reason and judg
ment#
Dennis, Shaftesbury, and Addison differed
notably in their accounts of the imagination# To Dennis its function was to
vivify, to present absent objects to the
mind as if present#,#the source of en
thusiasm in poetry.#.Dennis stresses the
importance of judgment as a control over
the imagination# To Shaftesbwy imagina
tion is prijmarily the force that elevates
the mind##.to lofty serenity, *Mo poet...
can do anything great in his own way with^ Baugh, p. 636#
7 Galloway, pp. 333-340#
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out the iraagioatioïi or supposition of a
divine preeenoe*,.There is a fair and
plausible enthusiasm, a reasonable
ecstasy and transport *.# Addison#..wishes
to examine the workings of the Imagina»
tion and Its effects on the mlad#*#A
man of polite imagination is let into
a great many pleasures, that the vulgar
are not capable of receiving...a noble
writer should Iw bom with this faculty
in Its full strength and vigor##.A poet
should take as much pains in forming
his Imagination as a philosopher in
cultivating his understanding#^
Classicist though he was, Addison Is sometimes credited
with laying the fbundatlons of romantic aesthetics because
of bis emphasis on imagination as the basis for literary
taste#9

The later years of the century saw a growing

emphasis on the Imagination In the works of such critics
as Lord Lyttleton, Edward Toung, the Warton brothers, and
Richard Kurd,2.0

gy Johnson, of course, was the last rug*

ged bastion of the neoclassical traditions. The following
study of the critical fates of Donne and Cowley during this
century of shifting attitudes will be based largely on the
very extensive investigations, in the reputations of the
metaphysical poets and of Cowley In particular, made by
Mr Arthur N#

Wethercot#

The downward trend In Bonne's reputation which had
^ 9aug^, pp# &40»&41*
^ Jones, et a|., pp* 316-329.
10 Galloway, pp. 56*57#
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started dwlag the Restoration continued throwghe^t the
first half of the eighteenth century, »s the passion and
artistry of his lyrics did not appeal to the sensibility
of an age addicted to the Ideals of common sense and
polish*

That he was not entirely forgotten Is clear frem

the few efforts that were made to recast some of his satires#
and even lyrics, Into acceptable neoclassical form. Bla
fate was shared In general by the other metaplqrslcal poets,
though Cowley was mentioned frequently and seems to have
be«a the best known, perhaps because of his partially neo
classical bent#
*Thls age of taste' dwemded that Its
literature be clear, elegant, and urb&ne;
that ^It shun the extravagant and the
outréi that It fix on the natural and
normal instead of the Individual and
striking# Rea#<m made a stroi%er appeal
than emotion* The fact that Cowley had
written several pieces with these neo»
classical requirements served to keep
him read by a limited group while greater
poets such as Don%* were stuffed ewy
on the highest and dustiest shelf#!!
Donne was still known for his wit and
learning, his preaching, his satires,
and his rhythmical imperfections
when
he was known at all — but his fame was
already assuming the low estate which
it was to hold until the nineteenth
century#!^
The fact that the Augustans found satire more to their
»

»*thercot, Abr#M" WLsz*

ami

Hannibal (London, 1931), p, tWfl
12 lethercot, "The Reputation of the ^Metaphysical
Poets' During the Age of Pope," Pg, IV (192$), 176#
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t*ate than lyrics, plus the fast that Donne had followed
the elaeeioal model# of Horace and Perelu# to aome extent
in hi# Satire#, caused the## poem# to be read more than
hi# other ver#e. The "rou^ne##" of the Satire#, due
partly to Donne*# imitation of Peraiu# and partly to hi#
experiment# with the rhythm# of epeech* gave Donne*#
poetry it# long-la atIng reputation for *roughneg#**l)
Wa##erman citee evidence that there wa# #till some intereat
in the content of Donne'# poetry, even of the lyric#, in
#pite of oppo#ition to it# metric# and its conceit#*
Ton#on*# edition of Donne in 1719 and
hi# inclu#ion of fifteen of the poem#
in the 1716
are
sufficient evidence that the early
eighteenth century atill considered the
substance of the poetry worthy of at*
tentiom. Pope himself was of the
opinion that 'Donne had no imagination,
but a# much wit, I think, a# any writer
can po##ibly have*" A# he impliee, it
was what Donne had to say, not how he
#aid it, that kept hi# poem# alive»i4
Pope made a revieion of Donne'e Satire II in 1713
and publi^ed a second revieion in 1735î he also published
a Avéraifloation" of Satire IV in 1734*15

Pamell likewise

revieed Satire III, a# did Reverend Willi#* Amith later in
the century#

John Gla### worked over the twelfth Bleyr

Rethercot, ^The Reputation of John Donne a# a
Metri#t," Sewanee Review, ill (1922), 464*
I'' B«rl R. Waaajraan, Bltra^tlifn Poeti-T
^
Eighteenth Century (Urbana, ^Illinoif/, 1947), pp# 69-70,

Ian Jack, "Pope and 'The Weighty Bullion of Dr
Donne'e Satire#,** PMLA. LITI (1951), 1009*
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and published both versiona, expecting, no doubt, to profit
by the comparlaon#

Putting Donne into elaaeical form warn

even apparently an exerelae in the schools at timea»

Sev#

eral of Donnera lyrics and oplgraisa were also reduced to

current standards of "amoothnesa^ (and rather completely
ruined from our point of view)*

There are also some caaea

of the borrowing of a conceit from Donne and other Ellaabethans*
The Auguatans generally borrowed from
the Ellaabetbana their themes, a witty
thought, an ingenious figure of speech,
but rarely their artistry# Donne*#*
was by no means forgotten aa a lyrist,
and his Ingwloue theme#, usually modi*
fled were occasionally adopted, but, of
course, adjusted to a greatly simpll- .
fled, almost mechanical, versification#*"
Pope, in his ^versification#* of Donnais Satires 11
and IT, saw fit to take over many of Donne's lines exactly
as they were, especially when the idea was contained ex#»
actly in the line*

More often his principal effox-t wa#

to remove Donne's characteristic enjambmenta; instead of
carrying the idea over the end of the couplet and stopping
in the middle of a line, Pope fitted the idea to the coup»
let*

Sometimes, however, he recognized the dramatic value

of Donne's enjambments and retained them*

Re sometime#

snwothed the meter simply by changing the order of word#*
He seems to have appreciated the power of Donne's Imagery
W&sserman, pp* 176; 164»1A6#
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and diction aiïd often followed both the Image and the word*
i))g, particularly thoae which showed Doxwe's Roman Catho^
lie blaa of thought*

In other eaaea* Pope changed the

wording to fit the Idea Into the current background or to
ault the level of Idiom to Augustan Ideas of "deoorum.*
He clarified aoma of the concelta and provided fuller
transitions, and alao arranged the poema In paragraph
structure as in hla own 3<^tlrea.

Thu# Pope showed himself

to be atlll of the RenalssEmce cast of mind In his app%%«*
elation of Données Imagery, but an Augustan In his sense
of form*

He considered Données ^plstlea. Metemosvchoeis.

Satires...his best things*** as they fitted best with
Pope's own Interests.

At the age of nineteen. Pope borrow^

ed a conceit from Donne and admitted:
That almlle is not my o%m,
But lawfully belongs to Donne,*?
Later Pope, and others, were to borrow with lees acknc#»
ledgment#

The fact that borrowings can be traced indicates

that the spirit of Donne was not quite dead to the Augustans, though they felt the necessity to modify his form#
In fact Donne's reputation for "rou^mess" was to last well
through the nineteenth century, and was to blind many
critics to his metrical genius even after his lyrics had
begw* to be aq»preclated#^^
Jack, pp. 1009-22.
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne as a Metrlst,"
pp. 4^4*472#
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Thé Âttgustâiï definition of wit as being in meeerd
with "Truth and Nature," and Addison's rejeetion of the
pun ae one of the forma of "falae wit," also contributed

to the decline of Bonne*s reputation during the first half
of the century#

Without naming Donne, Addlaon dlacueeed

the frequent use of puna during the r@i®ti of Jamea I, even
"fr(* the pulpit," and "by the greateat author* in their
moat aerioua wrka,"19

%e Tatler and Spectator make a

few caaual referencea to Donne, but not in the numbera
which are included in Addison*s worksj in general Addlaoa
aeeme to have Ignored him.

The Guardian, in 1773, made a

very definite criticlam of Donnera and Ccwley*a uae of wit:

Of all our coumtxrymen, none are m>re
defective in their songs, through a
redundancy of wit, than Dr Donne and
MP Cowley,,,one point of wit flaahea
so fast upon another, that the reader* a
attention is dazzled by the continual
aparkling of their imagination,
John Oldmiacon^a Arts of Logic and Rhetoric (1726) stated
the policy of citing examqxlea frwa the errora of great

men, "the faults of great men only being worth obaerva*
tion;" and Donne and Cowley provided their share of ex*
amplea*
How many genluaea have miacarrled,*#for
want of considering truth, in all pro
ductions of the mind, is what only
renders them egreeablejknd useful, and
that false brilliant /alcjnof thoughta
is like the glare of lightning, which
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dazzles and hwrta th#
as that doe#
the (mdaratandlng* # » $T)ma It was that Dr
Bonne and Mr Cowley confounded metaphyalc*
with love and turned wit into point#*#
Bqt those wits that smbtilii®, need only
follow their genius to take flight# and
loee themselves in their own thomgnt#*
Dr Donne and Mr Cowley are sufficient
instanee# of this vice in oar laaguag#
4,.It seems strange to m#, that after
Suckling and Waller had written,,,,Mr
Cowley should copy Dr Donne; in whom
there*s hardly anything that*s agreeable,
or one stroke that has any likeness to
nature#20
Theobald's Preface" to his edition of Shakespeare likewise
cites Donne as a horrible example of wit:
How the age,.#havlng a wonderful affection
to appear learned*..they ranged through
the circle of the sciences to fetch their
ideas from thence**,the ostentatious
affectation of abstruse learning»*.fixed
them down to this habit of obscurity*
Thus became the poetry of Donne (the* the
wittiest man of that age) nathlng but a
continued heap of riddles**!
Thus the reputation of Donne was generally on the
down-grade during the first half of the elj^teenth century.
Opinion thereafter was a mixture of three trends*

a

continued repetition of neoclassical condemnation; an
occasional barking~back to seventeenth^century approval*
and, as the groping toward Romanticism began to take hold,
a cautious indication of a new appreciation of his poetic
20 Netheroot, "The Reputation of th# 'Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Pope," pp. 173*175*
*1 ]&&&*, p* 179*
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power, in feeling If not In form.
The eommon opinion during the entire
oentwy was that Donne was greatest a#
a eatlrlet. Inferior aa a lyrlet, wwl**
that he knew nothln# about *n8#ber*.***
Pope*# version of the Satire# oontinned to be generally
approved,

Walter Hart®, tutor to Lord Cheeterfleld*# #on,

called Donne*# Satire# "maimed and brwieed*" hufe referred
to Donne a* "forgotten now; yet etlll hi# fame ahall la#t."
Joaeph Warton, in his "Preface" to hla B#aav on the Genla#
and Wrltd^^f

Popà; (1756)* bad given Donne a rating

among poets of eecond rank, "Wio poa#ea#ed true poetical
genlua"; in the eame e##ay he had recalled an old query,
any man with a poetical ear had ever read
ten lines of Donne without di#gu#t*
Re had also remarked that
Donne and Swift were men of wit and men
of aenae; but what traces have they left
of pure poetryt
The Monthly Review thereupon criticiaed Wart on* a inoonel#tency in giving Donne a "genlua" rating and emphatically
agreed with hla wre derogatory judementa;

Warton, in hia

later publications, demoted Donne, but remarked regretfully,
Nethercot, "The Reputation of the *Metaphyaioal Poet a*
During the Age of Johnson and the Romantic Revival," SP HI!
(1925), #1^
23

P# 46)#

ppi 90.,91#
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne aa a Metriat,"
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If Donne had taken equal pain#, he need
not have left his mmbere so mueh more
rugged and disgusting, than many of hi#
eontemporariea*2*
There is still the failure to realise that Donne*# metric#
were not the result of oareleeene##, but of a deliberate
and complex metrical theory#

David

than critic, followed the usual pattern;

more philosopher
he observed in

hi# e##ay "On Simplicity and Refinement in Writing" (1741*

421 that wit was Incompatible with passion and did not
please after one reading;

later he said that he found

in the Satire#
the hardeet and amat uncouth ea^reaaion
that i# anywhere to be met with#

James Granger*a Biographical History (1769) comgpared Donne##
verses to "the running down of an alarum" and added that
"hie thou^ite were amch debaeed by hi# veraification."^
Some favorable opinion of Donne was, however, express

ed, in a few cases by biographer# who followed aeventeenthcentury model#; #uch we# Gibber, who mwtioned Donne in hi#
live# (1753) a# an

eminent poet and divine ^{$*bo8g/character
a# a preacher and a poet are sufficiently
seen in his incomparable writing##
^ Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne a# a Metrist,"
pp* 46$#466*
Nethercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphyaical
Poets* During the Âge of Pope," p# 179*
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne aa a Netriat,"
p# 466#
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3u@h *l#o was the first edition of the Bioermohia Britan
nica which mentioned Donne*# «beautifml eimilitndee#
While M shop Warburton admired Pope*# version of the
Satire#, he wa# almost a lone voice in recognising the
fact that loan® had written

other poems, and espeeiall;
gress of the Soul»** ^kert
This remark made in 17)1 eould almost be cited a# the turn*
ing*point in the resurrection of Bona®*® reputation#

An

other critic who mi#it be cited as representing the forwardlooking, or pre»romantic attitude was Kurd; although he
considered that Cowley*s lack of hanmony was due to the bad
example of Donne and Jonson, MA&o affected harsh muWbers#*
and although he expressed the usual disapproval of metaphysical imagery, he was capable of rather independent
appreciation of Donne:
It may be worth observing, in honor of
a great poet of the last centuryi, I
mean Dr Donne, that, though agreeably
to the turn of his genius, and that of
his age, he was fonder, than ever poet
was, of these secret and hidden way#
in his lesser poetry; yet when he had
projected his great woA on *The Progress
of the Soul*,..hie good sense brought
him out into the Areer spaces of nature
^7 Nethercot, "The Reputation of the *Metaphysical
Poets* in the Age of Johnson," p* ###
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne as a Metrist,"
p# 46##
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and op#m daylight#^

The Critical Review, however, in 1767 protested the
inelimation•.« the pr#sent age d1scovers
toward the uncultivated measure of Dwme
and Jon8on$)0

Thus this influential periodical added its bit to the
auppreeaion of poetry in the name of "emoothne*#»"

The outstanding critical influence of the latter part
of the century waa, of courae, Dr Johnaon# whoa# famou#
out buret on the metaphyaical poet a from hie eaaay on Oowley
appeara earlier in thia atudy. He opined that Donne had
introduced the atyle into England in imitation of Marino#
and cited a doaen examples fnm both Donne*a lyrica and hia

Satires as illustration#
of the modes of writing by which this
specie# of poets, for poets they were
called by themselves and their ad-»
mirera, was eminently distinguished#

In some cases Johnson showed respect for Données learning
and ability:

*too scholastic#*.not inelegant*"

«abstruse

and profound#" Usually he ridiculed the exaggeration,
difficulty, or absurdity of the conceits; one he found
"indelicate,*

He eritici»#d Donnera "light allusion to

aacred things," and suggested that Cowley had followed him
in this respect#

While he condemned the metaphysical poets*

^ iethereot, "The Reputation of the *Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson," pp*
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Donne aa a Metrist,"
p# 46#..
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extrmvaganc# and overauMlety In many oases, he added,
ahowlng hia awee both of juatlee and ^decorum,*
Yet, where aoholaatle apeeixlatlon oan be
properly admitted, their ooplouaneaa and
acTiteneaa may be juatly admired#)^
In ahort, Johnson granted certain intellectual pointa in
favor of the metaphyalcal poeta, but had no imaginative
aympathy for, or Insight into, their poetry.
Yet in apite of Dr Johnaon the latter part of the
century aaw a alight revival of intereat in metaphyalcal
poetry# perhapa due to the relaxing of aome of the more
rigid neoclaaaical atandarda of form, a broadening of In#'
teresta with a bent toward the antiquarian, and a greater
allowance for imagination and feeling for lyric amotion,
all or which characteriaed the pre*Romantic era#

Donne,

however, gained leas aupport than a few of the other meta»
phyalcala, poaaibly becauae hia wide learning gave aome
critlca the impreaaion of pedantry#

Commenta generally

favoring the metaphyaica]8 became more frequent, and their
poema were included In varying numbera and id.th varying
degreea of critical approval in the numerous compilation#
which were popular at the tlmw#

Separate edltiona of

aeveral of the poeta appeared. Including two ownplete
edition# of Donne, Bell*a reprint of Walton's edition in
1779, and a volime in Anderaon^a Poeta of (hreat Britain in

Samuel Johnaon, "Cowley,* In Works. Literary Club
Edition (Troy, New York, 1903), VII, oaaaim#

12*
1793,
A more aevere erltiolmm along the umial eonaervativ#
lines replaeod in 1**2 Joe#];* Warton^a earlier inclination
to be generous toward Donne;

But it wa# not only in numbere that Donne
was reprehensible. He abound# in false
thought#; in far-fetehed aentlawnt#; in
forced, unnatural conceit## He wa# th#
corrupter of Oowley##»He had a consider#
able (Aare of learning.
Thwma# Warton, thou^ more Inclined towrd Romanticima than
hie brother, was lee# attantlve to the metaphysical#^ con*
aldering Donne only a# a #atirl#t#)^

William Gowper, who##

poetry represented the transitional attitude, was interested
in Donne, not only a# a poet, but a# an ancestor for who* he
felt considerable affinity, as 1# shown In on# of hi# let»
ter#*)3

Rls feeling for Dwne also a%^ear# In a po##

addressed to a young relative;
Be wiser thou,
like our forefather Donne#
Seek heavenly wealth, and work for God alone*
The comment of Klppis, editor of the Bjoaranhla Brltan»
nica (1770-1793)» Illustrates the statu# of Donne's reputa*
tlon a# a poet, though it still retained the standard
criticism of much of the century;
Nethercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets* in the Âge of Johnson,* pp. 103-132.
William Cowper, Letters. ed, J. G. Pra##r (London,
1912)» n, 247^24*.
^ William Cowper, "To John Johnson," in 8mmer*#
Poem# (Chicago, n# d.), p» 495*
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The name of Dr D<mne le now more generally
known as a poet than In any other capacity,
though none of his works are read at pre*
sent, excepting his Satires..« feeing modern^
Ised by Mr Pope,«$Hla versification Is
allowed to be intolerably harsh and un
musical; but different accoimts have been
given of his genius as a poet* Dr Blreh
observes, that his poetical works ahow a
prodigious fund of genius, under the dis*
gpilse of an affected and obscure style*
and a most inharmonious versification#

Anderson, In his edition of Donne's poetry (1793), gave
Donne credit as being something more than a satirist, and
showed some appreciation of his power as a poet, though he
still could not forgive Données versification:
He seems.#»to have divided his studies
betwe#m law and poetry; for, about this
time, he compowd most of his love poem#,
and other levities and pieces of humor,
which sufficiently established his
poetical reputation*,.Donne Is better
known as a poet, than as a divine; though
in the latter character he had great
merit# All his contemporarles are lavish
in his praise. Prejudiced, perhaps, by
the style of %frlting which was then
fashionable, they seem to have rated his
ferformances beyond their just value*
0 the praise of wit and sublimity hi#
title is unquestionable# In all hi#
pieces he displays a prodigious richness
of fancy, and an elaborate minuteness
of description; but his thought# are sel*
do# natural, obvious, or just, and much
debased by the carelessness of his
versification***
Thus the century drew to a close with a gradual, almost
grudging, recognition of the scope and power of Donne*#
)) Rethercot, "The Reputation of the *Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson," pp# 114-126»
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gemitts*
tloA

There remained a two-fold block to full apprécia*
blindnesa to his deliberate and aelf-coneclom#

metrical art, and failure to understand the virtue of the
combined intellect and passion achieved by his conceits#
He was still charged i#ith carelessness and fantastic wit.
It was to take another century of slowly growing appre*
elation and understanding before this block would disap*
pear*
A considerable aawunt of the general admiration for
Cowley which had characterised the Restoration period con«»
tinned during the early eighteenth century* though the
tendency grew to criticise him for the same reasons that
Donne had been criticised — the overuse of wlt^ extrava*
gance of conceits, and rou^wess of metrical form, parti»
cularly as displayed in The Mistress, where he bad most
obviously copied Donne,

His Latin poetry and his

Anacreontics remained popular, and his Pindarics suffered
less criticism than those of his imitators for a time;
eventually they came In for their share of criticism on the
score of extravagant metaphor; also further scholarly work
on the Odea of Pindar revealed certain regularities In
stanmalc form which Cowley had not Incorporated In his Odes#
DAvl^cla neoclassical in form though it was, had Its
overload of conceits which displeased the **age of taste*;
furthermore Milton far outstripped Cowley in reputation as
the «aodel poet of the religious epic#

The prose essays,
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written in the elmpler style of his later years, imoreaeed
in popularity.

After the middle of the century Cowley

shared the slight rise in critical attention and approval
accorded to the metaphyeloal poeta in general, but hla
weakneeaes remained a subject for comment; opinion tended
to become more discriminating and selective during the
latter part of the century*36

Cowley remained better known

than Donne throughout the century, while his reputation
shifted with the changing sensibilities and criticism be*
came more selective; it may be safe to say that he ended
the century somewhat less popular than he began lt$ and
better liked as a prose writer than as a poet.
Representative of the criticism of the early decades
of the century, both in its justification of Cowley and in
its rejection of hla overuse of wit, Is Addison's discussion
in Spectator 62;
There is another kind of wit, which con*
slats partly in the resemblance of Ideas,
and partly in the resemblance of words*
which, for distinctions sake, I shall call
mixed wit» This kind of wit abounds In
Cowley, more than in any author that ever
wrote#

pp, 280-26#*
Kethercot, ^he Reputation of the «Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Pope,** nasslm.
m of the 'Metapt
Nethercot, "The Reputation
*Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson and the Romantic Revival,"
*•

Kethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660*
1600," pp. 605-61#$
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Addlmom cited a long paragraph of exam^lea from Cowley*#

Mlstreasm in which the wit depend# on a play with the word#
*flre" and "iqe* in their obvious association with love,
and continued*
Speaking of It both a# a pa#eion and a#
real fire# enrpriae# the reader with
tho#e eeeming resenAlanee# or oomparl-^
eon# that make up all the wit in thl#
kind of %fritlng##,I cannot conclude thl#
head of mixed wit, wlthowt owning that
the admirable poet out of whom I have
taken example# of it, had a# much true
wit as any anther that ever writ; and,
indeed, all other talent# of an extraordinary genin#*

thus the wit most characteristic of The Mistresa continued
to be condwned a# it had been by Dryden*
Pope voiced aimllar oppoaltion to Cowley yet alway#
maintained a certain respect for him. In «Windsor forest*
(1704) the young poet expreeaed the u#ual adulation:
Who now ehall charm the ehade#, where Cowley hung
lis living harp*,» ?
% the time he wrote the "B##ay on Grit lei am" (1711} Pop#

was inclined to join the neoclassical chorus and to emphaaime the need for judgment to control wit; though he
mentioned no name#, his critlclam of the metaphysical style

is obvlou#;
Soffle to conceit alone their tastes confine.
And glittering thoughts struck out at ev'ry line;
Pleased with a work where nothing*# just or fit;
One glaring chaos and wild heap of wit#37
Kethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660*
l&OO," pp. 605»6ll.
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However, even in the 1730*#, Pope bad a modified good word
for Cowley# though poasibly a better word for hi# proa#
than for hi# ver##*

Im Spenee's Anecdote#. Pope was quoted

a# aaylng, "Cowley 1# a flM poet, in #pite of all hi#
fault#,

Indicative of the trend of the 1730* a i# the

following quotation from Pope*# "Imitation# of Horace*;
Who now read# Cowley? If he pleaae# yet,
Ri# moral plea###, not hi# pointed %fit*
Forgot hi# #pic, nay Pindaric art.
But still I love the language of hi# heart#
Pope elaewhere mention# a quality which definitely appealed
to the aenaibility of the day*

*Pen#ive GonAey*# moral

lay."
Other reference# during the early part of the century
were aometlme# completely adulatory and yet at other time#
condemned him without any of Addiaon*# or Pope*# reaerva*
tiona; the following praiae, written by Samuel *e#ley (1711)
1# flattering both in Idaa and in the fact that it ia an

obvious imitation of Cowley;
Cowley doe# to Jove belong,
Jove and Cowley claim my aong#*.
Whatever Cowley write# mm#t pleaae.
Sure, like the God#, he apeak# all language#*
Whatever he*11 aaaay
Or in the softer or the nobler way,
ie still write# best»
Oldmixon (1726), previoualy quoted a# condemning both Donne
and Cowley, took a further apportimity to blast Cowley as a

3^ Nethercot, "The Reputation of the **#taphy#ical
Poet#* During the Age of Pope,* p. 170#
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h©rribl« example:
Cowley especially, with as much wit a#
ever mam had, shows little judgment, by
which his poetry is in our day# #o stink
in the opinion of good judges, that
there la no hope of Its rising again.
The following is an instance of how
little he knew of right-thinking, though
be knew so much of thought*
Besides numerous publications of parts of his works» there
were three complete editions during the first twenty-one
years of the century.

A# Methereot observea:

All of Cowley*s works did not stand
or fall together# Those woAs which
%)est conformed to the literary standards
which the age had formulated rose In
esteem; those which violated the principles of reason and good sense, es-_.
pecially 2^ Mletrese. were debased.^^
Mid-century criticism seems largely to have carried on

under the influence of Pope and Addison, with a note of
seventeenth^century approval occasionally reappearing, am
was the case with Donne,

About 17# Robert Dodsley com

pared «niton's true sublime with Cowley*s wit#" Clarendon's
Life* which, though written in 166Ô-9, was first published
in 1759, may have helped to turn the tide in favor of the
metaphysical#, by such extravagant praise as, "Cowley had
made a flight beyond all men#*

On the one hand, it became

customary to use liking or disliking Cowley, especially in
comparison with Milton, as a touchstone of one's literary
tasteX

on the other, Richardson condemned the taste of a

Rethercot. "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660leoo," pp. 610-616.
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day in which his favorite poet, Cowley, could be "out of
fashion,*^®

Professor Blair's lectures at the University

of Edinburgh (1759*1762), which emphasized the changes in
taste since Cowley* a time and condemned his "labored and
unnatural conceits," found wide agreement,

A few poems

from The Mistreaa continued to be popular, as did the
Anaereontica. while the PlMarica became subject to increase
ing criticism, and the Davidei# was practically forgotten.

Blair's comments on the Pindaric#, and on the developed
conceit, are characteristic;
As to the professed Pindaric Odes, they
are, with few exceptions, so incoherent,
as seldom to be intelligible# Cowley.
at all times harsh, is doubly so in his
Pindaric compositions# In his Anacreon
tic Odes, he is much happier#,.Nothing
is more opposite to the design of this
figure than to hunt after a great number
of co-incidences in minute points, mere
ly to show how far the poet's wit can
stretch the resemblance# This is Mr
Cowley's common fault,
A similar atatemsnt from another teacher, George Campbell,
show# that Cowley was becoming a source of bad examples,
against which students needed to be warneds

Nothing has a worse effect than des
criptions too long, too frequent, or
too minute; witness the Davidei# of
Cowley#
Lord Karnes' Elements of Criticism cited Cowley for a similar
purpose;
Nethercot, The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets' During the Age of Johnson," pp. #l-#4#
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A metaphor...ought not to be crowded with
minute clretometancee; for in that ease it
is ecaroely possible to avoid obscurity.
A metaphor ought, above all, to be short;
, a metaphor drawn out to any length,
instead of illustrating or enlivening the
principal subject, beeomes disagreeable
by overstraining the mind. Here Cowley
is extremely licentious.41
Further adverse opinion of Cowley appeared in the Siograohical History of England (1769), by the Reverend James
Granger, who stated the strictly neoclassical point of view:
Cowley, who helped to corrupt the taste
of the age in which he lived, and had
himself been corrupted by it, was a re*
markable instance of a true genius,
seduced and perverted by false wit...There
is a want of elegance in his words, and of
harmony in his versification; bub this was
more than atoned for, by his greatest
fault, the redundancy of his fancy#*.The
standard of true taste was not then es*»
tabliahed» It was at length discovered*
after a revolution of many ages, that the
justest rules and examples of good writing
are to be found In the works of ancient
authors; and that there is neither dig#
nit y nor elegance of thought or expression,
without simplicity.
Joseph Warton*8 rating of Donne and Cowley as poets of
genius (1756), which had elicited opposition from the
Monthly Review in Données case, drew whole-hearted agree

ment with reference to Cowley:
There can be no exception to the rank
assigned that excellent genius, whose

Nethercot, #The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660lAOO,* pp. 619-621.
^ Rethereot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson,* pp. 92-93»
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work* are a valuable mime of literary
and poetic jewel#,

Warton evidently grew more eonserrativt as time passed,
for In 16Ô2 he apologetically demoted Cowley:
It le painful to eenawe a writer of #o
amiable a mind, auoh Integrity of manner#,
and much sweetness of temper# His fancy
was brilliant, strong and sprightly, bnt
his taste was false and unclaeeloal, even
though he had much learning#
In 1797 Warton published an interesting list of poet# rated
on the baal# of their learning:

Our most emlnwt poets, with respect to
their learning, in the following order;
««•Milton, Spenser, Cowley, Butler, Donne,
Jonson, Akenelde, Gray, Drydan, Addison,
James Seattle's comment In 1769 also showed respect
for Cowley, and Indicated perhaps a certain tendency to-»
ward romantic thinkings
I know not whether any nation ever pro
duced a more singular genius than Cowley.
He abounds In tender thoughts, beautiful
lines, and eaphatical expressions, his
wit is inexhaustible, and his learning
extensive; but his taste Is generally
barbarous, and sews to have bean formed
upon such models as Donne, Martial, and
the worst parts of Ovid,#.If the author's
ideas had been fewer, his conceits would
have been less frequent ; so that in one
respect learning may be said to have hurt
his genius.*2

Further evidence of the Increasing appeal of the metaphysl"
cals inspired by the growing tendency toward Romanticism,
Methercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660laoo," pp. 620.621.
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appeared in the cwmenta of Hurd, who published a seleetlv#
edition of Cowley*a worke in 1772, a collection which was
to nm through several editions; even before this, Hard had
approved of Cowley** eeaaya and of thoee poem* iihich *oame

from the heart,* His comment revealed a balance between the
romantic and the neoclassical attitudes:

A clear sparkling fancy, softened with a
shade of melancholy, made him, perhaps,
of all our poets the most capable of ex
celling in the elegiac way, or of touch*
ing us in any way where a vein of easy
language and moral sentiment is required#
In the 1772 edition Kurd spoke also of the "sensible reflect*
ing melancholy** and the "unforced gaiety" of Cowley's poems.
Such references to melancholy, pensiveness, and love of
solitude were to recur frequently and to show the growing
Romanticism of the period#

A comment on Hurd*8 edition from

the Monthly Review went even further in showing the reaction against Neoclassicism:

It suggested that Hurd*#

criticism still smacked too much of Pope in merely appreciate
ing Cowley's
moral air and tender sensibility of mind
$ ««But the real cause why they still
please is what Mr Pope could not judge
of, because he was a stranger to it#
It is enthusiasm; the genine spirit
of enthusiasm that breathes through all
those pages, where the poet is not pro*
fessedly in chase of wit#
This same balance between the romantic and neoclassical
attitudes was evident in a later comment from the Critical
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Of Cowley, in particular» we may obeerv#
that those who can read him without feel»
ing an Interest In his soothing «#lan*
oholy can have no heart a; thoae lAo can
continue to read him without dleguet can
have no taste»44
Cowley* a love of retirement made a special appeal of
Cowper, whose transitional attitude Is apparent In thl#
quotation from The Task:
I studied, primed, and wished that I had known.
Ingenious Gowleyi and thou^ now reclaimed
By modem lights from an erroneous taste,
I cannot but lament the splendid wit
Entangled in the cobwebs of the schools*
I still revere thee, courtly though retired,
Though stretched at ease in Ghertsey's silent bowers,
Not unemployed, and finding rich amends.
For a lost world In solitude and verse*"
Samuel Johneon's essay on Cowley (1779) Is frequently
referred to In modem criticism because of his dlsqulsltloa
on the metaphysical poets*

While he was critical of the

metaphysical style as a whole, he judiciously recognised
some of its virtues; in the same way he offered a sanely
balanced judgment of Cowley*s work, condemning his excessive
ingenuity and carelessness as vices of his age, but acknow
ledglag his learning, his versatility, and his Influence#
He praised Cowley*s prose and was one of the first to reeognlse the value of his critical statements. Like other
classical scholars, he enjoyed Cowley*# Anacreontics*
44 Rothercot, "The Reputation of the * Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson,# pp. ê6»êêi 114,
45 Ibid.. p. 107.
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His power seem# to have been greatest
In the familiar and the festive.
Of the Pindaric*, he offered a divided opinion;
To the disproportion and incongruity of
Cowley's eentlmente must be added the
uncertainty of hie mea8uree»,*Many
parts deserve, at least, that admlrmtion which is due to great comprehension
of knowledge and great fertility of
fancy.
He commented on the general lack of attention to the
Davidels and concluded that the reason lay
partly in the choice of subject and
partly In the performance of the %#ork
conceits are all the Davidels
supplies.

The Mistress received some of his sharpest comment, with
which moderns tend to agree:

Re that professes love ought to feel
its power. The compositions are such
as mlg^t have been written for penance
by a hermit, or by a philosophical
rhymer, who had only heard of another
sex#
Johnson commented at length on individual poems and praised
a number of them; he also made a careful analysis of Cowley's
metrical faults and cited many examples of what he consider

ed his misuse of wit#

Though he did justice to many of

Cowley's good qualities, he expressed his objections to
Cowley's faults so cleverly that later critics seem to have
paid more attention to the adverse than to the kinder crltl-

46 Johnson, "Cowley," in Work#. Ill, passim.
Hethercot, "The Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660»
1600," p. 632, e^jg&ggim#
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That Cowley was read more widely than he had been dur»
lag the middle quartera of the century la apparent fromth#
number of edit lone of hie worka whloh appeared after 1772*
Baaldea four edition* of Hurd*a eelectiona, *aeleot poems*
were Included In British Poets In 1773, and In Rltaon*#
editions of 1783 and 1793,

Complete editions of the poetry

were Included In Bell's Poets of Great Britain (1777)# In
Johneon*s Works of the English Poets (1779)# and In Ander*
son$s Poets of Great Britain (1792),

Even the plant poem##

generally neglected except by Latin scholars for some time#
came out In 1795,^7 Headley's Select Beauties of Ancient

English Poetry (17*7) omitted Cowley, because, as Headley
explained, he was already well represented in the works of
other publishers,

Headley## statement offers an interest

ing review of Cowley#s %fat@*i
A# the natural relish for tinsel and
metaphysical conceit declined, his
bays gradually lost their veroure; he
was no longer to be found in the hands
of the multitude, and untouched even
in the closets of the curious* in
short the shades of oblivion gathered
fast upon him. In consequence, how
ever, of many detached parts of him
which teem with the finest picture#
of the heart, Bishop Hurd undertook
his well*known edition. In which the
most exceptionable poetry (that had
operated like a mill-stone and sunk
the rest) is omitted, and the
generality of his charm# preserved, he
has now a dosen readers wlwre before
^7 Ibid.. 634*635
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h® had scares one#^
A less complimentary comment appeared in the Gentleman'#
Maeaaln# in 1795» which brought out the pert!sting effect
of Johnaon'a crlticlem, in spite of the apparent revival
of interest in parts of Cowley*s poetry;

This writer is ranked among the meta»
physical poets; his wit is factitious,
his genius artificial.#.But, admitting
him to be really a poet, we might
discover all the indiscretions of genius
in his conduct; whilst we observe his
offlciousness In times of turbulence
and peril, and the restlessness of his
spirit in almost every situation»49
There is something in this last comment that is prophetic
of the attitude of our own time#
^ Nethercot, *The Reputation of the * Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson,* pp. 117*11A,
w Ibid., p. 103.

THE MINETEmTH^CENTORT BAOKGROURD AND CRITICISM
OP DONNE AND COWLKT
The spirit of Bornantloi@m apparent during the last

half of the eighteenth centiiry culminated about liOO and
eontlimed to dominate the first third of the nineteenth
oentnry; the meet Important landmark of this era was Words*

worth's and Coleridge*e Lfrleal Ballad# and the authors*
erltleal discussions relative to this work, Strengthening

the English movement were influences from Europe: the
Overman Romantic movement, the philosophy of Rousseau, with
Its wphasls on man's natural goodness and need for freedom,
and the French Revolution, which inspired both an idealised
political excitement and a reaction from its excesses.
Though many of the general characteristics of the romantic
sensibility have been mentioned, a summary of its more im

portant features will help to explain why Donne for a time
fared better than Cowley, for the first time since the
Restoration,

Dominant qualities of the romantic mood are

the insistance on the superiority of the imagination over
reason; belief In the freedom of the individual; reaction
against the heroic couplet and a search for a wide variety
of stanza and verse forms; concern, especially in Words*
worth's ease, with the common man, particularly with the
It)
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«an ©lose to nature and the eoll; the effort to employ in

verse the language of everyday speech of aimpie people; the
seareh for truth in the ideal and the beautiful rather than
in the neoclassical generalities of reason and nature; the
interprétâtton of the universal by imaginative insight in

to the minute detail and the particular individual; inter
est in remote places and earlier times, especially the
Middle Ages; a probing into the mysterious, the occult,
and the intangibles of the world of the spirit; a sense of
communion with Nature as the basis for religious and moral
conviction; a challenge to the infinite possibilities in mmn
rather than a complacent acceptance of his limitations; an
effort to create a spirit of social reform through the en
livening of men's perceptions rather than through overt
didacticism; and emphasis on the word "passion" in the de

finition of poetry*^
An England involved In the Napoleonic Wars and in the
1 Raymond MacDonald Alden, Critical Bssavs
^
(Kew Tork. i9|p7mgf^
,
Albert 0# laugh, ed., A literary History of England
(New York, 194#), pp. llZZ-ZfT
Percy Hamen Houston, Nain Currents of English Llterature (New York, 1926), ppTTy^-MBr
Emile Legouls and Louis Gasamlan, A History of Eng*
(N;w %rk, 1935), pp. 10^3L
York, 1926), pp. 1.14.
^cer. ft
(Boston, 1952). pp. 3-14,

edd.,

(London,
1949), pp. 10-31,
Cecil teuric* Bowra, The Romantic Imagination
(Cambridge, £^aaj, 1949), pa»8l«i~
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problems growing out of the Industrial Revolution did not

share immediately in all phases of the romantic sensibility;
the novel and drama were popular, b# the "new* poetry was

more a ooneem of oritioe and eoholara. The reading publie
warn alow to accept the majority of the poets, first becauae
of their oddity, later in some cases because of disapproval
of their personal revolts against society#

But the poets

and critics were articulate In expressing the new senslbll#

Ity, and in preferring metaphysical to neoclassical poetry#
The literature of a small number, it
never became really popular# To be
more widely accepted, It had to wait
until a reactionary movement towards
balance had set in against It; and
until with the evidence of its decline
there was effaced the danger with which
it had seemed to threaten society -•a «
society which above all desired to live#*
The very individualism of the romantic spirit led
naturally to a wide variety In the types and forms of poetry
and to much argument as to the principles Involved in its
composition.

The unifying bond under this chaotic surface

was the trust of emotion, feeling, intuition, and imagina

tion in preference to reason#

Kr Houston has noted the main

trends and associated them with the leading Individuals of
the movement:

The generation between the publication
m and the death o;
of the Ij;
Scott in
is characterised
racterlsed by six
rather indistinct phases* for they over#
2 Legouls and Casamian, p. 1034#
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lap, and a single writer may in himself
be the expression of two or more of them.
They are, first, a return to oommon life,
chiefly represented by Wordsworth; seoond,
wonder and mystery, "strangeness added to
beauty,P as revealed by Coleridge,
Shelley, and Keats; third, the central
revolutionary doctrine of the brotherhood
of man and the revolt against institutions,
splendidly set forth in Byron and Shelley;
fourth* & revival of the medieval spirit,
by Sir Walter Scott, and in a lesser de*
gree by Coleridge and Keats; fifth, a
greatly increased stimulation of sense
impressions, as shown most abundantly by
the poetry of Keats; sixth and finally.
certain anti^romantic tendencies exempli*
fied by Jane Austen, Thomas Love Peacodc,
Byron in his satires, and Wordsworth in
his sonneta.3
A common spirit of mysticism and some of the more specific
sources are noted by Mr Powell •• another aspect of Romanti*
cism to which the spirit of Donne would be congenial:
The six writers# * «represent a special fom
of the cult of feeling. All came in one
way or another under the influence of a
mystical philosophy, Coleridge and Shelley
were influenced by a form of pantheims
which they derived in great part from
Spinoza# The same tendency led Coleridge
to study Neoplatonism, whilst Shelley
composed metrieal interpretations of Plato.
Boehme is traceable in the work of
Blake* Both Coleridge and De Quimcey
attempted to suck mysticism out of the
German idealists, Wordsworth was in
fluenced by the reading and thought of
Coleridge; and similar elements, derived
in part from Wordsworth, helped to shape
the earlier thought of Keats, Hence there
arose in England a particular, a mystical
form of romamtioimm...Art. like Nature,
was beautiful only in so far as it express
ed a transcendent Reality#4
^ Houston, p. 288.

^ Powell, p, 10,
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Purposes and definitionsatated by the poets and crities

of the time are one's best guides to understanding the
spirit of Romantlclam*

The "Preface to Imrleal Ballade*

atatee W6rd8worth#8 early theory of poetlo diction, one
with which Coleridge and De Qulaoey did not agree. Damne
in hi a Satires and Cowley in his Pindaric# bad foreshadowed
Wbrdeworth*# theory at least with respect to proae rhythm#
and word order, if not word choice, as they felt the i&Mum*"
tic quality of speech to be valuable to poetry. To quote
Wordsworth;
#,,to choose incidents and aituatlons from
common life, and to relate or describe
them,*.in a selection of language really
used by men##*to throw over them a cer
tain coloring of the imagination, whereby
ordinary things should be presented to
the mind in an unusual aspect*#,by tracing
in them,«#tbe primary laws of our naturel
chiefly as far as regards the manner in
which we associate Ideas in a state of
excitement* # # All good poetry is the
spontaneous overflow of feelings#,.it
takes its origin from emotion recollected
in tranquillity*««a large portion of the
language of every good poem can in no
respect differ from that of good prose*
Many essays in Coleridge's Biograohia Literarla set forth
his purposes, psychological idea#, and arguments with
Wordsworth;
It was agreed that my endeavors should
be directed to persona and character#
supernatural, or at least romantic, yet
go 88 to transfer from our Inward nature
a human interest and a semblance of
truth sufficient to procure for these
shadows of Imagination that willing sus
pension of disbelief for the moment, which

14#
eonstitutes poetic faith»
The redefinition of imagination and fancy placed greater
emphaala on certain power* of the mind which had been Included In the Elizabethan concept of wit.

Coleridge and

Wordsworth indulged in endleaa argumente over theae de#
finition*, which le It not my purpoaa to review here in all
their îfâir-splitting details#

It is only Important to real-

l#e the great emphasis upon imagination as one distinguish»
log quality of Romanticism, and to recognize many of
Coleridge*s terms and concepts as alive in today*8 theories
of art:
The poet, described In ideal perfection.
brings the whole soul of man into activity,
with the subordination of its faculties to
each other, according to their relative
worth and dignity. Me diffuses a tone and
spirit of unity, that blends and (as it
were) fuses each into each, by that synthe
tic and magical power to which we have
exclusively appropriated the name of ima
gination, This p^er, first put into action
by the will and uaderstandlng, and retained
under their Irremissive, though gentle
and unnoticed, control*.#,reveals Itself
In the balance of opposite or discordant
qualities#
Here continues Coleridge*s famwus set of paradoxes which
may be resolved by the imagination; today*s emphasis upon
tension and fusion In poetry recognises the same paradoxes,
but places greater ^relative worth and dignity* upon the
Intellect,

The power of fusion is also recognised as the

great virtue of Donne*s wit; and Cowley was not far from the
same concept when he said.
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In a true piece of wit all thlaga mmat be*
Yet all things there agrso#
Coleridge made further significant dietinotionex
The primary imagination#*.the living
power and prime agent of all hmaan
perception, and am a repetition in the
human mind of the eternal act of créa*
tion in the infinite I AM. The secondary
imagination*,#an echo of the former###
and differing only in the degree and
mode of its operation# It dieeolvee;
dlffuaee, diesipatee In order to recreate#
Fancy, on the contrary,, has no other
counters to play with but fixltlee and
definite##*.à mode of memory emancipated
from the order of time and apace*#*
modified by that wpirlcal ;Aenomenom
of the mill#*,choice*
Fancy and the eecondary imagination mlg^ht work together

but were regarded as eeaentially different in kind#
«Milton had a highly imaginative, Cowley a very fanciful
mind** To the modem mind, a similar distinction seems to
hold good between Cowley and Donne at his best*
Finally, good sense is the body of poetic
genius, fancy its drapery, motion Itm
life, and imagination the soul that***
forma all into one graceful and intel
ligent whole*
Coleridge likewise redefined reason and understanding, his
distinction being quite similar to that between imagination
and fancy*

The neoclaeslclst concept of reason has been

demoted to understanding, while reason, as defined by Cole
ridge, has taken on the color of intuition:
Reason is the * source and substance of
truths above sense*} Understanding is the
faculty which judges •according to sense# *
Reason is the eye of the spirit***

1)0
Onderatanding le the mind of the flesh#5
To Coleridge has been aaeribed an active Imagination; to
Wordworth, a paealve one,

Coleridge, like Kant, conceived

of the Imagination as reaching out and imposing Ite own
form upon concepts of Nature, while Wordsworth thought of
Nature as an active force impressing itself upon the *wl#e
passiveness" of the imagination, upon the *heart that
watches and receives*"
The almost lost term wit reappeared in Lamb's essay,
*The Sanity of True Genius'*; here Lamb, with his flair for
the antiquarian word, went back to the all-lnclusive
Elizabethan concept, but be also showed how closely wit had
become associated with imagination*
So far from the position holding true,
that great wit (or genius in our modern
way of speaking) has a necessary al*
llance with insanity, the greatest wits
,«.will ever be found to be the sanest
writers..,Thie greatness of wit, by
which the poetic talent is here chiefly
to be understood, manifests Itself in
the admirable balance of all faculties
.,,The true poet dreams being awke#..
Herein the great and little wits are
differenced,,.Their phantoms are law
less, their visions nightmares. They
do not create, which implies shaping
and conslotency. Their imaginations
are not active -• for to be active is
to call something into act and form
but passive as men in sick dreams.
So Lamb associated "great wlt*^ with genius, the poetic
^ Willey, pp. 10.29.
Alien, passim.
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faculty, the creative isagination#

One la left to asswe

that he did not include the great exponent of the passive
imagination» Wordeworth, in the category of *mea in eiok

dreams#»
Paeeion aa an et^antial to poetry was repeatedly emphaaimed by Haalltt,

This quality, perhaps mere than any

other, dietinguiehe# thé poetry of Donne from that of
Cowley, and accounte for the greater appreciation of Donne
in the Romantic eMi aa well aa in our own.
Poetry ia the high«vrought enthuaiam
of fancy and feeling...Poetry ia the
language of imagination and paaaion^
of fancy and will*..Poetry is the iaitation of nature, but the imagination ,
and paaaione are a part of man*a nature.
The power and the paaaion of R<Mmantlciam had become

somewhat modified by the ld40*e, the decade for which
Joaephine Milea analymea the poetic language#

She ahowe

the development of certain changes from their beginning#
in the eighteenth century, through the period of Rcmanti*
ciem, and into our own time;
Joaeph HAirton*# Eaaav on the Qeniua wd WMtina#
of Pope...aecept#%el51?rbut with reeervationa,
tempering it toward the new.,#*arton doea not
preserve wit's wre complimentary senses, but
makes it thir&#claaa, elegant, fanciful, familiar,
low rather, and on the way to being trivial;
imagination is the term for more creative aynthe*
aie, which he allies to the sublime and pathetic
...The nineteenth^century poets would abandon the
*castled cliffs' as too wild and glittering, in
%fDrde$forth*s view, but they would preserve the
detail of leaf, quail, and vegetable,,.Still
6 Alden, pp. 197-200; 223-230.
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th#a# were major new poetic forces* They
created the new vocabulary of detail in
the poetry of the Wartone» Dyer, Thomeon,
and again in Wbrdaworth* Keata. and Tenny*»
aon, with a gradual increaee of implication,
through the Pre-Raphaelitea, into the realm
of the eymbol##.! take two work# as re«*
preeentative critical landmark#, thi#
Ea.say on Pooe and the prose on the Lyrical
Ballad#.because they emphasize the conscious»
nee# of the shift to implicative particularity
which the shifting poetic language most re*
veal## Ha#litt$*#wa# borrowing Schlegel»#
term#,.#^The moat obvious distinction between
the two gtylea, the classical and the
romantic, is that the one is conversant
with objects that are grand or beautiful
in themselves, or in consequence of
obvious and universal associations, th*
other, with those that are interesting
only by force of circumstance or imagina
tion* #*#The poetic changes through two
centuries show just these interests,,,
and as fw Warton came to create a new
standard of oddity. Individuality, at<#
mospberic detail, *force of circumstance*'
Against the extreme# of.**Gothic romantic
cism both Wordsworth wd Coleridge
rebelled,,,They wanted to reassert the
classicism of universality now at the
level of small things, the common man,
the ballad structure, the *simple* in
all form#ê,.Wordaworth stressed the old
passivity, Coleridge the new activity
of the imagination..,7hi# imaginative and
emotional association helped successfully
to reassert some rwrnantic connection#
which critic# had been making earlier be
tween strangeness and familiarity, showing how each wae a develogment from clas#i#
cal norms^ strangenes# out from^ familiarity
down from, and both inward from, the generally
elevated center. In the 1$40*# a new and
different agreement had been made upon a
ahorter, more intricately rhymed and
metered stanzaj upon more use of pause,
short syllable, and refrain, in melody
rather than onomatopoetic harmony*
upon simple literal statement in com
bination with symbolic implication, and
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upon a vocabulary of atmoaphere grown out
of faallng.,$Por Hunt, for Tewyaon, for
the 1#40*# and the Pr##Raphaelltea as for
Coleridge and Keats, the oontrarletlea
rather than the elmllaritlea of aaaoola*»
tlon had asserted themaelvea, and pain,
fear, aystery bloomed In the moat delicate
flower*#.The traita by which late roman»
tlclam may be <Aaracterl*ed, the delicate
and colorful, the tender and bright, the
form and gleam and alienee of au#eatlon
and Implication#*#the sense of Inexpresalble spirit warn primary*?
Romwintloiam, as Miss Miles points out, was to becom*
modified, but still to continue through the work of the

Pre-Raphaelites, finally to blend with the Symbolism
developing in France throughout the nineteenth century,
and to become one of the submerged forces in modern poetry.
Meanwhile, the literary efforts of Victorian England were
to center largely In a thoughtful prose directed toward
solving some of the problems of a growing democracy, a
growing Empire, and a greatly expanding economy. Hard work
on the problems of business continued to be the preoccupa

tion of the middle classes, with the accomgpanlment of smug
satisfaction in material progress, Philistinism In culture,
and, as a reaction against the romantic excesses of individ

ualisa, a strong emphasis upon propriety in the social code
and in literature.

Modem frankness accepts in Donne much

that the Victorian sensibility found shocking; even Cowley,
commended at most times for his «moral air* and his high
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standards as compared with other Restoration writers, found
soffi® eharges of indecency among Victorian critics. let
perhaps moderns, fatnous in their freedom, are a little
unfair when they accuse Victorians of unmitigated prudery*
While we look back on the period as being sober, indus
trie*#, proper, and smug, we may forget that there was
another aide to the picture#

Much individualism actually

persisted, as the lives of several writers, for example,
attest. Further, the Victorian era saw the development of

a rich and humorous satire in the works of such novelists
as Dickens and Thackeray, and in the creations of profes

sional humorists#

Wit continued its development in the

sense of drollery and the quip, often at ths expense of
Victorianism#
The truth is that, instead of inventing
* Victorianism,* the Victorians engaged
in incessant warfare against the cant
and hypocrisy they inherited from the
maudlin sentimentality of the eighteenth
century#*#it is a truth which critics of
Victorianism ignore when they declare
that the Victorians, forgetting the
glorious freedom of Byron and Shelley.
invented a pall of morality and muffily
turned from art to the sermon# Their
leaders did nothing of ths kind,$#The
wit of the century which invented Fmeh ^
is perhaps its most valuable possession#°
Another aspect of the Victorian period which has
contributed the disillusioned mood of our own time was the
^ Howard Mumford Jones, "The Comic Spirit and Victor
Sanity," in
of VlctoHan
ed. Joseph B. Baker (Princeton, 1950)* pp# 3XK32.
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#truggle between science and religion. The parallel be*
tween the poet-Goperniean world and the post-^Darwinian

partly accounts for the aympàthy toward metaphyeleal poetry,
whieh began late in the nineteenth century#

The reeurgenee

of faith as a basis for religion, a personal rather than a
dogmatic religion, had been one aepeet of Romantlqim;
Puritan!em had found a more congenial atmosphere within the

Victorian sensibility, and the Oxford Movement had been
enlivening the Church of &agland and moving it in the
direction of Rome.

But geological atudlee shook, and

Darwin'e theories shattered, the faith of many in a re*
vealed religion. This doubt was to appear in varying de
grees in much of the literature, particularly the poetry of
the later century*
Besides the religious struggle, poetry was concerned
with certain persisting aspects of Romanticism «• the super

natural, the emotional (at a lower pitch) and the antiquar
ian} Interest in the classics, evident also among the later
Romantics, Increased, becoming apparent in the imitation of
form as well as the borrowing of subjects. It has been ob*
served that the reputation of Donne was probably at Its
lowest during the two periods when classicism was strongest,
the Age of Pope and the mld-71ctorlan.

The latter part of

the century was to see the persisting undercurrent of
Romanticism reappear in the work of the Pre-Raphaelite# and

in the cult of Art for Art*s Sake#

The fact that there was
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#omethlmg of a balanc# between romantic and claeaical in

terests may partly explain the growing attention to meta»
physical poetry which has been noted during this time and
which haa continued until the present day#
Another factor which this period contributed to the
poetry and sensibility of our time w&s the translation to
English soil of the Ideas of the French Symbolists, parti*
cularly thx'ough the efforts of Yeats,

As the symbol has

provided a means of objectifying the emotion and idea of the
poet# it has performed somewhat the same function as the
ccoosit did for the poets of the seventeenth century; thus
the growth of Symbolic and Imaglsm has led to a better
understanding of the conceit and so to a fuller appreciation
of nwtaphysical poetry*
The widespread interest in the poetry of Browning, a
devotee of Donne, no doubt contributed to the acceptance
and tmderstanding of the form of Donne's poetry.

Browning*s

shows a similar compression of Idea, dramatic approach# and
roughz&ess of line,

Bro%mlng*s range of interests and his

vitality are reminiscent of Donne, though one fails to find
In Browning the profundity and sense of complexity which
have made Donne the more satisfying poet to the twentieth*
century mind.

Perhaps an even closer parallel in both

spirit and form can be seen in the poetry of Thomas Hardy,
also a confessed devotee of Donne#

Here is something of

the same cryptic wit, the combination of gloom and humor,
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the Wide-ranging philosophy, and also the condensed and
roughened line of Donne.9
One could cite many authors whose works both e:iq»rea#ed
and helped to create the Victorian sensibility, and lAoee
influence has carried over into our time; but in view of
the purpose of this study, I have attengited to limit my
disouaaipn to factors which tended most stroq^^r
the metaphysical mood of today#

Other attitudes and In*

terests will be apparent in the closer study of the direct
criticism of Donne and Cowley which follows*
During the Romantic era, many critics began to appre^
elate the fact that Donne had written other poetry beside#
the Satires, and to respond to his lyric power; they also,
metrical experiment being in the air, were aometimes in

clined to see the virtues of Donne's metrics rather than to
harp on "roughness,^ though the latter criticism still
appeared; primarily they objected to Donne*8 conceits,

occasionally to his licentiousness#^^
9 Baugh, pp. 1399-1403; 1472-3.
10 Ibldj, pp. 1279-1309; 1475-14S4.
. .
.
• Cecil Maurice Bowra, The Creative Experiment (London,
»
The Heritage of Symbolism (London, 1943),
passim.
Houston# pp# 340*359#
Spencer, pp, 367-3##; ÔÔ1-901#
Ernest De Sellneourt, Vordswofthlan
Other Studle#
(Oxford, 1947), pp# 154*1^0»
llNethercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
SP^^lxil'llizI^*
£flJohnson and the Romantic Revival,**

Francis Jeffrey, who had previously referred to ^he
qumintxMSs of Quarles and Donne*"12 stated the typical
attitude toward the conceits in hi* essay on 3oott*# "Lady
of the Lake* (1810):

A third sort distorted both nature and
passion, according to some fantastical
theory of their o%m, or took such a
narrow comer of each, and dissected it
with such curious and microscopic aceur*
acy, that its original form was no longer
disoernible by the eyes of the unlnstruet*
ed*#**Por the most natural and obvious
manner is always the most taking; and
whatever costs the author much pains and
labor is usually found to require a
corresponding effort on the part of the
reader,#*whioh all readers are not dis
posed to make**)
Leigh Hunt*s essay, "What is Poetry," written considerably
later (1844)# shows the same attitude toward the artifi*
ciality of the conceits; It also summarises nicely the
romantic attitude toward the relative value of the mental
powers of the poets
Imagination, teeming with action and
character makes the greatest poets;
feeling and thou#t next; fancy (by
itself; the next; wit the last# Thought
by itself makes no poet at all*•«faste
is the very maker of judgment*,,The latter
does but throw you into guesses and doubts.
Hence the conceits which astonish us in
the gravest and even subtlest thinkers,
whose taste is not proportionate to their
mental perceptions* men like Donne, for
instance, who,••seem to look at nothing
as it really is, but only as to what may
be thought of it# Hence, on the other
hand, the delightfulness of those poets
Ibid., p* 131.

13 Alden, p* 61*
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who,,.Mm the great round of nature, not
to perplex and be perplexed, but to make
themselves and ue happy#**
A number of refereneea cited by Nethercot indicate
that Donne was known and appreciated by leading writer* of
the time,

Wordsworth, in whom some reviewers saw meta*

physical qualities, knew and liked both Donne and Cowley;
Lamb descirlbed both as "delicious"; De Quincey called Doxme
^he very first eminent rhetorician in English literature*;
he also was one of the first critics to remark ttie fusion of
passion and Intellect which today is regarded as one of
Donne** salient characteristics;
Few writers have shown more extraordinary
eompa## of powers than Donne; for he cw
bllned what no other man has ever done
the last sublimation of dialectical subt*
lety and address with the most impassioned
majesty.15
Haslitt, however, in his Lectures on

Bnellah Poets

(l&l#), admitted that he knew little of Donne except

some beautiful verses to his wife,,,and
some quaint rlddlea^hich the Sphinx
could not unravel#^®
Goleridge, in general one of the most understanding of
all Rommntlc critics of Donne, could also be annoyed and
^ Ibid., p. 397.
Herbert J. C. Qrlerson. ed,. Données Poetical Work#
(Oxford, 1912), H.lx#
Rethercot, "The Reputation of the 'Metaphysical
Poets* During the Age of Johnson," pp. 131*'132,
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amaaed by him*

With Domn## whoa# .Mub@ on dromedary trots,
Wreathe iron pokers into tru#»lov##knot#;
Rhyme*# sturdy crlppl#. Fancy's ma## and elu#,
Wit*# forge.and fire*blast, Meaning's press and
serew.^f
Elsewhere, however, Coleridge showed real insight into
Donne's Interest in his own mental pro######, whieh ha#
been noted by Eliot and other modem critical
Where there exists that degree of genims
and talent»««the very aet of poetic composition itself is$..and 1# allowed to
imply and produce, an umwual state of
exoltement* #.The vividness of the des*
eriptions or declamations in Donne or
Dryden is as much and as often derived
from the force and fervor of the deseriber as from the.#.materials. The wheels
take fire from the mere rapidity of
motion.^®
With regard to Donne*# metric# Coleridge*# remark# likewise
foreshadow the modem Interpretation, and seem the most

intelligent eoment to have been made since Carew*# elegy*
To read Donne you mm#t measure time, and
discover the time of each word by the
sense of the passion**«In poem# where the
writer think#, and expects the reader to
do so, tne sense "ust be imderstood to
understand the meter.
Sine# Dryden, the meter of our poets leads
to the sense; in our older and more
Edmund Gosse, The Jacobean Poets (London, 1699),

P# 65.
Alden, p. 1)2*
19 Nethercot, *Th# Reputation of Donne as a Ketrist,"
3ewane# R#vlew. HI (1922), 471*
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geamlne barda, the menae, Imeludlng the
paaalon, lead# to the meter. Read even
Donme'a aatlrea as he meant them to be
read,...and yon will find in the lines a
manly harmony.*0
Perhaps It wms in response to Coleridge*a protest that 0%«
ford ought to keep Bonne's semons available to divinity

student8, that a aix-volume edition of Donne*# eox^lete
work# was published in 1#39*^

As another example of the greater diaorimlnatlom
directed toward Donne*# poetry during the Romaatio era,
may be cited the somments on Donne In Chalmer#* English

Poets (1610), whioh included nearly a hundred page# of hi#
poem#.

After giving a number of eighteenth-century criti

cisms, Chalmers added a remark whioh ahcwed increasing awareneas of the dlArences between Donne's various types of
poetry*
Re appear# either to have had no ear, or
to have been utterly regardless of harmony#
Yet Spenser preceded him, and Drummond#
the first polished ver#lfler, was his
contemporaryf but it must be allowed that
before Drummond appeared, Donne had re
linquished his pursuit of the Muses, nor
would it be just to include the whole of
hi# poetry under the general censure
which has been usually passed.,##iat indueement could he have to take pains, as
he published nothing, and se### not

^ Charles Well# Moulton, The Library of Literary
Criticiam (Buffalo, New York, iW) I, W.
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desirous of public fame? He was eertaialy
not ignorant or unskilled in the higher
attributes of style, for he wrote elegant
ly in Latinp and displays eonsiderable
taste in some of his smaller pieces and
epigrams.*^
An essay in the 1&23 Retrosoestive Review oritieised

Donne's eonoeits but excused them as being due to the
fashion of the age. It emphasised Dome's virtues as more
than compensating for his faults, and in general tended to
encourage the readimg of his poetry*

Although it oonsixWred

Donne's Epistles "cut and dried" and left the Divine Poems
"to speak for themselves," it recognised the force more than
the roughness of the Satires and called Pope's version an
"impertinence#" Most unusual of all was its special atten
tion to the lyrics and its praise of their metrical beautyî
Donne was contemporary with Shakespeare
and was not unworthy to be so*««at the
head of the minor poets of that day#
Imbued, to saturation, with all the learn
ing of his age — with a most active and
piercing intellect — an imagination.##
most subtle and far-darting, #- a fancy
rich, vivid, picturesque..*fantastical.# *
mwde of expression singularly terse,
simple, and condensed, — an exquisite
ear for the melody of versification —
and a wit, aémirmble as well for its
caustic severity as for its playful quick*
ness: all he wanted to make him an ac#
complished poet of the second order was,
sensibility and taste#..The most pure and
perfect beauties of every kind — of
thought, of sentiment, of imagery, of
expression and of versification -• lying
in immediate contact with the basest de22

Alexander Chalmers, "The Life of Donne," in English
Poets (London, 1*10), V, 124.
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formitl##, equally of every kind#..This
may serve. In eome degree* to aeoomt
for the total neglect whleh has so loag
attended bim,.*the wpleaeenb effect will
soon wear off, and ^Ene readegywlll find
great ameeement and great exercise for
his thinking faculties#^3

A less tolerant attitude was apparent* however, in
soae of the critical ecmment, such as Thomas Oampbell's
(1819);
The life of Bonne is more interesting
than his poetry**««He addresses the object
of his real tenderness with Ideas that
outrage deeoraa. He begins his own epi#
thalamium with #ost indelicate invocation
to his bride# lis ruggedness and whim
are almost proverbially known* Yet there
is a beauty of thought which at intervals
rises from his chaotic imagination#
Others were inclined to repeat the neoclassical dicta as to
his metrics, stressing the roughness of the couplets as
though he had never written anything else; typical of these
is the remark of Henry Klrke White (1806);

Donne had not music enough to render his
broken rhyming couplets suffarable, and
neither his wit, nor his pointed satire,
were sufficient to rescue him from that
neglect which his uncouth and rugged
versification speedily superinduced#
To which may be added the witty comment of Southeyx

Nothing could have made Donne a poet,
unless a great change had been wrought
in the internal structure of his ears,
as waSg^ought in elongating those of

"Donne's Poems," Retrosnective Review. VIII (1823),
^ Moulton, pp.
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The last three eoraaeats, elted by Moulton, show that
the greater appreciation and more dleerlmlnating judgment
of Donne on the part of some Romantics was caoght between
the millstones of persistant neoelaaeieal pedantry and in

cipient Victorian prudery*

The early and rnldmVictorlan

periods were to assume a general attitude of dislike for
Donne on nearly all count#. The emphasis on propriety and
the resurgence of classicis» at this time perhaps help to
account for this regression In Donne's popularity, which
reached its dark hour before the dawn*

Henry Kallam (1039Î

called him

•«•the most inharmonious of our versifier#
*,*llnes too rugged to seem meter* Of hi#
earlier posas, many are very licentiousj
the later are chiefly devout. Few are good
for much; the conceits have not even the
merit of being intelligiblej it would per*
hap# be difficult to select three passage#
that we ehould care to read again*
Landor and Hartley Coleridge gave Donne a few lines in

their poems on poet#:
With verse# kmarled and knotted hobbled on,

and
Of stubborn thoughts a garland tho%%ht to twine|
To his fair Maid brought cabalistic posies.
And #ung quaint ditties of metempsychosis;
•Twists iron pokers into true-love*knot8,*
Coining hard words not found in polyglot#*
À literary historian, Edwin P* Whipple, speaking in what we
often regard as the typical Victorian vein, recognised the
power of Donne*# Intellect but considered It turned to
false purposesÎ
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The intention le not to idéalisa what is
true, btt to display the writer's skill
and wit in giving a show of reason to
what is false, the effect of this on
Donne*s moral character was pernicious
,*.he could wittily justify what was
vicious*,#cold- hard, labored, intellect*
uallmed sensuality#*'
Elisabeth Browning, in her letters to Robert, referred to
Donne as "your

Donne,*^6

but In her Book of the Poet# she

proved more gentle than m»st of her contemporaries; she at
least appreciated his spirit If not his form:
Honor to the satirists**#to Donne whose
instinct for beauty overcame the résolu»
tien of his satiric humor#*.*Honor, again,
to the#..lyrists and sonneteers##*to
Donne, who takes his place naturally in
this new class, having a dumb angel, and
knowing more noble poetry than he arti*
culates#*/
Another mld»century comment, which recognised that Donne
had been receiving more critical attention, favorable or
otherwise, and which made a slightly ironie prophecy re

garding his reputation, was Allibone's statement in his
Critical Dictionary

BuKll^ Literature (first edition

1*24):

He enjoyed great reputation ae a poet,
being placed at the head of the Metaphy»
sleal school; and after long neglect has
received some attention within the last
few years; tut his poetry is not of a
character calculated to gain extensive
popularity,^
Moulton, p. 715#

Alllbone, loc. cit.

Elisabeth Barrett Browning, TW Book of the Poets.
in Complete WoAs (New York, 1900), VT; zB.zW#

Allib(me, loc# cit.
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It WES during the 1960** that the tide of critic!sa
seemed again to turn eomewbat In favor of Donne g at leaet
to the extent of recognlalng the poetic genius that under*
lay hie etill unacceptable form. Comment waa to remain
mixed, however, until about the turn of the century, when
a further analysis of his metrlca, a recognition of hla

intensity, and a closer mymqpathy with his spirit were to
make him one of the major sources of poetic Inspiration
and critical preoccupation of the twentieth century. George
Qllfillan, in his
British Poets (1860) made one of the earlier comment a
Illustrative of the later Victorian trend;
Donne, altogether, gives us the in^ression
of a great genius ruined by a false system
...He begins generally well,*•«but quibble#,
conceits, and the temptation of shewing off
recondite learning, prove too strong for
him,..In no writings of the language is
there more spilt treasure •» a more lavish
loss of beautiful, original, and striking
things#
George L, Cralk also objected to the conceits, and to $dxat
seemed to him a lack of consistency, which modems have
Interpreted as a commendable complexity of wit; he did,
however, vastly prefer Donne to Cowley, as will be noted
later*
Things of the most opposite kinds «•- the
harsh and the harmonious, the gracefkUl
and the grotesque, the grave and the gay,
the pious and the profane
meet and
mingle in the strangest of dances.#.A
deeper insight detects not only a vein
of the most exuberant wit, but often the
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mmniest and most delicate fancy, and the
truest tenderneae and depth of feeling#29
Mention ham been made of the Influence of Browning on

Donne's repiAation and of the similarities between their
poetry#

Appreciation of Bonn® during the latter part of

the nineteenth century may have been Imeldenbal to the

appréciation of Browning. In "The Two Poets of Grolslc"
Browning used a quotation from Donne as the turning point
in an argument, and paid him open tribute, while still re*
cognising the qualntness of his language and versification:

•He*s greatest now and to de*struc*ti*on
Nearest,* Attend the solemn word I quote,
0 Paul! 'There's no pause at per*fec*tl-on,*
Thus knolls thy knell the Doctor' s bronsed throatJ
'Greatness a period hath, no sta-ti-on|'
Better and truer words none ever wrote
(Despite the antique outstretched a*l*on)
Than thou, revered and magisterial DoimeP®
The chorus of mingled critic!sa Increased*

critics

recognised the genius, even as they analysed, often with
disapproval, the very qualities for which Donne is now
admired, George MacDonald (1#6#) saw the basic logic of
the poems but regarded the conceits as tasteless digressions.
Modems, more attuned to psycholgical connections, see the
conceits as essential to the structure of Donne's poems*
They also regard his metrics as the result of art and not
of "indifference":

To quote MacDonald:

^ Noulton, pp. 71$-716#

.V
illfe

Brojming, TW
PwtlsU HgCSâ 2l,
^ B i r r e l | / ( 5 e w Y o r k , 1917),
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The central thought##.1$ nearly sure to be
JustI the subordinate grotesque and wildly
associated# $ # remind one of a dream wherein
mere suggestion without choice or fitness
rules the sequence# « «Donne would sport with
ideas and with visual images or embodiments
of them,,#Re says nothing «related to the
main idea,..but whatever wild thing r^arts
from the thicket of thought# all is worthy
game to the hunting intellect of Dr Donne,
and is followed without question of tone,
keeping, or harmony#.,He enjoys the unenviable distinction of having no rival in
ruggedness of metric movement and associated
sounds# # # clearly the result of indifference
#,.strange to us when we find he can write
a lovely verse and even an exquisite stanma*
Alfred Welsh 11002) likewise recognised and condemned the
very quality which we now recognise as a virtue, the
structural nature of Données conceits;

We find little to admire, and nothing
to love. We see that far-fetched similes,
extravagant metaphors, are not here
occasional blemishes, but the substance#31
Taine's History of English Literature (1Ô71) consider*
ed Donne's exaggerations as an aspect of decadence, the
result of following the metaphysical tradition; he sensed

Donne* a power, but called his conceits *absurd," much in
the spirit of Dr Johnson.

Modems are inclined to stress

Donne*s originality, rather than the decadence:
In all arts first masters and inventors
discover the idea, steep themselves in
it, and leave it to effect its outward
form. Then come the imitators*..who
alter it by exaggeration.#.Donne in
particular, a pungent satirist of terrible
crudeness, a powerful poet, of a precise
Moulton, pp. 716*717.
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and inteas© Imagination, who still prewrv##
eomething of the energy and thrill of th#
original i,n#plration$ &A he deliberately
abases all these gifts, and succeeds with
great difficulty in concocting a piece of
nonsense»3^

So proceeds the mixed chorusî

Chambers* %nx$h bad taste

.••real poetry»#, of a high order*; Palgrave*# «strange
solemn passionate emeetneea*.#%Aich underlie the fanciful
'conceits**; Carpenter's ;%heroi%hly original spirit#,#
thoughtful# indirect* and strange#,#It does not sing";
Hann#y*8 "enigmatical and debated, alternately attraetlve
and# $ #repellant,**

Even those who still could not enjoy or

understand Donne conceded his great Influence in English
literature#
Qrossart's edition of Donne (1672) has been recognised
as an influential force in the development of his modem
reputation. So, likewise, have been Oosse's extensive
studies of this "enigmatical and subterranean monster,"
Gosse's work during the last two decades of the nineteenth
century show much of the trend which more recent thought
has taken.

He remarked that in "The Progress of the Soul"

he found
,#,the poet's characteristics to the full.
The verse marches with a virile tread# the
epithets are daring, the thoughts always
curious and occasionally sublime, the imag*"
Inatlon odd and scholastic, with recurring

H.
3) Mculton, 716-716,
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gleams of passion.
To Ooeme, Donne's Bnletle* were *8tnffed hard with thoughts*!
t*''* Bl#*l68 ehowed ^^extraordinary aberrations of fancy* but
^lovely sudden burets of pure poetry**; In the Divine Poemm
"the Reman elwent was very strong.,#far removed from
Puritanism*; and he found *the most interesting section**.
his amatory lyrics.*
As a rule these poems are extremely per#
sonal. confidential, and vivid; the stamp
of life Is on them#..sincerity bums in
every line, and the most exquisite la&ge#
lie side by side with monstrous conceits
and ugly pedantries. Scarcely two of the
seventy are written in the same verse*
form, Donne evidently laid himself out
to Invent elaborate and far-fetched meters.
Thus Qosse was one of the first modem critics to call
attention to the very deliberate art of Donne in his verse
and stansa form, and so contributed significantly to one
important aspect of the modem appreciation of Donne*
It seems even to be supposed by some critic#
that Donne did not know how to scan# Tbl#
last supposition may b# rejected at once;
what there was to know about poetry wm#
known to Doime. But It seems certain he
intentionally Introduced a revolution Into
English versification. A flve#^#yll#bl#d
iambic line...seems to have vexed the ear
of Donne by Its tendency to feebleness#*#
He desired new and more varied effects...
Mo poet is more difficult to read aloud##.
But treat the five-foot verse not as a
fixed and unalterable sequence of cadences,
but as a norm around which a musician
weave# his variations, and the riddle is
soon read,3*
Gosse,

Jacobean Poets, pp. 52*63
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Sohelling and Saintabnry were perhaps the moat out#
apoken in their priaee of Donne during the last deeade of
the eentiiry, while Leslie Stephen recognized his kinship
with the apirit of our day*

Felix Sehelling (1B95) urged

the study of the life and woiica of Donne, 30 that a new
view might remove many of the ohronio miaeoneeptiona; he
recognized the combination of emotion and intellect $e
often emphasized in studies of Donne#
e**that grave and marveloua man, Dr John
Donne»•••Donne, withdrawn almoat wholly
from the influences affecting his con-»
temporariea, ehone and glowed with a
atrange light all hia own*»#Mo one, ex*
cepting 3hakeapeare#»*hma done ao much to
develop intellectualized emotion in the
Elizabethan lyric as John Donne•

Saintabury, while openly recognizing Données faults, felt
that he offered great and varied rewards to the reader who

was wise in the complexities of human nature. In his
Introduction to Poems of John Donne (1896) he spoke of

Donne's faults, but more than redeemed the criticiamx
Faults are grosa, open, and palpable###
obscure his beauties even to not unfit
readers»$.he is now and then simply and
inexcusably nasty#•.extravagances which
go near to silliness».#F©r those who have
experienced, or who at least understand*
the ups*and-downs, the in»»and»outs of
human temperament, the alterations, not
merely of passion and satiety, but of
passion and laughter, pasaion and melan^
choly reflection, of passion earthly
enough, and spiritual raptwe almost
heavenly, there is no poet and hardly any
writer like Donne#35

3^ Moulton, pp. 717»719*
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And again in Saintabury* s Short History §£ English Literature
(l#9ë) additional fore$hado*inga of the modem interpréta*
tion of Donne, and higher praise than many moderns give him:
All elements of the Renalssanee spirit#«#
death.,«passion* *,blend of olassieal and
romantic form##»taste for conceit spiritwmlised and made to transcend* # #romghness
of thought does not lend itself to
actwily smooth expression#,.unique
clangor of poetic sound*..passion and
meditation,..the light the most unearth*
ly that ever played round a poet*s head*3o

Laâi® Stephen sensed certain similarities between Dorm#*8
spirit and the mood of the end of the century and also saw
at work in Bonne's poetry much of the fin^de-siecle aesthe#
tic; the breadth of Donne's mind and art la apparent in the
fact that the modern generation also feels a close kinship
with Donne and his day, though not for exactly the same
reasons*
In one way he has pertly become obsolete
because he belonged so completely to the
dying epoch. The scholasticism in which
his mind was steeped was to become hate#
ful and then contemptible to the rising
philosophy; Donne's poetical creed went
the same way#.,but on the other side,
Donne's depth of feeling, whether tor*
tared into short lyrics or expanding into
voluble rhetoric, has a charm which per*
haps gains a new charm from modem senti*
mental!St»• His morbid or 'nsurotic*
constitution has a real affinity for
latter-day pessimists,...He has the char*
acterlstic love for getting pungency at
any price; for dwelling on the horrible
until we cannot say whether it attracts
or repels him; and can love the 'intense*
36 George Saintsbury, A Short History of English Lit*
eratur# (Hew York, 1935), PP#

17)
and 3up#r$ubllmat#d as much as if h# wer#
skilled in all tha latest aesthetic eanon#*^'
Thus the Victorians, %#ho started by disliking Doxme,
endad by praising him; and the reputation of Donne entered
upon an era of expanding importance in the twentieth century.
There remain to notice a few more iwdem criticisms# ami to
illustrate from the poetry itself some of the reasons why
Donne satisfies the modern criteria and Cowley does not*
The twentieth century has not seen fit to revise to any
great extent the estimate of the nineteenth century, which
fairly well completed the burial of Cowley* s reputation as
a poet.
The end of the ei^teenth century saw Cowley^s pros#
more popular than hie verse, parts of which* including the
Davideis and much of The Mistress, had withered under neoclassical disapproval; The Pindarics had been subjected to
considerable adverse criticism, while the Anacreontics %fere
still enjoyed#

Mo doubt many of the copies of Cowley*s

verse and of selections published during the late eighteenth
century wore still in the hands of readers during the Rwrnntic era#

Wordswrth, writing in 1810, referred incidentally

to Cowley, implying that the book stalls of the 1700*# had
been rather overstocked with his works, though
this is not said in disparagement of that
able writer and amiable man#^^
Moulton, p# 719*
Nethercot, "The Reputation of Atxraham Cowley 1660leoo,# PMLA. nzviii (1923% 635.
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Coleridge considered Cowley well enoiigh known to use him a#
an illi&Btretlon In making an Important distinction between
imagination amd fancy* 39

Nethercot sixmmarlzea the Roman*

tie's aaaeaamenti
the nineteenth century# on the whole, did
not continue the development of this appre^
elation to quite the ctmpletlon which might
have been expected, lamb, of cograe, loved
Cowley for his flavor of oddity, eccentrl**
city, and companionablene8*##,BaBlitt*.*
described him as 'melancholy and f&ntastl*
cal,*—*a great man, not a great poet,*
But the R(Mnantlca did not read him aa they
did even the minor poema of Milt<Mi#40
Lamb probably gave the greatest support to Cowley's re*
putatlon during this period, to judge by the number of hi#
references*

He wrote a letter asking Coleridge*# opinion

of the ^delicious* prose and verse of Cowley, whom he ad
mitted to be "out of fashion*;
In all our comparisons of taste, I do not
know whether I have ever heard your opinion
of a poet very dear to me, though now out
of fashion
Cowley,41
Lamb also used Cowley as a source of apt quotations in a
number of hia essays; for example, in "The Superannuated
Man* he quoted Cowley's verses on Business, *whlch ##
mightily agrees with my constitution#^

%Q
Alden, p, 101,

^ Nethercot, Abraham Cowley* the Musea* Hannibal
(London, 1931), p, 2^8*
W AUlbona, I, 43*.

42 ctarlsa ^rab, Ijife, îiS£t£Ea
SaSiS»
Lamb, ed. Percy Fitzgerald (London, 1895Î» IV, 429,

17)
Cowley*3 works, like Donne*# were reviewed In the

Retrospective Review (li27), but with an attitude which
would tend to reduce the number of readers, rather than to
Increase them, as bad been the case with Donne. The review^
er explained the metaphysical style as a reaction against
Puritanism and emphasised the court wits In the group rather
than the religious poets Included by modems. The rwmntlé
spirit Is apparent In the author's emphasis on feeling* but
there Is also evident the undercurrent of continuity between
the neoclassical and the Victorian concern with taste and
propriety,
Cowley Is one of the school called meta
physical poets, although why they are so
called Is not easy to discover:,*,Its
character Is, that It addresses Itself to
the bead, and not to the heart; that It
prefers what Is strange to what Is true;
sacrifices feeling,.,.luxuriates only In
the wantonness of words,,«delicacy, and
refinement, and simplicity were alike
abjured; and the perfection of good writing
was to express out-of-the-way thoughts in
mean and trivial language,,,What is very
remarkable In Cowley is, that in the whole
course of his poems we nardly xwet with #
single glimmer of feeling#
After wgphaslzlng cases of Cowley's physiological imagery
which seemed to him "disgusting,* the reviewer proceeded;
But we prefer the more agreeable employ
ment of selecting what Is really good, to
the task of pointing out the sins of a
man of genius against good taste and decency*,,In joyous abandonment, or exuberant gaiety, Oowley has few equals,,,W#
quote,,,'The Chronicle'*,,In the same
airy and agreeable strain is composed
"The Inconstant,* one of the very few
poems that is good fcr anything In The
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have been much coBweiided and a little
blamed*.#we can only see in them what is
low, vulgar, and trivial..,we can find
neither eubllmity of sentiment nor style
.••The part of Cowley's works in whieh
be has attained the greatest exeellenee
are his translations»..very free trans
lations, in which the author had more
regard to the spirit than the mere #ords
of the original#*#.His prose*#,the most
agreeable and valuable of his coEqposi*
tlons;.#*In the latter we find nothing
mean or affectedly vulgar either in
thought or language**)
Praise of Cowley's prose continued throughout the cen

tury, while his verse met with increasing indifference. A
few Romantics did stress a certain sentimental appeal in
Cowley, which found a response in romantic as it had in neo
classical readers.

His early poetry was noted by Grang

er*s Mographieal History, published between 1769 and 1Ô24,
emphasis here being placed upon the precocious boy and the
young loverI
We are even more pleased with stme of the
juvenile poems* than with many of his
later performance#; as there is not every
where in them that redundancy of wit; and
where there is* we are more inclined to
admire, than be offended with the produc
tion# of a boy. His passion for studious
retirement, which was still increasing
with his years, discovered Itself at
thirteen***The tenderness of some of his
juvenile verses show#, that he was no
stranger to another passion,
Thomas Campbell (1819) could praise only the childlike
"The Works of Abraham Cowley,* Retrosnective Re
view. Second Series, I (1827), 3$l-3&5*
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spirit, the melancholy, and the love of retirement, which
have already been noted as appealing to the earlier Rowint-

le spirits
He wrote verses while yet a child; and
midst his best poetry as well as his worst $
in his touching and tender as well as his
extravagant passages, there is always
something that reminds us of childhood in
Gowley#,#Misanthropy, as far as so gentle
a nature could cherish it, naturally
strengthened his love of retirement, and
increased that passion for country life
which breathes in the fancy of his poetry
and the eloquence of his prose#
Sut this sentimental appeal was more than overbalanced
by the objections voiced at various times to the conceits
and to other faults in Cowley^s poetry#

The Davideis was

criticised for its conceits by Henry leele (1027-29), and
The Mistress some ten years later by Henry Hallem*
The "Davideis" is much more disfigured by
far-fetched conceits than even the Odea
••«Still there are many scattered beauties
#.#many original ideas, and mwch brilliant
versification.
The most celebrated performance of the
miscalled metaphysical poets*•«a series of
short amatory poems*••full of analogies
that have no semblance of truth, except
from a double sense of words and thoughts
that unite the coldness of subtility with
the hyperbolical extravagance of counter#
felted passion,
Macaulay (1#25) laid his finger cm perhaps the most important
reason why Cowley, in spite of his sentimental appeal, could
not be of real interest to the era of Romantioima:
Cowley# with all his admirable wit and
ingenuity, had little imagination; nor
indeed do we think his classical diction

I7ë
comparable to that of Milton#

fhïis Cowley shared with Donne the Romantic#* eondemoatloo
of the metaphyeleal conceit, but failed to gain even the
paeelng tolerance which Donme** greater paealon and Immglna*
tlon had won for him*
By mld^century, with the reaction agalnet Mtaphyalcal
poetry noted In the caee of Donne* Oowley*e reputation
reached its lowest ebb*

Leigh Hunt

had a kind word

for Cowley's personality (overgeneroue, I think, in view of
evidence from Cowley** life and writings), but was rather
noncoimlttal with regard to his poetry*

He, too, noticed

the cMld«»like quality In Cowley; one may note in passing
that this very quality may partly explain Cowley*s failure
to satisfy the modem mind, which places emphasis on the
virtues of Intellectual adulthood and emotional maturity*
To quote Runt*
k man of genius and benevolence, who would
not have hurt a fly •• Abraham Cowley**.one
of the kindest, wisest, and truest gentle#
men that ever graced h%manlty*##Hi$ poetry
Is what every man*s poetry Is, the flower
of what was In him; and It Is at least so
far good poetry as It Is the quintessence
of amiable and deep reflection, not with»
out a more festive strain,.* Cowley# not
withstanding the active part he took in
politics, never ceased to be a child at
heart* His mind lived In * books and
bowers* ^ In the sequestered places of
tbou#it*44
Elisabeth Browning took a more critical and scholarly
^ Mbulton, II, 19$^201.
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attitude, noting the difficulty of Cowley*s transitional

position, questioning the eritical worth of the term meta»
phyelcal, and aeaeeeing Oo%Aey*e poetical glfte very nearly
at todays e evaluation, though ehe did dieplay a little
Victorian dellcaoyi

We disclaim the classification, and believe
,»4tbat every poet, Inaemueh ae he le a
poet, le a metaphyelolan# In taking note,
therefore, of thle Cowley, who etande on
the very vibratory soil of the transition,
and etretehee his falterlx^g aw* proteetlng
hands on either side, to the old and to the
new, let no one brand him for 'metaphyelee,*
He warn a true poet, both by eonetltntlon
and cultivation, but without the poet*#
heart,»••and with a conscious volition,
quick yet calm..,to eommand from the ends
of the universe the aeeociationa of material
sciences and spiritual philosophies. The
Eliaabethan writers were inclined to a too
curious illumination of thought by imagery.
Oowley was coarsely curiousî he went to
the shambles for his chambers of imagery,
and very often through the mud# All which
faults appear to us attributable to his
coldness of temperament, and his defective*
mess in the instinct toward Beauty; to
having the Intellect only of a great poet,
not the sensibility...paraphrases of
Anacreon absolutely the most perfect of,*.
their order...lis other poem###eprofume
mate%Tlal##,for three poets, each greater
than himself. He approached the beautiful
and the true as closely as mere fancy
could#,.Yet his influence was for good...
by Inciting a stru^ile backward, a delay
in the revolutionary movement#,.For hi#
actual influence, he lifts us up and casts
us down
charms and goes nigh to disgust
us
does all but make us love and weep,»'
Another mld-century critic whose comments interestingly
^ ^

El^abgh Ba^tt Browning, The Book ^

Poets.
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foreshadowed the modem attitude w&s George L. Craikj
though he had crltielmed Donne*# etyle, he appreciated him
In coœparisoîi to Cowley:

His /BowleyImagination is tlneel* or
mere aurfaee gilding, compared to Donne'a
solid gold; his wit is little better than
word^atchlng, to the profound meditative
quaintneee of the elder poet; and of
Region* with whieh all Donne*e finest
lines are tremuloua# Cowley has none#
Conalderable grace and dignity occaalon*
ally distinguish his Pindaric Ode#.#.
elegant playfulness of styleand fancy in
«.«imitations of inacreon.#.Aa for what
he intends for love verses...the only
sort of love is love of point and sparkle.
It would se«m that such comments as Gralk's and Mrs
Browning*s placed the final shovelfuls of dust on Cowley*#
grave as a poet; a few apologists have spoken up for him*
but most of the interest in him since the mid-Tlctorlan
era « pe%*ap8 earlier — has been directed toward hi#
place in literary history rather than toward his poetry a#
such*

The general attitude of later Victorians appear# in

such comments as William Rossettl*# (1#72*7#):
One does not love his poetry; but one can
admire it often, If only one would read
it;
Thomas fhrnphrey Ward*s (lëëO):
Except for a few students like Lamb#.#
Cowley*s verse in this century remain#
unread and unreadable*.
.Dryden absorbed
all that was best In Cowley and superseded him for eighteenth century readers,
and the nineteenth century, which read#
Dryden little...reads Cowley les#;
John Denni#*s (1##3), who blamed the conceits again*

lêi
Theme <|ui<îdities and oMe-f&ehlonable
follies proved Cowley*s death-warrant
as a poet, for although so»© of his verses have a vital force and beauty*
the great body of hi* poetry la.#.dead;
Lealie Stephen*s (16&7)# which found the cauee for Cowley*#
decline in pedantry and affectation*
The *metaphyaicel poete* are court pédante.
They repreeent the intruaion into poetry of
the love of dialectical eubtlety encouraged
by the still prevalent ayatem of acholaatie
disputation. In Cowley'a poema# aa is
Donne*a^#.#the habit of thought la percept#
Ible throughout# In the next generation the
method became obsolete and then offensive»
Cowley can only be said to survive In the
few pieces %fhere he condeacenda to be tm*
affected;
Franc la T. Palgrave*a

to whom the jg gg. sais ouoia

of poetry waa lacking in Cowley:
* $.wanting#,#that indescribable aomethlng
which eternally separatea poetry from
verse#.#rarely read, but never#.«without
profit;
And Charles F# Johnaon*a (1900), who found him of purely
scholarly appeal:
Mia verae has not life enough to be of
intereat to,any but special atudents of
the period*^
In view of auch a chorus, one finds It a little hard to
accept Nethercot*s claim that Cowley*# works have been
seeing a **slow rehabilitation* since the eighteenth cent
ury#

However, there were a few critics who, though re*
46

Moulton, II, 201..202#

Rethercot, *Tbe Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660»
1300," p. 63*.

lêz
CQgaiziïig Cowley* 8 weaknesses and the onrroot indiffér#ne#
to him, at leaat attenqxted to understand him#

Tain® (1071), who had men evldenoe of decadence In
Donne, found the ultimate exhauatlon of the metaphyele&l
tradition In Cowley:
On this boundary line of a closing and
dawning literature,#*.Abraham Cowley, a
precocious child.,^having known nasalon#
less than books, busied himself les#
about things than about words* Literary
exhaustion has seldom been awre manifest#
He possesses all the capacity to say
whatever pleases him, but he has just
nothing to say#»•the substance has vanish#
ed, leaving In Its place a hollow shadow
Except for a few descriptive verses,
two or three graceful tendernesses, he
feels nothing, he speaks only; he Is a
poet of the brain*.«After reading two
hundred pages, you feel disposed to box
his ears#«•His prose is as easy and
senslblle as his poetry is contorted and
unreasonable#
Edmund Gosse, writing during the last two decades of the
century, also emphasised the complete demise of Cowley as
a poet, though being, as Nethercot puts it, "pleasantly
inaccurate" as to the extent and the timing of the obll*»
vlon*

Ctosse did make a rather thorough study of Cowley's

place in literature and atten^ted to account for both his
contemporary popularity and his decline# (1 have previously
quoted Qosse on Cowley's relationship to his own times)#
Taine had seen in Cowley the exhaustion of a tradition;
Gosse sensed Cowley's personal exhaustion
^ Taine, I,

"the exhaust*»
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ing preooalty of Oowley'a marvolous boyhood**

From this Imtoreatlng achool of Cambridge
writer# Cowley emerged, the laat and moat
exhauated of them all#49
I think we can trace all thla pedantic
imgemiity to the peraoaal training a%)d
exaople of Dr Henry More# Ww waa the
great oracle of Bmgliah Platoniam at
Cambridge dwing Cowley*a reaidemce there*
The taate for these ingenuitiea and
paradoxical tuma of thought came like a
dlaeaae, and paaaed aimy$ Priendahlp and
poetry were the two anbjecta that alone
get Cowley*# peculiar gift* on flame#
Languid or Ineincere on other oubjecta,
on theae two he never failed to be
eloquent. No poet unlveraally admired
in hi a own age can be wholly without
lasting :wrlt#50
While Qoaae waa atudylng Cowley and admitting that he
waa "ae little read as any fifth-rate Bliaabethan dramatist,"
Crossart was editing his works (along with those of other
seventeenth-century poets) and stoutly defending Cowley*s
rl^t to^ and actual possession of* *an inner circle of
readers and students":
Such supercilious assumption as that of
Mr T# H, Ward#..that Cowley la to be
*pooh-pooh*d*.»#is to my mind the super*
latlve of uncritical and ahallow mis»
judgment, and a literary blunder and
offense combined*##Cowley Is as 'humble*
but no humbler than in his lifetime,
and, stands as worthy of his contemporary
homage as e v e r # ) *
Goase, From Shakespeare to Pone (Cambridge, 1#*$),
p, 173,

Ooaae, Seventeenth Century Studies (Hew York, 1*97),
pp. 191-228.
51 Rethercot, ^*?he Reputation of Abraham Cowley 1660»
iaoo,« pp. 1S9~190.
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Thie wae Indeed m vlgoMua atatement, but it failed to
revive Cowley aa a poet#

One other voice raised in Cowley*»

defenee during the latter quarter of the nineteenth century
waa that of William Cullen Bryant; perhapa the frigidity
noted by many in Cowley %fa8 leaa offensive to Bryant, whcm
Iwell had twitted for having the aame fault:
If
atir you at all, it la juat, on my aoul,
Like being stirred up by the very North Pole#
Bryant mentioned Cowley*a influence on Scott and Pope and
auggeated that current wrltera mi^t at leaat find him
"worth imitating#" He found "no emotion" in The Miatrea#.
but praised and included aelectiona Arom a number of longer
poema, and conaidered the Ànacreontioa "finer than the
originals." He, like Ck)aae, praiaed Cowley for moral
auperiority among Restoration poeta, thou^ Bryant, too,
concluded, "That he la no longer read is not surprising,
With this conclualon the twentieth century 1# inclined to
agree#
William'Cullen Bryants "Abraham Cowley," North
American Review. dXIV (1^77)# 366.382#

TWB«TIETH*CgimmT CRITI0I9M, CONCLUSIONS,
AND ILLUSTRATIONS
Th# powerful appeal of John Donne to the twentieth oen»
tnry, which has been emphaeleed throughout this etndy, hae
not led to unreeerved pralae for all of hia poetry.

The

tendency has been to place ea^hasls tqpon the Son^s ^nd Sonnets
and the Divine Poems, his poems of love and rellgiw, and
to discount the Bleeiee.

Obsemiies. and most of

the Satire#. Perhaps the distinguishing quality of twen»
tieth»century criticlw: is its re«*#valnation of his metric#
and it# better understanding of his conceits. Character*
Istic# of Données poetry most highly regaNed today are*
the range and suitability of his stanma structures, the
emotional effect produced by variations in the meter, the
dramatic quality of many poems, the intensity and passion
which are kept under strict logical control (in contrast to
the vague exuberance of outworn Romanticism), the unified
structure and single final impact of each poem# and the
author's psychological insight and oweplicated attitude#
toward life and learning indicated by his wit and conceit##
Critics disagree as to the integration of Donne's person*
allty, some emphasising his unified sensibility, other# not*
ing hi# struggle between the flesh and the spirit, between
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ia6
the disappointed worldly ambitions of the courtier and the

otherworldly dedication of the preacher, between the claim#
of intellect and faith. It ia fairly agreed that he foimd
a gatlefying philosophy of lore in the avowed interdependence
of the eplrit and the fieeh, beet expreaeed in hie peem# to
hie wife; and that his sermons and later religious poetry
reveal the partial attainment of his goal in his search for
God,

One does not find in Donne a broad universal philo

sophy, but rather the picture of a keen and curious Intel*»
lect drawing freely upon both the old and the new ideas of
his day as they served to illustrate or objectify his emo*
tions and his thought. It i# as an artist revealing the
struggles of a keen and complex mind in a confused and com*»
plex age, and finding a new form adequate to the expression
of those struggles, that Donne appeals to ijie modem mind#
Mr Courthope's judgment of Donne may be taken as typi*
cal of the early part of this century

a mixture of

censure and admiration but with an admitted fascination#
The essence of Donne's wit is abstraction
...separating the perceptions of the soul
from the entanglements of sense, and after
isolating a thought, a passion, or a
quality.,$to make it visible to the fancy
by means of metaphorical image# or
scholastic allusions»..the flight of meta*
physical wit soon reveals the limitations
of its powersEagerness for novelty and
paradox leads the poet to obscurity of
expression*,,Ro more lively or character
istic representative can be found of the
thought of an age when the traditions of
the ancient faith met in full encounter
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with the forces of the new phlloaophy,!
Grlereon made an extensive study of Donne In connection
with hie very scholarly edition of Donne's poetry, publish*
ed In 1912; he discussed the various types of poetry*
praising some and condemning others;
In "The Storme* and "The Calme" Donne used
his wit to achieve an effect of realism
which was something new In English poetry
#«.Letters, certain Satires and "Thé Pro»
gress of the 3oul"#..Èaeh is a vivid pie*
ture of the workings of Bonne's soul at a
critical period of his life. Letters to
Ladle s, « #fanciful and subtle cosq>liment
#..No one who knows the fashion of the day
will read into them more than they were
Intended to convey, loicedes#..difficult
to find a line that moves;*##ln the Aiml*
versariem. amid mxch that is both puerile
and extravagant, a loftier strain of impassioned reflection and vision#.*We mast
examine his love-poetry and his religious
TXMtry. It is here that everyone who
cares for his unique and arresting genius
will admit that he must stand or fall as
a great poet. Donne*8 love-poetry is a
very complex phenomenon.* # subtle play of
argument and wit...record of passion*.*of
love as an actual, immediate experience in
all its moods#..imagery less classical,*.
spirit penetrated with the sensual, real
istic, scornful tone of the Latin lyric
and elegiac poets...The finest note In
Donna's love-poetry Is the note of joy,
the joy of mutual and contented passion..,
a passion In which body and soul alike
have their part# There are qualities in
the religious poetry of simpler and purer
souls to which Donne's seldom or never
attains...Effort is the note which pre
dominates...passionate penitence, beating against the bars of self in the desire
to break through to a fuller appreciation
of the mercy and love of Sod...A poetry.

1903)^ ni^'l%!!l67**^' ^

^

Es&wz (London,

not perfect in form, rugged of line and
eareieas of rhyme, a poetry in which
intellect and feeling are geldom fuaed
in a work that i# of imagination all
compact, yet a poetry of an extraordin
arily arresting and haunting quality,
paesionate. thoughtful, and %#ith a deep
melody of ita own#*
Griereon apparently diaagreed with many critics as to the
fuaion of intellect and feeling in Donne's poetry; more
recent criticism seema frequently to emphasiae the aynthe*
aia which Donne achieved in his moat autceasful poema, and
to regard the fusion of thought and feeling as a haaio
quality of metaphysical poetry#

For exanqile, Walter De la

Mare, in his lecture on "Rupert Brooke and the Intellectual
Imagination* (1920) described very well a quality recog*»

mimed in the poetry of both Brooke and Donne

the com

bination of the intellect and the imagination:
The intellectual imagination flouriahe#
*#,on knowledge and experience#*,There
is less mystery# leas magic, in Its
poetry#..But.,#we can share its courage,
enthusiasm, and energy, its «est and enter*
rise, its penetrating thought, its wit,
ervour, passion, and we should not find
it impossible to sympathise with its wild
revulsions of faith and feeling, its
creative skepticism.,#And in
metaphysical turns, his waywardness, Els
contradictoriness, his quick revulsions
of feeling, he reminds us not less — h#
even reminded himself (in a moment of
exultation) of the younger Donne,3

f

^ Herbert J. 0. Qrierson, The Poems of John Donne (Oxford, 1912),
xiii, et oassim.

n,

3 Walter De ^ ^re.
Imagination (New York, 1920), pp. 14; 2#,
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Though a fev twentieth-century critics^ euoh a# Mr
Grlerson, Clay Runt, and Helen C. White, feel that Donne
may have sacrificed too much of the music of poetry In hl8
rejection of typical ?:llzabethan prosody, more, Including
P, R» Leavls, W, F, Melton, Joan Bennett, and G, 3, Lewi#,
are Inclined to appreciate the originality of hla metric#
and to note the Irregulai^Ltles of his meter a a device# of
emphaal#. The roughneaa of the Satire# Is generally agreed
to be deliberate, though 0. 3. Levi# says that Donne wa#
working on a mistaken theory.*^ The Sonss and Sonnet# are
generally praised for the Interplay of #ounds and the
variation# In meter#

Melton's study, The Rhetoric of John

Donne*# Terse (1906), no doubt contributed considerably to
Donne's reputation as a metrical artist, even though

Melton's theory 1# sometimes regarded as oversubtle. Prim
arily, Melton noted the frequent repetition of similar
sound# In accented and unaccented syllables of the same
line$3(

Mr# Joan Bennett has al#o analysed Donne'# techni»

que# and has emphasised the relationship between the
variations and the thought#
Hi# conception of rhythm was as original
as hi# diction and imagery,.,Donne re
joices and grieves in Intricate pattern#
that work through the mind.$,hi# rhythm#

5 Wlghtnan Fletcher Melton. Thg, Rhetprlc o£
Donne'S Verse (Baltimore, 1906), pp# 142*164#

Jfite
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arrest and goad the reader, never quite
fulfilling his expeetationa but forcing
blm to pauee here and rush on there,
governing pace axwi emphaalm #o aa to
,
bring out the full force of the meaning*^
C* 3* Lewie pointa out the Interplay of speech rhythm#
against the regular iambic line$7

And Helen White ha#

noted, among other qualities, a peculiar effect of Donne*#
intellectual control on his verse patteimst
The very shai^pness and precision of the
working of Donne*# mind are noted in th#
felicity of his diction###in which pre*
cislon is never sacrificed to grace and
very seldom even to the sensational effect
dear to Donne's heart###yor the most part
Donne follows the movement of talk##,He
bent each pattern to hi# mm ends#••within
th# line Domie certainly makes the most of
that liberty of variation that is the one
sure not# of Bnglish prosody*#,Here indeed
is the perfect musical counterpart of
that emotional effect found so often in
Donne where the imagination seems to fly
out into Infinity only to be caught
swiftly and noiselessly back# For there
is always to be felt the grip of an un»
seen and implicit principle of control,
and that is the argument,* #,that here, as
in the realm# of feeling and imagination,
is for Donne ultimately supreme* Th#
shortcomings of the resulting music are
obvious# Not its dissonances, not its
deliberate cacophonies, not even it# broken
chords, with their sudden jets and start#
of melody, are its most teasing deficiency,
but this truncation of splendor, this
sudden thwarting of starbound beauty# But
even the defects of Donne have their vedu#
for devotional poetry.##he who hopes to
oonq)ress the Ineffable into words had best
6 Joan Bennett. Pour Metanhvsical Po#ts (Cambrida».
1953), pp. 40-43#
? I^wds, pp. 546-551#
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take cere of the facility or the intoxl*

cation of his own rapture»®
Miss White's last remark Impllee the modern reaction against
the emotional excesses of romantic poetry* a reaction which
largely accounts for the popularity of metaphysical poetry

in our time.
This same antl*Romanticlsm was expressed early in th#

century by T# B. Hulme, who "made a bet** that poetry would
move in the direction of Classicism and rely more on faney
than on imagination*9

Hulme thus helped to set up the

intellectual basis for the Imaglst school* a development
from Symbolism#

Bsr# Pound* too, encouraged "the direct

apprehension of the thing," a basic tenet of laagism»^®
The activities of the Imaglsta encouraged precision of
language and freedom of metrical form, as well as the ob*
jectlfylng of thought and emotion; thus they made for
fuller acceptance of Données form and language, and helped
towaN a greater understanding of the conceits

an under

standing which has distinguished twentieth-century critl*
clsm from that of preceding eras.

The term "Imaglnatlv#

distance" has replaced the earlier "far-fetched" or
^ Helen C. White. The Ketanhvsical Poets (New York.
1936), pp, 91.93#
9 Thomas Ernest Rulme, "Romanticism and Classicism,"
In British Literature, edd. Hasleton Soencer. et al

(Bostionî 1952), p. m.
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«fantastical»*
Twentieth-century criticism seems also to differ frtm
that of earlier periods in placing greater emphaai# upon
the religious poete of the first half of the seventeenth
century as belonging to the metaphysical tradition, a#
well as the court wits, who also showed to some extent
Donne's influence. The latter, sharing as most of them did
more of the influence of Jonson, are felt to be less truly
metaphysical than are the religious poets, especially
Oerge Herbert, Vaughan, Craehaw, Trahem, and Quarles#
These poets, with Donne, are associated with the tradition
of meditative poetry, based upon instructions for religious
meditation as practiced in the Roman Catholic Church, e#*
pecially in orders under the dominance of St Ignatius
lloyola and 3t Francis de Sales.

Louis Marts has made an

extensive study of the relationship of many religious poems
to the meditative structure, even noting the parallel be#»
tween Donnera Anniversaries and some of the longer and more

complicated forms of meditation,

Donne * s early Jesuit

training no doubt Influenced the form of his religiou#
poems; but certain forms of meditation were adopted by both
the Anglican A and the Puritans, so that the meditative
structure is evident in most of the religious poetry of th#
time. Though Donne is still recognized as one of the
dominating influences of the seventeenth century, it is
now assumed that he and others were writing within

a
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longer European tradition, both In religion* and in eewl&r
poetry.
Though the twentieth century haa arrived at a fuller
understanding and appreciation of Donne •• greater perhaps
than he has had at any time sine® the Restoration
haa not received unmitigated praise#

he

Hp Hugh Fausset*s

careful study of Donne * a life and personality emphaaimea
the great material difficulties attending much of his mar

ried life, brings out the suffering of a proud nature under
the constant necessity for seeking preferment, and regard#
his final taking of orders as yielding to counsels of des
peration#
The truth was that panic was beginning
to affect him...The security which middle
age enthrones above all the virtues had
begun to allure even this doughty adven
turer, and to its attainment he waa to
sacrifice with growing desperation his
dignity as a man, his gifta aa a poet,
and at last the scruples of his conscience*

Elsewhere Fausset rather qualifies this judgment and credits
Dome's nature with honesty aa well aa complexity:
Donnera life had the cardinal virtue of
honesty...He failed to harmonise, but he
refused to compromise,..He enjoyed neither
a physical nor a spiritual harmony, but
waa torn in the strife between his intel
ligence and his impulses. It waa Donne*s
great and tragic destiny to experience the
worst agonies of that inconclusive battle.
^
Gardner, jo^ BonB&:
P&vW Pggaa (0%ford, 1952ÎI pp. xv-lv.
Louis Marts, The Poetry of Meditation (New Raven,
1954), pp. 13-20$ 43-fSi àil-âlf^.
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and to bequeath to literature a tale of
it. In the stress of am@b a nature the
problem of humrni life is starkly preeented. Like some di#tr»cted mierocoxm,
Donne refleota and eondeneee the long
labor of the man to outgrow the beast
and to approach the divine#**
A more recent atudy by Glay Hunt analyeee certain weakneaaea of Donnera poetry and of the peraonality that appear#
therein; he condudea that Donne* a sensibility was "pre*
carioualy unified** and definitely limited in acope; he
contrasts Spenser* s wider wealth of tradition in the field#
of love, nature$ and mythology with Bonne*a deliberately
narrowed area of vision, Marlowe*s greater senauouanes#
with Donne*a wit and intellectual passion, Marvell*s finer
artistic tact with Donne*# Intellectual impetuosity, and
Milton*s magnificence with Donne*8 thinness of music; he
finds in Donne*s religious verse a tendency toward emotional poverty and sensationalism, an intellectual analysis
rather than a realisation of mystical experience, and a
morbid Inclination to dwell on death and Mutability*

Yet

he acknowledges that "Donne*s poetry trlmuphs by virtue of
its limitations#*

Hunt sees in Donne*a precise vocabulary,

and in hi# habit of checking theory against experience,
examples of the scientific bent of mind, wherein lies one
reason for his appeal to modem times; he also portray#
Donne as egocentric, limited in broad human compassion,

sari

ia lisr
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mû detached from mueh of the spirit of his time, at least
the 1590*8, partly beoauee of his Roman Catholic background
and his consequent indifference to Queen Elizabeth#^) But
euch opinion*, though well documented, remain the opinion#
of one man, W*o hae choeen to met himaelf against the crowd.
%%ether alwye fhvorable or not, the bulk of twentiethcentury criticimm atteste to the fascination which Dwme
has held for the modern mind.
Basay Index and

The General literature and

MaCk

shew the

trend, listing from ten to sixteen articles for each year
from 1950 to 1956, when the number dropped to two. Such
titles as ^9#ore Donm@*14 and such comments as "It is doubt

ful if there is much to be said for writing another general
essay on Donne"15 indicate that scholars are beginning to
feel that they are reworking familiar material, or simply
atteBq>ting to refute each othw.

And then comes such an

original approach as *%onne, the Space Man*&^^

At least,

Tm S. Eliot's prediction of 1931 has been refuted by another
generation of fascinated scholars*
Clay Hunt, Données Poetry (New Haven, 1954), pp. 118201*
Beatrice White, ed,. The Tear's %R)rk ^ Bngllsh
Studies. XXHV* (London, 19&6Tri#9.
White, I%nr, 131,

William Empson, «Donne, the Space Man,* Kenyon
Reiriew. in (Summer, 1957), 33M99.
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Yet, admirably and thoroughly as the aubject
ha* been handled, there might still be
place for another book,..exaept that, a# I
believe, Donne'a poetry is a eonoem for
the present and the reeent paat, rather
than of the future»*.We may even say with
aome eonfidenoe that we probably under*
atand aympathetically Donne today better
than poet3 and critiea fifty yeara hens#
will underatand him*17
In contraat to the intense Interest in Donne aa a poet
and aa a person, the twentieth century exhibits little con#
oem for Cowley, except aa he is incidentally involved in
the general study of metaphysical poetry.

Again,

Eliot

haa made the anccinct comment, this time being somewhat
more accurate:
The meaning of the term metaphysical la
stretched to Its utmost to Include Cowley,
and In considering Cowley as a metaphy*
aical poet our Interest in that subject
is stretched to its utmost too%lB
Landa's Blblioeraohv of Modem Studies 1660-1800 bears out
the truth of this remark, ahowing three studies of Cowley
in 1926, four in 1931, and for other years to 1954 never
more than m&e or two; several of these studies were the
work of Mr Nethercot#

Publication of Cowley's works haa

tended to concentrate on the prose; one coi^lete edition
of his Ëngllah writings was publlËhed by Waller In 1905»06,
one of

""

Migtreaa

Poema by Sparrow in 1926,

t* S# Eliot, "Donne in Our Time.** in A Garland for
, ed. Theodore Spencer (Cambridge, ^hssj^/, 1931),

J# C# Oho A, "Abraham Cowley," Sewanaa Review.
LII (1953), 440,
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and one selection of poetry, prose, and critical comment
by Martin in 1949. In igeneral* the twentieth century #eem#
to be carrying on the judgment of the nineteenth#
Conrthope deaorlbed Cowley*a work in some detail iw&d
partly explained hie fallnre to Intereet later time*;
He poaeeeeed a fine faney, a vigorous
nnderatandtng and,«.quick reaeptlvenea#
,,,hls Imagination waa Inaplred rather
by poetleal form than poetical matter
.**almlng alway# at producing the appear
ance of novelty by clothing old thought
In a ne* pafadox or,..metaphor.,.The
right conclusion would seem to be that
Gowley*a "epic and Pindaric art" la to
be regarded*.,ae the eapreaalon of iWh#
aplrlt of the age reflecting Ita own
decadence and exhaustion In the work of
a repreaentatlve poet. Both /Cowley
and Butleg/**?* above all thlnga poeta
of their own age* they had their reward
In the enthusiastic praise which their .
contMxporarles bestowed upon their work.l?
George Williamson, in The Donne Tradition, perhaps an over*
eager effort to credit Bonne»s influence, made a number of
comparisons between Donne and Cowley, generally to Donne#a
advantage:
Cowley first drew fire because of The Mia»
tress. Ms B*oat direct echo of Donne, Wt
no^ his best tribute of indebtedness*..la
one important respect Cowley's mind warn
like Bonne»a I it was susceptible to leam*
ing, and particularly to the Influence of
the new science and philosophy,,.Bis "Ode
to Mr Mobs" and "Ode on the Royal Society"
are sufficient witnesses of the peculiar
skill with which he could figure forth the
abstractions of philosophy in the concrete*
ness of poetry,..Even a casual reading of
The Mistress will disclose the titles,
19 Courthope, III, 340*376,

19a
the##*, and image* of Donne; the wit, antl*
theai*, and startling introduction*; but
not the passion, persomlity, or intense
intellectual vigor* But more interesting
ibtian a<:tuail tacwrironwdLryg:; *&re tibe ikliingga iwdhdLcl:
I)(Mnne taught Ckaaflegr, fMiradk, islwore* ]L«; Ithie
skill in analysis#••Besides this art of
anmly8i#*.*tbere la the rational evolution,
the lyric argument, which c<mea Arom Donne*
Moreover, Cowley uaea the h(mely and learn#
ed word and figure of Donne, for Cowley
alao practices the conceit#*.his conceits
rarely succeed, like Donne** by throwing
a new or unusual light on the paycholo^
of feeling, When they do succeed, it i#
uaually by a trlimq>h of ingenuity, of
sheer intellectual agility**# aomehow lacks
the intellectual vigor, the agitated mind
of Donne* This difference in Cowley**
mind together with hi* lack of paaaion,
probably account* for his greatest gift,
the light touch of hi* wit, his levity*,.
The plangency and dark emotion of Donne**
conceit contract *harply with the dry
point and gay malice of Cowley*** Metaphysical wit*••can be highly imaginative
and profoundly moving* To be *uoh it
muat be bom in an agitated mind, which
Cowley seldom knew* * *The intensity of
Domie 1* pa**ing away in Cowley, and the
long struggle between reaaon and imagina»
tion is coming to a close in the victory
of reaaon and good sense**,his wit, though
attracted to the Donne tradition, never
reflects the passionate, intellectual, and
myetloal conception of life and love and
death which Dome and hie disciples held.
But the cool dry intelllgmmce of Cowley
appealed to the new *en*i%llty and pre
pared the way for Dryden*^
Nethercot, one of Cowley** strongest apologists in our
time, defends Cowley** right to the

•••attention of everyone who pretend* to
an appreciation of and a regard for %igll*h
_ OeorgB WlUlamson, The Donna Tradition (Cambridge.
/PassJ, 19301, pp. Igl-iaK
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literature# The historians aad critics,
with the help of posterity, have begun to
imderstaad what Oowley stood for and what
he accomplished.,#%e uncertainty and lack
of firmmss of his own character, combined
with the political conditions of the time,
prevented him from achieving his ambition
*,*by the end of his lif##**a series of
dilemma muddled through rather than
solved, he had renounced ambition,#«But
during his career of almost forty year#
of writing, he had made more marks in
English literatwe than most men would
dare to hope for.*#most precocious*,*
first religious epic#.#popi%lariser of the
irregular ode*#,a liberal influence on
versification* * «theory of translation*.*
incipient critic**.advanced idw# on
science and education*..influential
factor in the formation of the Royal
Society*..prose among the best styles
of the century...Things of importance
were happening, in his mind np to the day
of his death*
That Cowley does have the "ixmer circle of readers
and students* claimed for him by Grossart and by Nether-

cot, is evidenced by two recent communications to the
Times Literary Sunolemw&t: Harold F. Brooks notes several
direct references to Cowley*s poems in the works of Dryden,

including the "Ode for St Cecilia*s Day,* "Religio Laici,*
and "Annus Mirabilis";^ J# J* Cohane cites Teats* use of
the same stansa fonn in his elegy "In Nemory of Major Robext
Gregory" which Cowley had apparently originated in hi#
elegy "On the Death of Mr William Nervey*" The correspond#

Rfwmibal (London, 1931), pp# 289*290*

Harold F* Brooks, "Dryden and Cowley," Times Lit*
erarv Sunnlement. April 19, 1957#
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eut notes the llkeneea not only of the meter and rhyme
BObeme but aleo of the general tone and atructure of both
po<W8, and their freedom from the uaual paetoral Imagery
of other elegies. Teats employed the same atanma fbrm in
several other poems, including *By%antiim**
It is perhaps needlese to point out that in
Yeats* hand the stanaa beeomea an inoo#»
parably more powerful instrument,#»Never#
theleaa, Cowley is a far finer poet than he
is generally aoknowledged to be, at least
in the mind of this writer, who hopes that
this brief exposition of his Influane# on
the greatest of modem poets wy help to
create a deeoer and wider appreciation of
his merits***
These comments indicate close and appreciative study of
Cowley*# poetry on the part of some modem scholars at
least; but for most, I believe, interest in Cowley is more
c<moemed with his position in literary history than with
his poetry.

Helen 0. White's statement in Seventeenth

Century Verse and Prose, with its slightly apologetic note
of selfMiefense, perhaps fairly represents the modem point
of views
We have included more of Cowley* a poetry
than is commonly Included in anthologies*
But he was so celebrated In his own day,
and was so important in giving literary
voice and literary forms to the temper of
an age##.that it is a real education of
taste to give a few hours to the apprecl#*
tion of his poetry as well as his prose#^
23 J* J, Cohane, "Cowley and Teats,* TL8. May 10,
1957, p# 2A9.
PoeJ'a::';:.:; »of.%5IT-P.
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Several of Geoffrey Walton'a commenta on Cowley have
previously been quoted, but one deserves special attention
In this dlaousslon of mwxiem criticism of Cowley, as It
perhaps states the strongest reason for our Indifference*
Cowley was the heir to the whole range of
metaphysical Imagery» and I have not been
able to find many conceits in
Mlstr###
that he might not easily have picked up
from other poets* Kls work was plagiary
Istlc In a bad sense*25
Another recent study of Cowley by J» C* Qhosh fairly well
corroborates the general attitude and assigns a number of
additional reasons for our willingness to let Cowley's
poetry gather dust. Qhosh points out the fact that nearly
all the great critics have found somtething to adUnire in
Cowley; that his metaphysical form ifas an affectation^ and
that for most of his career he was basically Augustan in
feeling and in principles# which disunity between f«rm and
spirit he attempted to cover by his wit; that, though a
skillful imitator of the poetry of both love and religion,
he was not capable of passion on either subject; that he was
best in the lighter vein; that he neither thought nor felt
intensely; that he was in love with the new science, where
as Donne was disturbed by it and more aware of its ig^ll*»
cations; that he was versatile, but dissipated his intereats and never found himself; that his poetry showed Intel*
lectual power but no feeling: "He could not sustain even
Geoffrey Walton, Metaphysical to Aueustan (London, 1955),
p. 63.
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affection, the oaly genuine feeling he ever had"; that he
va#» and la. Important to the history of thought, e#peolally In poeme showing the new attitude toward ecienoe;
that he made significant contributions to verse form#;
that his essays contained nothing very Important or urgent;
and that one must seek the cause for his loss of reputation
in his poetry Itself rather than in critioism about hlm#^
The problem remains to illustrate from the poetry of
Donne and Cowley a number of the more salient commexxt# of
modem critlclw and some of my own reactions to their
work ** to show bow the one poet satisfies the cMdem eon*
cept of what poetry should be, while the other falls in
certain important respects*

Both Donne and Cowley were

widely educated and keenly intellectual men; the education
of Donne's generation was more strongly influenced by
scholastic philosophy and medieval attitudes of mind, which
by Cowley's time were being replaced by a more rationalietic
temper of thought and by faith in the new approach of in
ductive science; both poets knew classical literature#
though Gowley shows more direct Influence of classical mod*
els and wider knowledge of Greek than appears in Donne*#
poetry#

Both were capable of hyperbole in their eulogistic

poems, which were more in accord with the taste of their
time than with ours*

Perhaps it la in intellectual and

logical strength that Gowley best stands comparison with

^ Ghosh, pp. 433*447,
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Doxme*

Alt with respect to other qualltlee which make for

great poetry, the contraste between Donne and Oowley are
more evident than the con^arleone:

Donne la deeply ori»

glnal, Cowley highly loltatlve; genuine passion and emo
tional struggle In Donne contrast with Cowley*s cool
Intellectual analysis of feeling and shallow or pretended
emotion (except for a few genuine expressions of friend*
ship); wit In Donne springs from broad Intellectual grasp
and ccxmplexlty. In Cowley from Intellectual ingenuity and
clevemess; depth of thought and deep psychological pene
tration in Donne contrast with superficiality and CKMoplacency in Cowley; implication and suggestion in Donne
challwge the reader to a greater effort towrd emotional
and intellectual apprehension, while in Cowdey one finds
sheer mental agility at best^ and flat statement ae the
staple mode of expression; imagery is structural in Donne,
and conceits often show logical or imaginative connections,
which Oowley seldom achieves, his imagery tending toward the
simile rather than the metaphor, toimrd the decorative
rather than the structural, and toward a series of separate
views rather than a "tight and systematic structure of
images'*; Donne shows keener perception of and recreation of
sensuous experience than Cowley; Données vocabulary 1#
precise and concrete, Cowley's frequently tends toward the
Augustan generality; Donne's intense logic and emotion
dictate the variations of his meter; Oowley Is wre regular
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In verae and stanma pattern and tends to fit the Idea to a
prescribed form, even the varied Piadaries being the result
of imitation; Donne's religious poetry reveals a perplexed
mind and a straggling soiU., Gowley'a a devout but conven*
tional piety; Donne is deeply self-aware, Cowley self*
eonsoiously aware of his audience; even in Donne's lighter
poetry there is a gleefulnesa and gaiety, %Aiich equals th#
sparkle and wit of Cowley at his beat, and which often ha#
an undertone of seriousness not apparent in Cowley*# famed
*light touch#*

These, then, are some of the reasons lAy

Dornie is a vital force in modem poetry, while Cowley
brilliant, versatile, and significant to his own day — has
become a historical curiosity.

In illustrating these com*

pari-sons and contrasts, I shall try to resist the tenqpta*
tlon to balance the worst of Cowley against the best of Donne,
and shall select what seem to me representative poems ifrwm
their various types*
The Inherent and persisting force of scholastic philoaophy clashing with the newer concepts of the universe
appear in Donne * s Anniversaries*

Here Donne contrasts his

worldly uncertainties with the heavenly assurance attained
in death by Elisabeth Drury:
Poor soul, in this thy flesh, what dost thou know?
Thou know*St thyself so little, as thou know*at not.
How thou did*St die, or how thou %mst begot*
Thou neither know'st how thou at first cam* art in,
Or how thou took the poison of man's sin#
Nor dos't thou (though thou know'st that thou art
so)
By What way thou art made immortal, know#
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Thou art too narrow, wretch,to comprehend
Even thyself; yea though thou would#at but bend
To know thy body* H&ve not all eouls thought
For many ages that our body *1# wrought
Of Air and Fire and other Elements?
And now they think of new Ingredlenta,
And one aoul thinks one, and another way
Another thinks, and 'tis an even lay,
**#**#

And yet one watches, starves, freeses, and sweats,
To know but oatechlsmis and alphabets
Of unconcemlng things, matters of fact;
When wilt thou shake off this pedantry.
Of being taught by sense and fantasy?
Thou look*St through spectacles; small things seeme
great
Below; but up into the watoh*tower get.
And see all things despoiled of fallacies;
•#•••*

In heaven thou straight know'st all, concerning it,
And what concerns It not, ehalt straight forget.
—The Second Anniversary, vs*
2$W00#
Donne** profound realisation of the inadequacies of
both the ancient philosophy and the new experimental science
contrasts with Cowley*s evident satisfaction in the sclemti*
flc method of Bacon as contrasted with ancient authority;
From words, which are but pictures of the thought.
(Though we our thou^ts from them perversely drew#
To things, the mind*s right object, be It brought.
Like foolish birds to painted grapes we flew;
He sought and gather*d for our use the true;
And when in heaps the chosen bunches lay.
Re pressed them wisely the mechanic way.
Till all their juice did in one vessel join,
Ferment Into a nourishment divine,
The thirsty soul*s refreshing wl%,
##•••»

So virtuous and so noble a design,
So human for Its use, for knowledge so divine,
--To the Royal Society, st, 4 & &*
The **Ode upon Dr Harvey** similarly Interprets in verse the
new enthusiasm for the scientific method, which pervaded
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Cowley** generation:
Thus Harvey eou^t for truth in truth's own book
The Creatures, which by God hlmaelf was writ;
And wisely thought 'twas fit,
Mot to read commenta only upon It#
9ut on th# original Itself to look*
Methinks In Art's great circle others stand
Lock*t up together, hand In hand.
Everyone leads as he is led*
The same bare paths they tread,
$ * * * # #

Had Harvey to this road confln'd his wit.
His noble circle of the blood, had been untrodden
yet#
«^Ode upon Dr Harvey, at. 4
The influence of Perslus and Horace on Donne's Satire#
has been noted by many scholars; Ovid, Propertlus and
Tlbullus, the leading Latin eleglsts, also show influence
In the animal sensuality of Donne's Blezles.though dlreot
imitation or translation Is comparatively rare#^ Dona#
warn Inclined to discourage classical imitation as an over»*
worked poetic effort of his time; Cowley, on the other hand,
took delight In translating and imitating both Greek and
lAtln poets, and his wrk in this field is regarded by many
as his greatest success*

Donne had classical authority la

Ovid'8 Amores for expressing the sensual side of his nature
as revealed in the Eleaiea. %fhlch, with the Satires, are
his most classical fbrms;
The heavens rejoice in motion, why should I
Abjure my so UMCh lov'd variety*
And not with many youth and love divide?
Pleasure Is none. If not diversifi'd;
^ Pauline Aiken, The Influence §£ the Latin Eledsts.
University of Maine Studies, second series, Mo, 22 (Orono,
Maine, 1932), pp. 34-35; 10*.
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»# #

All thlnga do willingly In change delight#
The fruitful mother of our appatltei
...#Let no man tell me such à one Ig fair#
And worthy all alone my love to share*
# « #« *

I love her well, and would, if need were, die
To do her eerriee. But follows it that I
Must serve her only, when I may have choice
Of other beautiee, end in change rejoice?
The law is hard, and ehall not have my voice#
-«Elegy XVII, ve, 1*"25»
Donne based Satire IV upon a satire df Horace, but inter»
preted it into the Bnglidi atiwsphere, making an opportun
ity to criticiee Court followefa and informers; be followed
Horace in describing an encounter with a bores
«Towards me did run
A thing more strange, than on Nile*s slime, the sun
Ere bred; or all which into Noah*s ark came;
A thing which would have posed Adam to name*
####*#

More than ten Mollinsheds, or Halls, or Stowes*
Of trivial household trash he knows; he know#
When the Queen frown'd, or smll'd, and he knows what
A subtle statesman may gather of that;
He knows who loves; whom; and who by poison
Hastes to an office's reversion;
,,...,.3o I sigh, and sweat
To hear this Maceron talk: in vain; for yet,
Either my humor, or his own to fit#
He like a privileged #py, whom iwthlng can
Discredit, libels not 'gainst each great «m#
He names a price for every office paid;
He saith, our wars thrive 111, because delayed:
But the hour
Of mercy now was come; he tries to bring
Ke to pay a fine to scape his torturing.
And says, "Sir can you spare me*; I said, "Willingly";
"Nay, Sir, can you spare me a crown?" Thankfully I
Gave it as ransom^.*,
••Satire IV, vs. 17-20; 97*103î 116-123| 140*
145*
^ Orierson, Donne's Poetical Works. II, 117.
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Cowley'# translations or Imltationa Include the Anaereontlo#.
two Pindarics, and a nimber of translations of Ikrace,
Virgil, and Martial Included in his Easavs in PzTose and
Terse: his theory of free translation, which sonwtimes
followed merely the mood and general topic of a poem, ha#
been discussed.

As a nample of his light and lilting touch,

for which the Anacreontic# are often praised, I quote ^Th#
Epicure**; that the poem is obvious, trite, and superficial
is Anacreon's fault as well as Oowley*s:
Fill the bowl with rosie wine.
Around our temples roses twine#
And let us cheerfully aWiile,
Like the wine and roses «aile$
Crowned with roses we contemn
G]rge*s wealthy diadem#
Today is our#; what do we fear?
Today is ours; we have it here#
Let's treat it kindly, that it may
Wiah, at least, with us to stay.
Let's banish business, banish sorrow;
To t]^ Ck>d3 belong# tomorrow#
—The TSpicur#
The irregular form and eloquent tone of the Pindaric tran##
lations appears in Cowley's *Second Olympic i&de of Pindar*#
Queen of all Harmonious things,
Dancing words, aW speaking string#,
What god, **at hero wilt thou sing?
What happy man to equal glories bring?
Begin, begin thy noble choice.
And let the hills around reflect tne image of thy
voice.
»*The Second Olympic Ode, st# 1#
A few lines from Cowley's translations of Horace and Virgil
will serve to show his facility in turning Latin poetry
into heroic couplets, and also indicate his Augustan de
light in country life:
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Happy the man whom bounteous gods allow
With his own bands paternal grounds to plow*
Like the first goldar mortals happy he
j^om business and the pares of money free)
••»•

Prom all the cheats of law he lives secure,
Nor does the affronts of palaces endure,
"-Horace, Epodon* vs. 1-8
Oh happy, (If his happiness he knows)
The cotmtry simln, on whom kind heaven bestow*
At home all riches that wise nature needs;
Whom the just earth with easy plenty feed#*
Virgil, Georgics, vs. 1*4
Both Donne and Cowley translated passages of Scrip
ture into English verse, nforklng from the Latin texts»
Donne's five chapters of the Lamentations of Jeremiah show
that he was somewhat inhibited by his attempt at a close
rendering of the text, but have dignity, simplicity, and
something of the mournful quality of the original*
Now ia the crown falne from our head; and woe
Be unto us, because we*have sinned so»
For this our hearts do languish, and for this
Over our eyes a cloudy dimness is#
Why should*St thou forget us eternally?
Or leave us thus long in this misery:
Restore us Lord to thee, that so we may
Return and as of old, renew our day#
For ought*St thou, 0 Lord, despise us thus#
And to be utterly enraged at us?
—Lamentations of Jeremy, vs# 377-390#
Cowley, in his notes, observed that the style of Isaiah w&#
like the Pindaric in its bold figures and difficult connec
tions, and admitted having '^added a little and left out a
great deal* In aooordanoe with his usual method of trans#
lation. Cowley*s eloquence is apparent in these lines;
I see the sword of God brandisht above;
And from it strmans a dismal ray;
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I se® the seabb&rd east away.
How red anon with slaughter will it provef
How will it sweat and reek in blood#
Row will the searlet-glutton be o'ergorged with his
food
And devour all the mighty feast*
Nothing soon but bones will rest*
••The 34 Chapter of the Prophet Isaiah*
@t# 2*
In aooordanee with the custom of the day both poets
wrote obsequies on the deaths of noted people, which have
a tone of exaggerated flattery and implications of courting
favor — all of which Is distasteful to the modem mind.
The same may be said of some of Données Epistles and lyrics
to his patronesses; if they seem insincere, we must remem
ber that extravagant eulogy was ttw custom, and that to
some extent Donne was forced by desperation to write with
ulterior purposes.

As in the Anniversaries. however, the

mind of Donne grapples with the eternal problems suggested
by the death

of the particular person, so that the philo»

sophy to 8<»e extent redews the eulogy,

A passage which

shows both Donne's philosophising and his seeking favor is
taken from "Obsequies to the Lord Harrington, Brother to
the ÎMâf LucyI Countess of Bedford*; Grlerson calls this
"ingenious and tasteless," and tells that Donne admitted
in a later letter that the Countess paid his debts for
writing it,^
If looking up to God, or down to us,
Thou find that any way is pervious,
Twixt heav*n and earth, and that man's actions do
^ Grierson, Donne's Poetical Works. II, 206.
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Com# to your knowledge, and affections too,
See# and with joy^ me to that good degree
Of goodness grown, that I can stmdy thee^
And, by these meditations refla'd*
Can unapparel and enlarge iv mind*
And BO can make by thle eoft eostaey,
Thle place a map of heaven, myeelf of thee#
# #* # #

Thou at thle midnight eeeet me, and a# moon
Aa that Sun rleee to me, mldnl#t'8 noon,
All the world growe traneparent» and I #e$
Through all, both Church and State, In aeelng thee;
And I dlecem, by favor of thle light#
Myself# the hardeet object of the eight.
###**

Though Qod be our true glaee, through which we #e#
All, elnce the being of all thlnge la he#
Tet are the trunks which do to us derive
%lnge# In proportion fit# by perepectlve#
Deed# of good men; for by their living here#
Virtue#, Indeed remote, see® to be near.
""Obeequlee to the Lord Harrington, ve.
5.13; 2WO; 35-40.
A few of Cowley*e eleglee rank among hie flneet poeme#
for in them are expressed a truly experienced friendship#
one of the few emotional experiences of which Cowley was
capable#

Othere# mostly the product of hi# earlier years#

partake of the usual tasteless extravagance#

The following

lines are taken from his elegy on the poet Craahaw# to whom
Cowley had been a close friend;
Poet and saint* to thee alone are given
The two most sacred names of earth and Heaven.
The hardest and rarest union which can be
Next that of Godhead and hwanlty.
Long did the Muses banished slaves abide#
And built vain pyramids to mortal pride;
Like Moses thou (though spells and charms withstand)
Hast brought them nobly home back to their Holy Land#
Ray with the worst of heathen
(Vain men$ ) the monster waman
Find stars, and tie our fates
And Paradise in them# by whom

dotage# we
deify;
there in a face#
we lost It# place#
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Lô here I beg (I whom thou one* didst prove
So htîffibl® to @St#*», so good to love)
Rot that thy spirit might on m donblod be,
I ask but half thy mighty spirit for me#
And when my Nwse eomrs with so strong a wing,
•Twill leam of things divine, and first of thee to
sing,
••On the Death of Mr Crashaw, vs# l-ii
24^2^)69-74#
This passage incidentally shows something of Cowley*# feel*
Ing that Th# Kistr### wa# not his greatest achievement#

A

more typically eulogistic passage, and one exhibiting taste*
less ingenlousness, Is taken frwm "The Death of John Little
ton*,.who was drowned leaping into the water to save hi#
younger brother"*
And ehall these waters smile again? And play
About the shore, as they did yesterday?
#*#***

It Is unjust; black flood, thy guilt is more,
Sprung from his loss, than all thy watry store
Can give thee tears to mourn for*#....»
# # * # # #

What have I said?
pious rage hath been
Too hot, and acts Whilst It acuseth sin,
Thou*rt Innocent I know, still clear and bright.
Fit whence so pure a soul should take Its flight#
Weep then, sad flood; and though thou*rt Innocent
Weep because fate made thee her instrument#
And when long grief hath drunk up all thy store,
Cos» to our eyes, and we will lend thee more#
--Death of John Littleton, vs#
1-2; 7-9; 11-14; 61-64.

One virtue often admired in Donns's poetry Is its
logical unity coupled with logical analysis — a virtue also
apparent in Cowley's poetry, either as the result of imita
tion or as the product of a keenly intellectual mind. This

virtue is apparent in the elegies quoted above, though
marred by some overlngeniousness#

That logic and wit are
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not ineompatible with some lyric emotion is evident in such
poeme of Donne ae "The Plea,^ "Negative I,ove#" "The Pawid*»,"
"A Lecture Upon the Shadow," and "Self Love#" Cowley's "Ode,
Of %fit#" has often been cited aa an example of hie analytic
power; he Imitated Donnera "Negative Love" in the attwnpt
to define wit by negativea, and hi# imitation of Longino#
haa previouely been diacuaeed,

Lyrica Arom The Miatreaa

which ahow eapecially Oowley*a logical mind at work are
"WMLtten in Juice of Lemon," "The Wiah," "The Bargain," and
the companion lyrica "For Hope" and "Againat Mope#" The
whole volume, The K^atreaa. ia in a aenae a logical tour
force, an analyaia of varioua aapecta of love, varioua
attitude# which a lover mi^t aaaume toward a conaiatently
"coy mistress#" Two brief «potations may serve to ahow
both the quality of logic and a caae of Cowley*a direct
imitation;
If that be aimply perfecteat
Which can by no way be expressed

If

I:::/;

If any who deciphera beat,
What we know not, ourselves, can know.
Let him teach ma that nothing; this
As yet my eaae and cwmfort ia,
Thou(^ I apeed not, I cannot miaa#
—Negative Love, va# 10*16$
Tis not such lines as almost crack the stage
When Bajaaet begins to rage.
Nor a tall metaphor in the bombast way,
Nor the dry chips of short luag'd Seneca#
Nor upon all things to obtrude.
And force some odd aimilituda.
What is it then, which like the Power Divine
We only can by Negatives define?
-•Ode, Of Wit, at# 7#
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Cowley's last lines of this same poem *Aow an imitation of
Bon Jonson*s *0n Lwey Gountoos of Bedford,^ In which, after
attempting to demeribe mn idoal woman, he oonol%dea:
My Muse bade, Bedford write, and that waa ehe*
Oowley uaea the aame deviee to conclude hia attmq^t to de»
fine Mit;
And if any aak me the»*
What right thing wit. and height of geniua la,
1*11 only ahow yonr linea, and #ay"*Tla Thia$"
yqrther examplea of Gowley^a iudLtation of Donne may he
auffioient to illnat%»te the imitative nature of hia talent#

The quotation from Donne*a Bletv. given above, contains the
pun on the word "die," meaning intercouree. In Cowley*a
"The Monopolyhe makea the aame pun;
3o rnmet^a revenge to me, that I
Upon my foe would gladly die,
**The Monopoly# va# 17*1#.
Cowley's "Elegy on the Death of Mrs Anne Whitfield" begina
"She's dead"; here we have an echo of Donne's repeated line
in "The First Anniversary," "3he, she is dead; she's dead#.#
(v. Ii3i et passim.) and also of "The Diasolution," which
begins with "She's dead#"
A number of Cowley's poems start with a sudden con*
versatlonal remark, the tone and rhythm of which are
reminiscent of Donne's Songs and Sonneta or Elealea:
Cowley* "?or heavw's sake, what do you mean to do?";
Donne* "For Godsake, hold your tongue, and let me love";
Cowley#

21)
I thought, 1*11 «wear, I eould have lov#*d no more
Than I had don® before;

Donne»
Me thinks I lied ell winter, when I ewore
My love was Infinite^ If spring makes It more#
Cowley*"Here take my llkenees with you, whilst 'tis so";
Donne*
Cowley*
Donne-

"Here, take my picture; thouf^ I bid farewell*;
**Go bid the needle his dear north forsake*;
*Go and catch a falling star*; Colley expresses #n

Augustan generality In somewhat the same form as Donne*#
personal warning*

Oowley»

Take heed, take heed, thou lovely maid,
Nor be by glittering Ills betrayed;
DonneTake heed of loving me.
At least remember I forbade It thee#
Cowley's poem *Platonlc Love* expresses the same Idea of the
Interdependence of body and soul which Donne expresses In
*The Ecstasy*#

Cowley again states flatly as a generality,

an Intellectual concept, what to Donne was a personal
philosophy, the result of Intellectual and emotional struggle
and the Inspiration for a powerful metaphysical poem;
Indeed I must confess.
When souls mix 'tis an happiness;
But not complete till bodies too combine.
And closely as our minds together join;
# # * # # #

for a pmrfect love Implies
Love in all capacities#
That souls do beauty know,
'Tie to the bodies* help they owe;
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—Platonic Love, vs* 1-41 13-14î 22»23»
Bot 0 al*8. ao long, ao far
Our bodies lAy do we forbaar?
They are oura. though tbay ara not we, we are
The intelllgancea, they the aphere*
We owe them thanka, becauae they thua*
Did ua. to ua, at flrat convey.
Yielded their foraea, eenae, to ua.
Nor are droaa to ua, Wt allay#
«$##

3o muat pure lovera* aoula deaeend
T*affectlona, and tofacultlaa*
Which aenae may reach and apprehend,
Blae a great Prince In priaon Ilea#
To*our bodies turn we then, that ao
Weak men on love reveal* d may look.
Love*a mysteries In aoula do grow.
But yet the body la his book#
-*The Kcataay, va# 49»$6; 6$-72#
The last two po«as show very well the difference be*
twemi Cowley*a intellectual and theoretical approach to
the problems of love, and Donne*a paaalonate intellectual
grappling*

A few of Donne*# Songa an^ Sonnet a are aa

intellectually ingenious aa any of Cowley's poaaa, l&dk
nearly all show intensity of feeling and the stamp of deep
ly realiaed experience.

One of Donne*a wittily ingenioua

atanaaa is taken from ^Gommmnity"*:
But they are oura as fruits are oura,
He that but taatea, he that devour#.
And he that lea%#a all doth aa well*
Changed lovea are b%t changed aorta of meat.
And whan he hath the kernel eat.
Who doth not fling away the ahezl?
—Community, at# 4#
In contrast to thia witty cynicimg la Donne's poem to hia
wife, "The Annlveraarie*:
All kings, and all their favorite#.
All glory of honors, beauties, wlta.
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Th# sun itself, which makes times, as they pas#.
Is elder by a year, now, than It was
When you and I first one another saw;
All other things to their destruction draw.
Only our love hath no decay;
This, no tomorrow hath, nor yesterday.
Running It Mver runs from us awny#
But truly keeps his first, last, everlasting day#
«—The Anniversary, st, 1#
A stanaa from Cowley*a "The Passions" shows his Ingenuity,
and also his habit of stating generalities:
From hate, fear, hope, anger, and enyy free.
And all the passions else that be$
In vain I boast of liberty.
In vain this state a freedom call:
Since I have love* and love Is all*
3ot that I am, who think It fit to brag.
That 1 have no disease besides the plagùef
••The Passions, st# 1#
One of Cowley*s more serious declarations, but still con
ventional, is "The Soul":
If mine eyes do e*er declare
They have seen a second thing that*s fair;
Or ears, that they have music found,
Besides thy voice, In any sound;
If my taste do ever meet
After thy kiss, with ought that*s sweet;
If my abused touch allow
Aught to be smooth or soft, but you;
If, what seasonable springs
Or the eastern summer brings.
Do mqr #mell persuade at all.
Aught perftme but thy breath to call;
If all my senses* objects be
Not contracted unto thee.
And so through thee more powerful pass
As beams do throu^ a burning glass;
If all things that in Nature are
Either soft, or sweet, or fair.
Be not in thee so*epltwd^#ed.
That naught material*s not comprised,
N&y I as worthless seem to thee
As all but thou appears to me#
••%e Soul, St# 1*
The complexity of Donne's wit, the ability to milntain

more than one attitude, la one of his le^ortant baee# of
appeal#

"Twickenham Garden** ehowe thle complexity: Donne

here Is paying a gracious compliment to hla patronee#,
knowing she will take hie protestatlone In the eplrlt In
which he makee them, and yet wlehlng that their anitt&al
affection and respect might be eomethlng more# making fun
of the Petrarchan cliches, and employing Biblical figure#
ae love Imagery*
Blaated with alghe and eurrounded with tears,
Hither I come to #eek the eprlng*
And at mine eyee, and at mine ears,
Receive euch balme, am else cure everything;
# * * **

And that thle place may thoroughly be thought
True Pai%dlse, I have the eerpent brought*
#» » *

0 perverse se%, where none Is true but she,
Who*# therefore true, because her truth kills me,
—Twlckenhaw: Garden, vs. 1*4; 7-6; 26-27#
A similar complexity appears In *The Funeral,* "The Relique,"
and "The Dampe," the first two of which speak of the love*»
token, a strand of hair, found on a burled body, and the
third of the mistress* picture being found In a lover's
heart during an autopsy, combine protestation# of eternal
affection with the shuddering dread of death and dissolu
tion; "The Relique," in the middle of a shudder over an
open grave, Inserts a joke about women*# chastity, and then
goes on to tell of a truly Platonic love. Donne accepted
the resurrection of the physical body as a tenet of the
Church, but was puzzled about the problems Involved in re
assembling the atoms; this lugubrious puszlwnent enter#
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Incidentally into bis "Obaequy to Lord Harrington*" ae #
eompariaon to the difficulty of eorting out the gentleman**
virtue#;
And ae if man feed on man'a fleeh, and eo
Part of hi8 body to another owe,
Yet at the last two perfect bodie* rise»
Becanee God know* wfhere every atom llee#*,#
—Obsequy to lord Harrington, va*
53*56.
The Sonnet ^'At the Round Earth's Imagined Gomera,«* ahow#
the eame puamlement and aleo the claah betwewi thm Coper*
nican and Ptolemaic aetronomie#, yet turn* to a beautiful
p%%yer of panitence, all in fourteen line*;
At the round earth*a imagined eomera, blow
Tour trumpet8, Angels, and arise, arise
Prom death, you numberlee* infinities
Of aouls, and to your scattered bodies go#*#
—Sonnet 71%, vs* 1*4#
Cowley borrowed the idea of the scattered atoms for
his Pindaric on *%e Resurrection," but his handling of it
is rather glib and analytical, except for the line about the
naked, shivering soul, which suggests metaphysical coaplex*
ityx
Whom thunder's dismal noise,
And all that Prophets and Apostles louder spake*
And all the creatures' plain conspiring voice,
Gould iwt whilst they liv'ea, awake,
Thi* mightier wund shall make
When Dead t'eriw*
And open tcMsbs, and open eye*
To the long sluggards of five thousand years#
This mightier aownd shall make its hearers ears#
Then shall the scattered atoms crowding com#
Back to their ancient home.
Some from birds, from fishes some,
Some from earth, and some from sea*^
Some from beasts, and some from trees*
Some descend from clouds on high.
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Some from metals upwards fly#
And where th* attending aoul naked, and ahlverlmg
atand#,
Meet, salute, and join their hand##
There 1# Intellectual Ingenuity in the play of idea# in th#
first line#, the deaf living eoula agpilnat the dead to whom
the final trump glvea ear#; but in the description of the
gathering atom# the writer aeem# more concerned with hi#
Auguetan antithesis and balance than with the complexity of
the problem#

The last stanza of this poem takes off on a

discussion of the writing of Pindaric# %Alch has no plac#
in the main thmae, though it ehoif# Cowley*s sense of
humorous selfMxbservatlon, and his consciousness of hi#
audience; here is a case of poetic inconsistency rather
than the compleadty of attitude characteristic of Donne*s
wit*
Stop, stop, mxy Muse, allay thy vigorous heat,
Kindled at a hint so great#
Hold thy Pindaric Pegasu# closely In,
Which does to rage begin#,*.*
#*#**

*Tis an unruly, and a hard*mouth*d horse,
# # # **

Disdains the servile law of any settled pace#
Conscious and proud of his own natural force*
* Twill no un^dllful touch endwe.
But flings %#rlter and reader too that alts not sure#
Granted that digressions were one characteristic of Pindaric
a display of personal vanity hardly fits in with the Re#
surrectlon*
Another case of Cowley*s intellectual ingenuity, and
simulated emotion, appear# in "The Change," the first stansa
of lAlch contains some of his most pleasing lyric lines:
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Love In her eunny eyee doe* bamklng play;
Love walke the pleaaant masea of her hair;
love doea on both her lipa forever stray;
And sows and reaps a thousand kisses ther##
In all her outwai^ parts lovers always seen;
But, oh, he never went within#
Within love's foes, his greatest foes abide*
Malice. Inconstancy, and pride#
So the earth's face, trees, herbs, and flowers do
dress,
With other beauties numberless#
But at the center, darkness Is, and Bell;
There wicked spirits, and there the damned (Well*
#*#*$

Oh take my heart, and by that means you'll prove
Within^ too, stor'd enough of love:
Give me but yours, 1*11 by that change so thrive*
That Love in all my parts shall live#
So powerful is this change, it render can*
My outside woman, and your inside man#
—The Change, st* 1$ 2, & 4*
While Cowley shows a certain Ingenious complexity at
times, the thougiht Itself rarely plunges to the probing
depths which give Donne's poetry such a powerful appeal in
our day*

We feel the depth of Donne's objective and sub

jective insight, his penetrating view of the world, both
physical and spiritual, and of himself#

The probing quality

of his intellect is perhaps moat apparent In his Divine
Poems, the Anniversaries, the third Satire, and some of his
Songs and Sonnets. His third Satire discusses the question
of religious liberty and the philosophical problems posed
by the new science; one is impressed by Donne's a%fareneas
of the undermining implications of the new ideas, and by
his sane broadmlndedness, and yet his serious realisation
of the problem#.
Flesh (itself's death) and joys which flesh can
taste,
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Thou loveat; and thy fair goodly soul, which doWh
Give this fleah power to taat* joy, thou dost lo*th.
Seek true religion, 0 Where?*.....-Phoqgh
falsehood be
Bear twlna, yet truth a little elder 1#;
Be busle to seek her, believe me thle,
He*8 not of none, nor worst, that seeks the best*
#..**Doubt wisely^ In strange way
To stand inquiring right. Is not to stray*
To sleep, or run wrong. Is. On a huge hill,
Gragged, and steep# Truth stands, and he that will
Reach her, about must, and about mast go;
And what the hlll*s suddenness resists, win so#
# # * # *

Hard deeds, the bodies pains; hard knowledge
The minds endeavors reach, and mysteries
Are like the sun, dasmllng, yet plain to all eyes#
Satire HI, vs# 40*43»
In "The First Anniversary* Donne is psychological, witty,
and serious*
Thou knew'st how ugly a monster this world is;
And lAarn*st thus much by our Anatomy,
That here Is nothing to enamor thee*
And that, not only faults in Inward parts.
Corruptions In our brains, or in our hearts,
Poisoning the fountains, whence our actions spring,
Bndanger us: but that If everything
Be not done fltly'and in proportion#
To satisfy wise, and good lookers-on,
(Since most men be such as most think they be)
They*re loathsom# too, by this deformltle*
For good, and well, mmst in our actions meet;
Wicked is not much worse than Indiscrete#
-"The First Anniversarle, vs, 326"33&*
Compared with Donne's probing within and without, Cowley
seems to the modern mind superficial, platitudinous, and
easily pleased with ideas, without being fblly aware of
their implications; his poem quoted above on the ]&oydL
Society and on Dr Harvey are examples of Cbwley*s typical
attitude*

His Augustan satisfaction with reason appears

in his poem "Reason, the Use of It in Divine Matters*#
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Some blind themselvea, *caw3e possibly they may
B* led by othara a right way;
# * # #

When we truat men ooneerning God, we Wbea
Trast not God ooneerning men#
# * » * *

Vieions and inspirations some expect
Their oooree here to direct;
#####*

Sometimes their faneies they 'hove reason set*
And fast, that they may dream of meat#
•>•••••

In vain, alas, these outward hopes are tried;
Reason within#* o*r only goide.
Reason, which (God be prals*d*) still walks, for all
ita old Original Pall*
And since itself the boundless Godhead joinTd
With a reasonable mind*
It plainly shows that mysteries Divine
May with o*r reason join*
Thoiigh reason cannot through faith *8 mysteries see,
It sees that there and such they be;
Leads to HeaT#ens door, and there does humbly keep,
And there through chinks and key^holea peep*
--Reason, at. 1, 2, ), &, & 6*
Cowley** "Ode to Mr Hobs" likewise shows his easy acceptance
of new ideas:
Vast bodies of philosophy
I have often seam and read,
But all are bodies dead.
Or bodies by art fashioned;
I never yet the living soul could see
Bat in thy books and thee*
tfis only God can know
Whether the fair idea thou dost show
Agree entirely with his own or no*
This I dare boldly tell,
*Tis so like truth 'twill serve our turn a# well*
—To Mr RobB-#st* 1#
As Donne's wit is complex and his thought penetrating,
so his language has the power of suggestion, *after-sense,*
a richness of metaphor that implies more than it says; iNWL*
effect may be brought about by the breadth of iaaglHation,
by the suggestion of symbolic meaning, by sly innuendo <xr
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by plays on worda#

Though Cowley's poetry la load#* T*1U&

conceits, the comparisons and suggestions are more obvloB#
and less teasing to the Imagination, and certain metaphor#
are worn to death#

Much more frequently, too, than La

Donne** poetry, one finds the simple, flat atatemmnt.

On#

of Donn#*s suggestive metaphors was the comparison of man
to the universe, the microcosm to the macrocosm, an Idea
which carries a wealth of imaginative suggestion#

"The

Qood-morrow,* "The Sun Rising," and "A Valediction; of
Weeping," use this metaphor, as does the Sonnet "I Am a
Little World Made Cunningly#*
Thou sun art half as happy'as we,
la that the world's contracted thus;
Thine age asks ease, and since thy duties be
To warm the world, that'd one In warming us#
Shine here to us, and thou art everywhere;
This bed thy center is, these walls, thy sphere.
-*Th@ 3un Rising, vs. 25*30»
"The Cross* makes use of the symbol and all its associated
meaning, and also plays on the meanings of the word*
Then doth the Cross of Christ work fruitfully
Within our hearts, when w* love harmlessly
That Cross's pictures mmoh, and with more oar#
That Cross's children, which our Crosses are*
--The Cross, vs# 61-64*
Compared with Donne's power of suggestion Cowley'» poetpy
is often clever, but obvious and sometimes trite#

"Beauty"

tells of the various weapons nature affords animals and
men, then says women's weapon Is beauty:
And yet what flame, what lightning e'er
3o great an active force did bear?
They are all weapon, and they dart
like Porcupines from every part*
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Who e&n* alaa, their strength expreae,
Arm'd, %hen they themselves undresa*
Cap-a-ple with nakedaesm?
--Beauty* vs* 17~23#
I woader what the grave and wlee
Think of all us that love;
#»**#

Another ftom my Mistreas* door
8aw me with eyes all watry eome;
Ror oould the hidden cause explore.
But thought some amoke waa in the room;
3uch ignorance from unbounded learning came;
He knew tears made by smoke, but not by flame,
-^Resolved to Love, st# 1 & 3*
In hie poem "On the Death of Mrs Katherine Phillips,*
Cowley is more serious, but still ingenious and rather
obvious#

The story is all there in the words and we are

satisfied rather than challeqged;
Ro violent passion could an entrance find,
Into the tender goodness of her mind;
Through walla of stone those fUrlous bullets m*y
Force their impetuous way;
When her soft breast they hit, powerless and dead
they lay*
# * # # # # #

As when a prudent man does once perceive
That in some foreign country he must live.
The language and the manners he does strive
To understand and practice here.
That he may eoiw no stranger there#
So well Orlnda did herself prepare
In this much different clime for her remove
To the glad world of Poetry and Love*
«—On the Death of Mrs Katherine Phillips,
at, 4 & 5#
The suggestiveness of Donne's imagery is enhanced by
the interplay of images with each other, the logical or
psychological connections between different images, or by
the use of one basic metaphor throughout a poem* %us hi#
imagery is structural often the framework on which the
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poem is built#

"The Valediction Forbidding Mourning,*

which haa pefhape been cited more often then any other poem
ae the model of its type, exhibits the subtle psychological

connection between the various images.

First the undemons*

trative parting of the lovers is compared to a quiet death;
"profanation* and "laiety" suggest a sacredness in their
love, like the death of a virtuous man; *tear-floods* and
"sigh*tempests* suggest the ocean and atmosphere which will
separate the lovers, but also prepare for the next figure^
the comparison of an earth»quake to the motion of the spheres,
which is quiet and innocent, like the virtuous death, or
like the dignified parting; also the spheres suggest heaven,
a connection ifith the Idea of sacred love; "sublunary* tlea
in with the cosmic notion of the spheres, and also with the
sea and atmosphere baokgMund of the flood and tempests;
"elemented" is a play on the idea of elements — again the
flood, tempest, earthquake connection; it may also prepare
for the word "refined" In the next stanza; the lovers* relationshlp Is refined like gold, which can be extended with
out breaking; the idea of extension picks up the cosmic
figures again, as does "airy thinness"; "two souls which
are one," reminds us of the sacred relationgdiip again; the
famous "compass" image then round out the poem, very in
geniously developed in itself, but also echoing the mov*"
ment of the spheres, as the finished circle, the symbol
of perfection in their love also suggests the moon, the
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#arth, and the epheree; and the final line brlnge out xiot
only the return of the lover, but the gentle union of the
Boul with God, the figure of the firet stanaa#

Mo doubt

there are other eonnectione and suggeetiona in thia Imagery#
"@t Lucie*a Day" haa the basic imagery of the change of
aeaaone, with the imagery of alchemy alao emphaaiming the
aenae of reduction to nothingneaa which the lover feele at
his loss*

"love*8 Infiniteneas,*' is baaed on the Platonic

ideas of the Ideal or the All;

"A Lecture on the Shadow*

is developed on the image of the shortening shadow at
noon; Mlymn to God the Father** is unified logically through
the successive prayers for forgiveness, and also by the
close parallelism of sentence structure* by the tijg(bt rhyme
scheme, and by the repeated pun on the poet*# name and
poasibly on his wife's, Anne More (as has been recently
suggested to me);
When thou has done, thou has not done.
For I have more.
Cowley's "Hymn to Light* is a series of developed
images that show a certain degree of suggestive connection*
as between the golden shower of Jove, the golden arrows,
the rainbow, the moon, night and its creatures, the painted
landscape and the colors of the flowers, the stream, the
lake, and the ocean of light.

For the most part Cowley*#

poems are merely a seMes of stansas without close connec*
tions between the imagery; the logical structure of the
po«s# is apparent, but the imaginative interweaving of
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Imagery is not. The poem "Beauty** (not the eame one aa
quoted above) has a large number of vigorous images, some
of which are briefly developed# but there 1# little oonneo#*
tion between the imagery of different atanmaat

Beauty la

an ape, a flatterer, Babel, love's eeene and masquerade,
coin, active, paaalve 111, tulip, flamee but meteors, not
atara, Uvea in fancy, conqueata, thaw, fever, tyrant,
thief, murderer and Devil, all In thlrty^alx llnea#

À»

Oowley explained, one atriking quality of the Pindarica
waa their sudden digressions; the one cited above, between
the Resurrection and Pindaric verse, la a sample of dl*
gresslon which the modem mind does not appreciate.

An

example of decorative imagery from the Pindaric, "The Plag
ues of Egypt,* Illustrate# the aelf*conseious dragging-ln
of inappropriate detail which here aplls the intended mood
of awe:
Serpents in Egypt's monstrous land.
Were ready still at hand,
And all at the Old Serpent's first command.
And they too gap'd, and they too hist,
And they their threatening tails did
twist.
But straight on both the Hebrew»8erpent flew
Broke both their active backs, and both it slew*#.
—.The Plagues of Egypt, at. 4*

The description of the Devil in Davldela. Book I, has a
similarly comic note; the Devil has been upbraiding hi#
followers;
Oh my lll*changed condition* oh my fate*
Did I lose Heaven for this?
With that, with hie long tail he lashed his breast.
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And horribly spok© out in looks the rest.
No hie» of anakea, no clank of chaîna waa known#
And aouls amid their torturea durât not groan.
"M.Davldaia, Book I#
And all Cowley'a generalities about the impreaalveneaa of
the Devil iA thla acene fall to Impreaa me. Cowley had an
Ingenlow wit, and at times a aenae of humor, bot in thla
eaae he failed to reallme that he waa being al^ly e<xalo*
Though Donnera approach waa usually intellectual or
emotional, there are tlmwa «Aen he shows definite sensuous
perception; this is especially true in posas dealing with
sexual passion, especially the Elegies.where he shows a
genuine sensuous delight*
Tour gown going off, such beauteous state reveals,
As when from flowery meads the•hills shadow steals,
•••»

License my roving hands and let them go..,#
# » » #

As souls unbodied, bodies unclothed must be
To taste full joys#
—Elegy in, vs. 13.14; 25; 34^35.
In M%e Storm" Donne describes the coming of the %#ind:
Mildly it kissed our sails, and fresh and sweet,
As to a stomach starved, whose in®ides meet.
Meat comes, it came.
#**##

«««did the gale
Like shot, not fear'd till felt, our aalles assail*
*"*The Storm, vs. IB-20; 29#30#
Prom "The Apparition"

Bathed in a cold, quicksilver sweat will lie
A veryer ghost than I,
•••the Apparition, vs. 12*13#
"The Ecstasy" tells of lovers, with cemented hands, seeing
their reflections in eaeh other's eyea; and "The Valediction:
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of Weeping** guggeete the reflection in a tear#

"Now I have

drink thy aweet salt tear a" from Mfitohoraft by Picture*
oompletea a few examples which ahow the range and preoiaion
of Donnera aenauona imagery when he chose to use it#
Cowley ia even leas inclined than Donne to give pre*
ciae aenaationa in hia poetry; he deala in generalitiea or
naea worda which might give aenaationa with a double meaning*
such aa heat, cold, fire, ice, fever, darbwaa ligMy Phyaic
all of theae loae their aenauoua (piality by being interpreted into aapecta of love. The deacription of Envy aa
one of the fienda in Hell introducea a number of detaila
conventionally intmided to produce a ahudder, but thia ia
not the aama aa aenauoua experience*
.....her black locka hung long
Attired with curling aerpenta, her pale akin
Waa almost dropped from the aharp bonea ifithin,
And at her breast stuck vipers which did prey
Her garmenta were deep stained with human gore.
And torn with her own handa, in lAich aha bore
A knotted whip, and bowl, that to the brim
Did with greed gall and juice of wormwood awim*
^"fDavideia, Book I,
Donnais Elegiea I and %III which deacribe a jealous husband
and a jealous woman are much more precise and human in their
detaila, having the flavor of modern Maliam rather than of
classical mythology:
Nor when he awollen, and pai^ered with great fare,
3ita down, and anorta, caged in Ms basket chair,
Must we usurp hia own bed any awre.
Nor kiss and lay in his house aa before,
—Elegy I, vs. 21-24#
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To vomit gall In #lam!er^ #%#*11 her velna
With calumny that Hall Itself dlmdalnm,
#*##*

Her hands, I know not how, used more to spill
The food of other*, than heraelf to fill.
-^Elegy IIII,
3^4; a#22.
The above example* ahow the preolalon of Donne*#
tooabulary, which is remarkable In all hla Imagery; when
u@ uaed flgurea from law, phlloaojgAy, medicine, geography,
religion, he uaed the term* in the exact aenae which they
had in hi* day, a* the following example* may indicate*
Since to be gratioua (full of grace)
Our tagk 1* treble, to
bear, and do
•
•** *

Prom indlacraet humility $
Which might be acandaleua.
And ca*t reproach on Chriatianlty,
Prom being spiea, or to *plea pervioua,
Prom thirst, or acorn of fame, deliver us*
##*$#*

When want, sent but to tame, doth war
And work deapair a breach to enter in#$#
—The Litany, vs. 12-24; 149*153î 1*3164.
I aaid, if any title be
Conveyed by thle, Ah, what doth it avail,
To be the fortieth name in an entail?
**i,ove** Diet, V*, 22»24#
Verae embalma virtue; *and tomb* or throne* of rime#,
Preserf# frail transitory fame, a* mwch
A# spice doth bodle# from corrupt airs touch.
Mine are short*.llv«d| the tincture of your mm
Oreatea in them, but diaaipate* a* fkat,
New spiritas for strong agent* with the same
Force that doth warm and cherlah, u# do waate;
Kept hot with strong extract*, no bodle* laat.
••To the Countess of Bedford, va. 13-20#
Cowley** vocabulary wa* not uaually ao preciae, though he
often ahowed hla knowledge of mathmeatica, medicine, and
acience in hi* imagery. He tenda more frequently toward
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the broader Aoguetan generality,

A fairly preolee neage

appear8 in the following complaint to hie Muaet
When my new mind had no infusion known*
Thou gav^st so deep a tincture of thine own,
That ever einoe I vainly try
To wamh away th* inherent dye#
••The Complaint, st# 7#
In hie "Ode to Dr SearWrough* Cowley showed his knowledge
of diseases, but lost precision by poetieisi%%; this powa
was the source of some accusations of indecency:
The inundations of all liquid pain#
And deluge dropsy thou do'est drain#
Fevers so hot that one would say
Thou might at as soon Hell'^fires allay
(The danm*d scarce more incurable than they)
Thou dost so temper, that we find
Like gold the body but refin'd;
No uxAealthful dross behind*
Here he takes care of the ague and kidney
stones#)
The Indian son of lust, (that foul disease
Which did on this his new*found world but lately
seise;
Yet since a tyrany has planted here#
As wide and cruel as the Spaniard there)
Is so quite rooted out by thee.
That tny patients sew* to be
Restored not to health only, but virginity#
# # * # #

What need there here repeated be by me
The vast and barbarous lexicon
(Why, indeed?)
Of man's infirmity?
»# #**

let Nature and let Art do what they please.
When all's done, Life's an incurable disease#
•*To Dr Scarborough, st# 2, 3, & 6*
Cowley's vocabulary was heavily weighted with broad, general
terms, which he preferred to more precise and exact ones;
here he subscribed to lAat the BM)derh mind, devoted to the
precise detail as fostered by Romanticism and Imagima, sees
as the fallacy of Classicism

that the general is more
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widely true and universally Interneting than the particmlar#
The dlatinetlon holds gp>od for vocabulary ae well aa for
idea# and characters; the following quotation from "The
Inconstant* showe Cowley*s use of the non-specific term:
I never yet could see a face
Which had no dart for me;
Prom fifteen years to fifty space#
They all victorious be*
Love, thou'rt a Devil; if I may call thee one#
For sure in me thy name is legion*
••« #

Ny soul at first indeed did prove
Of pretty strength against a dart;
Till I this habit got of love;
But my consumed and wasted heart
Once burnt to tinder with a strong desire.
Since that by every spark is set on fire.
—The Inconstant, at. 1 & ?•
*Brutus* also illustrates Cowley*s penchant for abstrac*
tions and Latin derivatives:
Excellent Brutus, of all human race,
The best till Rature was improved by Grace,
Till men above themselves Faith raised more
Then Reason above beasts before#
Virtue was thy life*# center, and from thence
Did silently and constantly di*q)ense
The gentle, vigorous influence
To all the wide and fair circumference,
—Irutus,. St. 1.
Volumes have been written on the power of Sonne*s
prosody, on his playing the variations of speech rhythm#
a^inst the basic iambic, and on his substituting of
trochees and spondees at points of eBq>hasis, thereby increasing the emotional and intellectual impact of his
verse.

The ''roughness* for Wiich he %fas so long condemned

is now seen by the modem critic as a unique quality of
his art#

His variations have the effect of slewing down the
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reading of his llnea, especially when groiipg of eoneonant#
add their weight to long vowela and help to produce eome*
thlzig of the effect of Latin quantitative veree.
few examples can be given here#

Only a

A few lines from "The

Storm* Illustrate the tenalon and struggle of the ship*#
rigging In the wind, almost the lurching of the boat*
Then note they the ships slckneases, the mast
Shak^d with this ague* and the hold and wast
Vlth a salt dropsy clog^d^ and all our taaklinga
Snapping like too*hlgh*str#tched treble etrlnga*
"««The 3torm, vs# 53*5o#
The rhythm of speech is apparent In the beginnings of many
of Données Songs and Sonnets, as well as in his heroic
couplets, the meter of most of his Satires. Bpistles. Eleeies.
end ObseouieSA His sonnet, "The Token", begins with an
accented syllable, but is otherwise regular in meter, and
yet in the word order of ordinary speech:
Send me some token, that my hope may live.
Or that
eaaless thoughts may sleep and rest.
"Twickenham Garden" begins with a line that is almost dacty*
lie in meter, so that the two verbals gain emphasis Arom
the variation, as does "hither" in the next line*
Blasted with sighs and surrounded with tears.
Hither I come to seek the spring.
And at mine eyes, and at mine ears.
Receive such balms as else cure everything#
The "mine eyes" and %:ine ears" gain by being spondaic,
and also in contrast to the light syllables lAich make up
the rest of the line; the final line flows into regular
meter, suitable to the thou^t expressed*
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Few poems have the power and weight of plled*up
sledge-hammer syllables sueh as appear in the Holv 3oaaet.
^Better My Keazi;*, and in few poeais does the metrical
variation contribute more to the effect of passitmate
struggle;
Batter my heart, three person^d God; for, yon
As yet but knock, Ixreathe, shine, and seek to mend;
That I may rise and stand, overthrow me*and bend
Your force to break, blow, burn, and make me new,
I, like an usunxt town, to'another due,
labor to*admlt you, but Oh, to no end,
Reason your viceroy in me, me should defend.
But is captived, and proves weak or untrue#
Tet dearly I loved you,'and would be loved fain,
But am betrothed unto your enemy:
Divorce me,'untie, or break that knot again,
Take me to you, imprison me, for I
Bxcept you*enthrall me, never shall be free,
Nor ever chaste, wcept you ravish m*#
Compared with the power of such a po#m, Oowley^s eloquence
at its best is sheer bombast. Previous quotations, e#*
pecially from the Ode# and Pindaric# illustrate this lofty,
if somewhat wind-blown, quality; the Restoration called
for particular effort in this type of verse;
Come forth, come forth, ye men of God belov'd.
And let the power now of the flame*
Which against you so impotent became.
On all your enemies be proved.
Come, mighty Charles, desire of nations, come;
Gome you triumphant Exile, home#
He's come; he's safe at shore; I hear the noise
Of a whole land which does at once rejoice,
I hear th'united people's sacred voice,
—Ode upon His Majesty's Eesboration
and Return, st, 16,
The irregularity of the Pindaric# was more a matter of line
length and scattered rhyme than irregularity of scansion,
though variations occur, especially to emphasise the first
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word of a atanaa,

Cowley's heroic couplets were an effort

in the direction of the regular closed couplet; ocoaaionàl
substitutions do lend emphasis, but his lines in general
run fairly amoothly.

The following passage illustratea

not only Cowley's monotonous handling of the heroic coup*
let, but also his conventional piety, and his selfMxms*
clous appeal for fame*
Thou, who didst David's royal stem adorn,
And gav'st him birth from whom thyself %ma't ooyn.
Who didst in triumph at death's court appear,
And slew'St him with thy nalla, thy Cross, and spear,
While Hell's black Tyrant trembled to behold,
The glorious light he forfeited of old*
Who Reav'ns glad burden now, and justeat pride,
Sit'St high enthron'd mwxt thy great Father's side,
# # # # # #

ISv'en thou my breast with such bleat rage Inapire
As moved the strings of tuneful David's lyre$
Guide my bold steps with thine old travelling
flame.
In these untrodden paths to saer*d fame;
lo with pure hands thy heav'enly fircc;
take.
My well-chang'd Muse I a chaste Vestal makef
From earth's vain joys and love's soft ifitchcraft
free,
I consecrate my Magdalene to Theei
lo, this great work, a temple to thy praise.
On polished pillar* of strong verse I raiae#
# # # # *

Too long the Muses' lands have heathen bean;
Their gods too long were dev'ils, and virtues dUi;
But thou. Eternal Word, hast call'd forth m#
Th' Apostle to convert the world to thee:
T'unbind the charma that in soft fables lie
And teach that Troth is truest poesy#
*mDavidais, Book I#
Accept for the Davideis. most of Cowley's religious poetry
was translation of others' writings in classical language#
br Biblical narrative, as in **The Plagues of Egypt." None
show the intense religious emotion and struggle apparent
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In Donne. "The Puritan and the Papist** shows Cowley'e uee
of satire for religious argument; with a sort of tmder*
graduate cockiness he wittily refuted the positions of the
opponents of the Anglican Ghiireh*

(The poem is addressed

to the Puritans)*
They In a foreign, and unknown tongue pray,
You in an unknown sense your prayers sayx
3o that this difference *twlxt ye does ensue,
Pools understand not them, nor wise men you.
They an unprofitable seal have got.
Of Invocatlng saints that hear them not#
*Twere well you did so; nought may more be fear'd
In your fond prayers, than that they should b#
heard*
--The Puritan and the Papist, vs*
$9*66.
Perhaps part of the grip of Donne's poetry on the
imagination of our time has been Its portrayal of the
**naked, thinking heart,* the undeniable picture of a fa#»
clnatlng personality speaking through his poetrv of all
types, from the most cynical to the most devout; yet for all
he revealed, we still feel his awareness of his own com
plexity and his effort to know himself,
I am two fools, I know.
For loving, and for saying so
In whining poetry#
# # * * #

Who are a little wise, the best fools be,
--The Triple Fool, vs, 1*3; 22k
Lest Thou thy love and hate and me undo,
To let me live, 0 love and hate me too#
—The Prohibition, vs. 23»24«
My rags of heart can like, wish, and adore,
But after one such love, can love no more#
-•The Broken Heart, vs. 31-32#
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They who one another keep
Alive, ne'er parted be,
--Song, V8. 39-40*
0 think me worth thine anger, punish me,
Bum off my ruete and my deformity.
Restore thine image, so much, by tirr grace,
That thou may'at know me, and 1*11 turn my face.
—Good Friday, 1613# Riding Weatward,
V*. 39*42*
In contrast to Donne's self-awareneea, one aeee the aelf»
ooneoloua Cowley making a bid for hie audlenoe'e attention,
ae ehown In the aeleetlone from the Davldele. and "The
Resurreotion*"

One of hie earlier poeme aeserted hie de

sire for literary fame:
What shall I do to be forever known.
And make the Age to ccrnie my own?
# # # # *

Yet T muet on; what eound le't strikes my ear:
Sure I Fame'8 trumpet hear.
It sounds like the last Trumpet; for It can
Raise up the bur'led man,
—The Motto, vs. 1-2; 13-16.
When Cowley published his complete works In I656, one of
the copies was chained to the shelves of the Bbdlelan
Library at Oxford; this recognition of his fame called for
an ode, In which he tried to be modest: (The book 1#
speaking here).
As when a seat In Heaven
Is to an unmallclouB sinner given,
Who casting round his wondering eye,
Does none but Patriarchs amd Apostles there emple;
* *# ##

With trembling and amm##ment be begin#
To recollect his ftalltles past and sinns.
He doubts almost his station there
His soul mays to itself, *How came I here?*
It fares no otherwise with
When I myself with conscious wonder see,
Amidst this purified elected company*
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#**#

Ah# that my Author had been tied like me
To Buoh a place and auch a eompanyjl
Instead of several cotmtMea, $ev*ral wn^
And busineps which the Muses hate.
Re might have then improved that email eatate,
%lQh Nature sparingly to him did give.*.
—Ode# Mr Cowley's Book Preeenting
Iteelf to the Onivereity Library
at Oxford, at. 4 & 5#
It waa in the Preface to this edition that Cowley aaid he
would write no more poetry, a reaolution which he did not
keep*

Hia dissatisfaction is mingled in the poem above

with aelf-congratulation and false modesty#

Later, in *The

Complaint** ho berated his Mise for having kept him from
more profitable activities, especially since he had been
neglected by the Court*
When in the cradle innocent I lay#
Thou, wicked Spirit, stolest me away,
«**,And ever since I strive In vain
jRy ravished freedom to regain;
Still I rebel, still thou dost reign,
Lo, still in verse against thee T complain,
$###

The foolish sports I did on thee bestow.
Make all my art and labor ft-uitless now;
Where once such fairies dance, no graeo doth ever
grow.
##*#**

Thou slack'nest all my nerves of industry,
3y making th«m so oft to be
The tinkling strings of thy loose mlnstrelay#
* ## ##

This was iiqr error, this my gross mistake,
%8elf a demi-votary to make.
# #* *

For all that I gave up, I nothing gain.
And perish for the part that I retain#
-<#The Complaint, st. 6 & 7*
So the self-conscious "Melancholy Cowley* attempted to gain
the favors of the Court, and also admitted something of hi#
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sense of failure as a poet*
The modern world. In so far as it notices Cowley at
all. Is inclined to agree that his poetry lacks many of
the values which we seek.

As Leigh Hunt remarked, Thought

by itself makes no poet at all*; and it seem* the best
ean give Cowley is a certain intellectual range and logical
strength, plus a tiresome oversupply of cleverness;

w#

miss the originality, the passionate intensity, the depth
of insight, the power of suggestion, and the artiatio
mastery which we find in the best of Donne. Granted that
a considerable amount of Données verse, some of which h#
wrote with the hope of gaining favor, is not much better
than Cowley*s, we still find in his poems of love and
religion the complexity of wit, the depth of thought and
feeling, the imaginative and intellectual grasp of his
woi^d, and the genuine passion which makes his poetry
great.

And as we see in his post-Renalssance world sou#

of the same disruptions and uncertainties of which w# are
aware in our own, we find satisfaction for our minds and
hearts in his poetry, not so much in the answers that it
gives as in the attitudes that created it.
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